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Introduction
Why do we sleep? This question has been bothering researchers for centuries. 
Amazingly, despite the attention this issue has gotten over the years, the answer 
is still unclear. We know much more about the biology of  sleep than we did 
even two decades ago, but sleep’s function remains in many ways as elusive as 
ever. This thesis takes the perspective that sleep is important for maintaining 
long-term memory for our daily experiences. This function, which likely is 
not sleep’s only purpose, is thought to be mediated by the specific neural 
processes that occur during sleep. This is not a novel idea. Throughout the 
last 20 years, numerous researchers across the world have demonstrated that 
sleep facilitates memory in various ways (Diekelmann and Born, 2010). 
However, how the neural processes in sleep are related to these memory 
effects is still unclear. The main objective of  my PhD project was therefore to 
detail the neural and behavioral mechanisms through which sleep influences 
our memory. On top of  this, my research focused on how these processes 
could be directed from the outside, by experimental manipulations before and 
during sleep.  Neuroimaging research on sleep is complex, both practically as 
well as conceptually. Therefore, before I report on the studies conducted for 
this thesis, I will first discuss some relevant background information to place 
my research in the proper context.
A definition of sleep
Although we all have a direct appreciation of  what it is to sleep and be asleep, 
to define sleep in concrete terms is not trivial. A common definition describes 
sleep as a quickly reversible state of  reduced responsiveness, consciousness, 
metabolism and mobility (Siegel, 2009). Such a definition resonates well with 
our personal experience, and includes the major behavioral characteristics 
of  a sleeping organism. Yet, while descriptive, it is not precise, and seems 
mostly useful in comparison with other behavioral states such as the wake 
state, torpor, hibernation and coma (see Table 1).
State Occurrence Reversibility Responsiveness Metabolism Neuronal Activity 
      
Wake Daily   N/A Highest Highest High 
Sleep 
Torpor 
Daily 
Daily 
High 
Medium 
High 
Medium 
Low 
Low 
Variable, generally low 
Low 
Hibernation  Seasonal Low Low Lowest Low 
Coma Incidental Lowest Lowest Lowest Lowest 
Table 1. Behavioral states and their characteristics. 
Adapted from (Siegel, 2009). N/A = Not applicable.
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Moreover, sleep is not a unitary phenomenon. There exist various stages 
of  sleep that vary specifically in those properties we use to define sleep in 
the first place (such as responsiveness, consciousness and mobility). For 
scientific investigations, such a context-dependent definition is unsatisfactory. 
Fortunately, using elecrophysiology, it is possible to use more objecttive and 
quantitative measures of  sleep.
Electrophysiology of sleep
Human electrophysiology is the study of  the electrical properties of  our 
biology. In other words, it describes and measures what electrical mechanisms 
underlie the physiological functioning of  our body. Naturally, the study of  
our brain is one of  its major focuses.  Responsible for our perception and 
action, and everything in between, the brain relies on electrical signaling to 
perform calculations and process information. Its basic processing unit is the 
nerve cell, or neuron, of  which an estimated 85-100 billion can be found in 
the adult brain (Williams and Herrup, 1988; Azevedo et al., 2009). A neuron’s 
activity is mainly reflected in its firing rate, which is the rate at which it sends 
out electrical pulses to other neurons. By measuring neuronal firing rate 
directly, or by recording its correlates, electrophysiology can be used to make 
inferences about neuronal activity in various conditions. 
Electroencephalography
Although direct measurements at the level of  the neuron are the most precise 
estimation of  neuronal activity, they require highly invasive procedures and 
have very limited coverage. This is not an attractive proposition when studying 
phenomena such as sleep across the whole brain in healthy volunteers. An 
alternative to such direct measurements are techniques that record brain 
activity non-invasively. Electrical signals that originate in neurons are 
conducted throughout the brain and skull and can be picked up from the 
scalp. However, because the potentials generated by individual neurons are 
small, it is impossible to record the activity of  single neurons at the scalp level. 
Instead, when recording the correlates of  neuronal activity from outside the 
brain, we are only sensitive to large synchronous populations of  neurons. The 
resulting net signal can be recorded with electroencephalography (EEG), an 
electrophysiological technique that uses a combination of  electrodes placed 
at standardized positions around the head (Figure 1). Because the EEG 
signal gets distorted when it is conducted through different body tissues, and 
relies on large populations of  neurons firing synchronously, the precision 
with which we can locate the spatial origin of  the EEG signal is relatively low.
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In other words, EEG’s spatial resolution is quite poor; in the best conditions, 
in the order of  centimeters. However, we can sample the EEG signal with 
high frequency, meaning that the temporal precision of  the signal (or 
temporal resolution) is high. Typical recordings for this thesis, for instance, 
were sampled at 5000Hz; we obtained a new data point every 0.2ms. For this 
reason, it is relatively easy to say with EEG recordings when neuronal activity 
occurred in the brain, but more difficult to say where in the brain the activity 
was located.
The EEG signal we observe during various circumstances offers us a window 
into the neural processing that is associated with such conditions. That this is 
doubly useful for sleep research stems from the fact that the various states of  
wake and sleep are characterized by typical EEG patterns. These patterns are 
reliably distinct for the different states, but highly similar across individuals. 
For this reason we can use such EEG patterns to track the sleep states of  
participants throughout our sleep experiments. I have used EEG for my sleep 
studies in Chapter 2, 3 and 4.
Figure 1. EEG cap.    
A 32-electrode EEG recording cap suitable for use in the magnetic resonance scanner. 
© BrainProducts (Gilching, Germany) 
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Sleep stages and associated electrophysiology
In the 1930s, research by Loomis and colleagues indicated that 
electrophysiology differed strongly between different phases of  sleep (Loomis 
et al., 1937).  As such, researchers started to divide sleep into a number of  
distinct states, or sleep stages. This division was later refined by Dement 
and Kleitman  (1957) before it was standardized in the classical “Manual of  
Standardized Terminology, Techniques and Scoring System for Sleep Stages 
of  Human Subjects” by Rechtschaffen and Kales (Rechtschaffen and Kales, 
1968). Although the latter guidelines are still used, a more up-to-date manual 
has recently been provided by the American Academy of  Sleep Medicine (Iber 
et al., 2007). It is these guidelines that have been used for the classification of  
sleep in the studies reported in this thesis. 
Polysomnography
Several types of  data are required for detection of  the signals relevant for 
sleep classification. These include:
1.  Electrodes that pick up the brain’s neural activity from the scalp, placed  
     at locations around the head (electroencephalography, or EEG)
2.  Electrodes that register the electrophysiological correlates of  eye       
     movements, placed around the eyes (electrooculography, EOG)
3.  Electrodes that record the electrophysiological signature of  our cardiac     
     cycle, placed on the upper body (electrocardiography, ECG) 
4.  Electrodes that monitor muscle tone, usually placed underneath the chin 
     (electromyography, EMG)
The combination of  these techniques for the purpose of  sleep recordings 
is called polysomnography. Decisions made on the particular sleep 
stage of  an individual, or ‘sleep staging’, are dependent on all available 
polysomnographic data. Sleep stages are thus classified on the basis of  a 
combination of  these electrophysiological features. As mentioned before, 
EEG records the electrophysiological signal of  synchronous neuronal 
populations. Fluctuations in this signal over time can be broken down into a 
number of  rhythmic and repetitive waveforms known as neuronal oscillations. 
These neuronal oscillations can be defined on the basis of  two important 
characteristics: amplitude an frequency. It is believed that EEG oscillations 
in different frequency bands also fulfill different functions in the brain (e.g. 
Fries, 2005; Schnitzler and Gross, 2005; Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010; Fell and 
Axmacher, 2011). Examples of  common frequency bands with associated 
frequency ranges can be found in Table 2. 
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The presence of  delta and alpha oscillations in the EEG signal is a clear 
indication of  certain sleep stages and is therefore a primary focus during 
sleep stage classification.
Sleep staging in this thesis
The AASM Manual for the Scoring of  Sleep and Associated Events (Iber et 
al., 2007) distinguishes 5 separate sleep stages: 
1.  Wake (W)
2.  Sleep stage 1 (N1)        
3.  Sleep stage 2 (N2)                                               Non-REM sleep   
4.  Sleep stage 3 (N3, a.k.a. slow wave sleep) 
5.  Rapid-eye-movement sleep (R)                          REM sleep
        
Characteristic electrophysiological features for most sleep stages are shown 
in Figure 2. Typically, sleep staging results in the assignment of  a sleep state 
to every 30s of  an EEG recording. However, it is important to note that this 
standard is arbitrary. There is little reason to believe that the physiology 
of  sleep can be perfectly boxed in into 5 distinct states or that changes in 
sleep state follow a strict 30s schedule. Rather, sleep electrophysiology 
shows a continuum of  characteristics that gradually change from state to 
state. This is also why lately more investigations have focused on specific 
electrophysiological features of  sleep (such as sleep spindles and slow 
oscillations) rather than specific sleep stages (e.g. Axmacher et al., 2008; Dang-
Vu et al., 2008; Mölle et al., 2011). This approach gets closer to the individual 
neural processes that occur during sleep. Nevertheless, reliable classification 
of  sleep requires standardized criteria. A sleep staging rulebook provides the 
important benefit that results of  sleep classification can be compared between 
individuals, studies and locations. 
Name Frequency 
Delta
Theta
Beta
Alpha
Gamma
0.5-4
4-8
8-13
13-30
30-100
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Table 2. Frequency bands.
Common frequency bands with associated frequency ranges.
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100 µv
Delta oscillations
K-complexSleep stage 2
Sleep stage 3
Sleep spindleSleep stage 2
Sleep stage 1 Low voltage, random
Relaxed Wake Alpha oscillations
EEG signatureSleep stage
1 sec
Figure 2. EEG features distinguishing sleep from waking. 
Figure adapted from (Andreassi, 1989).
Actigraphy
 
Although polysomnography offers detailed information on the behavioral 
state of  the participant, it is quite restrictive, and requires a dedicated 
recording infrastructure. This is no problem during experimental sessions 
conducted in the laboratory, but impractical when sleep/wake rhythms have 
to be recorded over the course of  multiple days in the participant’s natural 
environment.  In those circumstances, researchers often use actigraphy. 
Actigraphy is a non-invasive method for measuring human activity. Activity 
is recorded with help of  watch-like devices (“actigraphs”) that are sensitive 
to movement. The actigraphs can monitor the activity cycle of  participants 
over prolonged periods of  time.  Moreover, because activity during sleep is 
significantly lower than during active behavior, it is possible to analyze the 
actigraphy data for the presence of  sleep. One disadvantage of  actigraphy is 
that recordings cannot easily distinguish between the different sleep stages. 
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Nevertheless, classification of  sleep and wake periods using actigraphy has 
been demonstrated to agree with polysomnography-based classification for 
as much as 94%, suggesting that actigraphy can be reliably used for sleep 
detection (Sitnick et al., 2008; Sadeh, 2011). In Chapter 4 I have used 
actigraphy to check the wake-up times of  our participants on the morning 
of  the experiment.  In addition, I have used this data to calculate the total 
sleep time of  these participants in the night before the experimental day. In 
Chapter 5 actigraphy served two purposes.  Firstly, it was one of  the main 
outcome measures, as it was used for the estimation of  the time participants 
spent asleep in one experimental group. Secondly, it also served as a screening 
tool in the other experimental group to ensure that participants followed their 
instructions to stay awake.   
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
It should now be clear to the reader that EEG and actigraphy are important 
for scientific investigations on the topic of  sleep. We rely on EEG (in 
combination with other polysomnographic signals) to classify sleep stages; 
thus, experimental recordings made during sleep generally include EEG 
data. However, EEG’s lack of  spatial resolution is a hindrance in the precise 
detection of  local activity in the brain. We needed precise information on neural 
activity in various brain regions to answer the research questions that stood 
at the basis of  this thesis. Therefore, we opted to combine EEG with another 
recording technique in our neuroimaging experiments.  Functional magnetic 
resonance imaging (fMRI) was an obvious choice, since it boasts excellent 
spatial resolution.  fMRI is a relatively novel method to image correlates of  
neural activity in the brain. As the name suggests, fMRI is based on magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI).  In MRI, a strong static magnetic field is used to 
align the magnetic dipoles of  hydrogen atoms in the body. Radio-frequency 
pulses (in combination with variable gradient fields) then selectively excite 
particular body areas by temporarily flipping the magnetization spin axis of  
the local hydrogen atoms out of  alignment with the static magnetic field. The 
precessing nuclei induce a voltage in a receiver coil placed around the body 
region of  interest. In case of  fMRI this is the head; for clinical purposes, this 
can also be any other part of  the body. The recorded signal is known as the 
magnetic resonance (MR) signal. Importantly, the MR signal that is received 
depends on the tissue of  origin (i.e. it differs for example between fluid, bone 
and brain matter). Indexing this signal across the brain can for instance be 
used to create a neuro-anatomical image. For a typical example of  an MR 
scanner, see Figure 3. In fMRI, MR signal changes are measured that are due 
to local changes in the oxygen content of  the blood. For obvious reasons, this 
measurement is known as the Blood-Oxygenation-Level-Dependent (BOLD) 
17
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signal. The BOLD signal can be seen as a local index of  neural activity. When 
neurons become active, the amount of  blood transported to these neurons 
increases to supply the active region with additional oxygen and nutrients. As 
a consequence, the regional blood flow and volume are increased. Oxygen is 
carried in the blood by hemoglobin. When hemoglobin is transporting oxygen 
(=oxy-hemoglobin) it is similar to brain tissue and does not contribute to 
the BOLD signal; however, when it releases oxygen (=deoxy-hemoglobin), it 
becomes paramagnetic, which results in a local decrease of  the BOLD signal. 
Counterintuitively, the net effect of  neural activity is actually an increase in the 
BOLD signal. The body overcompensates for the oxygen consumed and sends 
a surplus of  oxygen-rich blood to the active region, which reduces the local 
level of  deoxy-hemoglobin and thus increases the local MR signal. Since the 
regulation of  these vascular processes is relatively slow, the temporal precision 
of  fMRI is limited. The BOLD signal fluctuates in the order of  seconds; 
typically, a new brain image is acquired every 2 to 3 seconds. However, the 
blood supply to the brain is regulated at a very fine spatial level, which, in 
principle, allows fMRI to image neural activity with high spatial resolution. 
Using the strongest magnetic fields currently available, BOLD activity can be 
localized within 1 millimeter. In fMRI studies the spatial resolution is more 
commonly lower (3-5 mm) for technical reasons. 
Figure 3. The Siemens Avanto 1.5T MR scanner at the Donders Centre for Cognitive 
Neuroimaging. © Siemens Healthcare
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fMRI: Activity and connectivity
Our brain is always active. It is constantly regulating physiological processes, 
perceiving its environment and responding to the external input it receives. 
Even at absolute rest, the brain needs to maintain several body functions 
that are essential for survival. Neural activity at a given moment is therefore 
a combination of  a brain response to the specifics of  the circumstance 
and unrelated ongoing activity. For this reason, MR research generally 
uses contrasts between different circumstances (a.k.a. conditions) to make 
inferences about functional localization. By comparing the average brain 
response to two conditions that differ (hopefully) only in the presence of  a 
cognitive process of  interest, we can make stronger claims about the specific 
involvement of  certain brain regions in such a process.  I have used fMRI in 
this way to study neural activity in Chapter 2 and 4. Alternatively, one can 
go beyond individual neural responses and measure the correlation between 
such responses in different areas of  the brain. Fluctuations in neural activity 
that are shared across brain regions likely demonstrate the presence of  a 
functional connection. Such functional connectivity, defined as “the temporal 
correlation between remote neurophysiological events” (Friston, 1994), is 
probably a reflection of  the complex communication that takes place within 
the brain. In the end, it is this interaction between brain regions that enables 
our brain to integrate information from various sources and guide adaptive 
behavior. In this thesis, I have used two types of  functional connectivity 
analyses.
Psychophysiological Interaction Analysis
Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analyses are hypothesis-driven; they 
require prior knowledge to inform the analysis. This type of  analysis focuses 
on the variable functional connectivity patterns of  a region of  interest under 
various conditions (Friston et al., 1997). Results therefore necessarily depend 
on proper selection of  the region and conditions of  interest. With a PPI, one 
searches for an interaction between a psychological factor (such as a condition, 
performance measure or experimental group) and the functional connectivity 
of  the region of  interest (the physiological factor). In other words: it asks 
the question where in the brain the connectivity with a particular region 
is modulated (i.e. increased or decreased) when the psychological factor 
changes.  To calculate functional connectivity, the BOLD signal in the region 
of  interest is extracted and correlated with the rest of  the brain after correcting 
for mean task-related effects. After doing this for the selected PPI conditions, 
a comparison of  the functional connectivity in the selected contexts can be 
made. 
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In my studies, for example, I have used PPIs to compare connectivity in sleep 
and wake states (Chapter 2) and to compare connectivity during presentation 
of  studied and unstudied sounds in slow-wave sleep (Chapter 4).
Independent Component Analysis
 
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is largely data-driven, in contrast 
with model-driven PPI analyses. ICA mathematically separates the different 
independent contributions to a signal by looking at the internal structure 
of  the complete dataset. When used on fMRI data, ICA can uncover the 
underlying network architecture of  the brain by looking at those brain areas 
that show internally consistent temporal dynamics together (Beckmann 
and Smith, 2004).  It can use this temporal consistency in the MR signal to 
divide the brain into a collection of  statistically independent spatial maps, or 
components. Each component is characterized by its own signal time course; 
areas within the corresponding spatial map are thus functionally connected, 
but can be spatially distributed across the brain. Since the separation of  
data into different components is purely based on the characteristics of  the 
data itself, this approach does not depend on prior hypotheses or statistical 
assumptions. For the work reported in this thesis, I have additionally used a 
recent extension to ICA. Using dual-regression techniques, it is now possible 
to compare connectivity in independent components between different 
conditions or experimental groups (Filippini et al., 2009). I have used ICA 
together with dual-regression to contrast connectivity between sleep stages 
within various neural networks in Chapter 3.
Sleep and memory
    
The previous sections have expanded on the nature of  sleep, its classification 
and the experimental methods used in this thesis. Nevertheless, an important 
question lingers: Why study the relationship between sleep and memory? 
Before I answer this question, I first need to dedicate a few words to the 
cognitive neuroscience of  memory. The memory research conducted for this 
thesis builds on a large body of  work stretching back to the beginning of  the 
20th century. My thesis focuses on the link between sleep and declarative 
memory, i.e. memory for facts and experiences that is accessible to conscious 
recall (Schacter and Tulving, 1994). For this reason I will mainly discuss 
research here that involves this type of  memory. Nevertheless, the reader 
is advised that a substantial line of  research exists on procedural memory 
(memory for  skills) and its interaction with sleep (for a review, see Robertson 
et al., 2004).
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Declarative memory and the medial temporal lobe
From clinical observations, it has long been known that regions in the medial 
temporal lobe (MTL) of  the brain are involved in memory (von Bechterew, 
1900; Squire and Wixted, 2011). However, the importance of  the MTL was 
established most strongly by the work of  Milner and colleagues. They studied 
H.M., a patient with bilateral medial temporal lobe lesions, and showed that 
H.M. suffered from severe memory impairments, such as striking forgetfulness 
against a background of  otherwise normal cognitive performance (Scoville 
and Milner, 1957; Milner, 1972). Interestingly, his forgetfulness was specific 
to declarative memory; procedural memory was relatively spared.  Further 
lesion and anatomical work in humans and animals has demonstrated that the 
MTL is not a single uniform region, but consists of  several sub regions (Squire 
and Zola-Morgan, 1991). Together, these regions perform the individual 
processing steps required for successful memory formation and retrieval 
(Squire et al., 2004). Anatomically, the MTL can be divided in the hippocampus 
and the parahippocampal gyrus, which contains the entorhinal, perirhinal 
and parahippocampal cortices (see Figure 4). The hippocampus receives 
input from many cortical areas in the frontal, temporal and parietal lobes 
and is thus ideally suited to integrate and bind various types of  information. 
Not surprisingly, it is the endpoint of  a cortical processing hierarchy (Squire 
et al., 2004).  This hierarchy starts with the sensory input that is processed in 
the primary sensory areas, continues through the unimodal and polymodal 
association regions to the different cortices in the parahippocampal gyrus, 
and finally ends in the hippocampus. It is the integration of  the different 
modalities of  information in the parahippocampal gyrus and hippocampus 
that enables us to have such vivid and complex representations of  our past 
experiences. As I mentioned previously, the hippocampus depends on the 
prior processing of  sensory input in numerous cortical and subcortical brain 
areas. These regions are often sensitive to particular input features. Although 
dividing the brain into specific areas with a unique function is generally 
problematic, it is useful to highlight the specialized contributions of  two 
cortical regions in light of  the experiments conducted for this thesis.
First, the fusiform gyrus, a cortical region located laterally adjacent to the 
parahippocampal gyrus (see Figure 4). The fusiform gyrus is a higher-order 
visual processing area in the temporal lobe that stretches from the anterior 
temporal pole to the border with the occipital lobe. It is most known for its 
involvement in the processing of  faces in the so-called fusiform face area 
(Kanwisher et al., 1997; Grill-Spector et al., 2004). However, the fusiform 
gyrus as a whole has also been implicated in color, body and word processing 
(Allison et al., 1994; McCandliss et al., 2003; Schwarzlose et al., 2005). 
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I have used the fusiform gyrus as a region of  interest for the connectivity 
analyses of  Chapter 2, in which facial stimuli were used to cue the retrieval 
of  learned face-location associations.
Second, the parahippocampal cortex. This region is situated just below the 
hippocampus in the MTL in the posterior part of  the parahippocampal gyrus 
(see Figure 4). A parahippocampal region known as the parahippocampal 
place area has been specifically implicated in the visual processing of  
spatial layouts and scenes (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998).  More generally, 
the parahippocampal cortex has been associated with spatial memory and 
navigation; it is sensitive to the spatial layout of  the environment (Janzen 
and van Turennout, 2004; Epstein, 2008; Squire and Wixted, 2011). The 
parahippocampal cortex was of  primary interest in Chapter 4, where I 
used an object-location task that required people to precisely memorize the 
location of  a set of  pictures. 
Figure 4. Brain regions involved in declarative memory acquisition, recall and 
consolidation. Figure adapted from (Heimer, 2003).
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Consolidation of declarative memories
Memory processes are generally divided into three categories: encoding, 
retrieval and consolidation. Encoding refers to those processes that come into 
play when we register new experiences and learn, whether we do so implicitly 
or explicitly. It deals with the acquisition of  new memories. Retrieval is to 
recall past memories; it is the ability to remember stored information and 
knowledge for current use.  In contrast, consolidation is considered an offline 
process. The consolidation process is thought to involve the stabilization of  
memories for long-term memory and the integration of  new experiences with 
prior knowledge (McClelland et al., 1995). Memory consolidation has been 
defined as “the hypothetical process in which a memory item is transformed 
into a long-term form” (Dudai, 2012) and “involves a prolonged period 
after learning when new information becomes fixed at a cellular level and 
interleaved among already existing memories to enrich our body of  personal 
and factual knowledge”(McKenzie and Eichenbaum, 2011). Essentially, this 
process is “concerned with the reorganization of  memory that takes place 
with time and experience across large neuronal networks” (Winocur and 
Moscovitch, 2011). 
As was mentioned previously, the MTL is critical for the acquisition and 
retrieval of  declarative memories. With consolidation, declarative memories 
undergo a form of  reorganization, and, depending on the type of  memory, 
may become more dependent on neocortical structures (Squire and Wixted, 
2011; Winocur and Moscovitch, 2011). Evidence from several recent studies 
suggests that areas in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC, see Figure 4) 
become more involved with consolidation, as MTL dependency wanes 
(Frankland and Bontempi, 2005; Takashima et al., 2006; Restivo et al., 2009; 
Leon et al., 2010; van Kesteren et al., 2010). In addition, the mPFC has also 
been linked to the integration of  recent experiences with prior knowledge, 
further supporting its relevance for memory consolidation (Tse et al., 2007; 
van Kesteren et al., 2010; Tse et al., 2011; van Kesteren et al., 2012; Zeithamova 
et al., 2012). For this reason, I have used the mPFC as a region of  interest in 
Chapter 2, 3 and 4.
The relationship between memory and sleep
After this short discussion of  memory and memory consolidation, I will now 
proceed to talk about the relationship between memory and sleep. The first 
empirical report directly relating sleep to memory came from a landmark 
study from Jenkins and Dallenbach (1924). Interestingly, their study on 
obliviscence (i.e. forgetting) was based on the experimental observations of  
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Ebbinghaus (1885). In his classic study on forgetting, Ebbinghaus learned 
a list of  nonsense syllables and then repeatedly tested his memory for the 
syllables after various delays. He noted that his retention curve did not follow 
a linear decay. Instead, after a rapid drop in retention in the first 9 hours after 
learning, the decay slowed between delays of  9 hrs and 1 day. Crucially, this 
delay contained a night of  sleep, and although Ebbinghaus was aware of  
this, he did not attribute the observed effect to sleep but to “the accidental 
errors of  his experiments” (Jenkins and Dallenbach, 1924). Not satisfied by 
this explanation, Jenkins and Dallenbach directly compared memory decay 
across an identical period of  wake and sleep and thus provided the first 
evidence that sleep facilitates memory retention (Jenkins and Dallenbach, 
1924). Their experiment showed that memory for nonsense syllables was 
consistently better after a delay that included sleep compared to an equivalent 
time of  wake.
Initially, it was believed that such benefits of  sleep were due to the reduction 
in interference the brain experiences during sleep (Jenkins and Dallenbach, 
1924). According to this theory, sleep would passively shield memories 
from outside input, which would otherwise destabilize the recently acquired 
memories. This hypothesis was not seriously challenged until many decennia 
later. In the meantime, research on the link between sleep and memory was 
all but absent. However, in the last decennia of  the 20th century the advent 
of  new recording techniques such as fMRI, positron emission tomography 
(PET) and more advanced intra- and extracellular electrophysiological 
techniques enabled researchers to study neural activity in greater detail. The 
research that followed elegantly and convincingly demonstrated that sleep 
has an active role in memory processes.
So far, I have briefly discussed the process of  consolidation that memories 
undergo after encoding. This important step does not only ensure long-term 
persistence of  our memories, but also integrates novel experiences with our 
prior knowledge and past history. The active reprocessing of  experiences, or 
reactivation, is believed to be critical for this consolidation process (Wilson 
and McNaughton, 1994; Rasch and Born, 2007).  Essentially, it is thought that 
sleep, especially slow-wave sleep, is particularly suitable for such operations 
(Diekelmann and Born, 2010; Dudai, 2012). Through reactivation, sleep can 
actively promote consolidation.  Evidence from rodent electrophysiology and 
human neuroimaging has provided insight on the neural mechanisms of  this 
reactivation process and its cognitive consequences.
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Reactivation in rodents
Pioneering work by Wilson and McNaughton showed that task-related 
neuronal activity patterns in rodents are reinstated during subsequent slow-
wave sleep. Their landmark study focused on the activity of  place cells, 
neurons that are active when an animal is located at a particular location in 
the environment. Wilson and McNaughton observed that place cells that fired 
together during a spatial task were more likely to fire together in subsequent 
slow-wave sleep (Wilson and McNaughton, 1994). Sleep preceding the task 
did not show such correlations. Notably, earlier work by Pavlides and Winson 
had already shown that place-cell activity in sleep was only higher if  the 
place-cells had been active during the preceding wake period, demonstrating 
the experience-dependent nature of  this mechanism (Pavlides and Winson, 
1989). Follow-up studies indicated that reactivation does not exclusively take 
place during sleep, but can occur during inactive wake periods as well (Foster 
and Wilson, 2006; Diba and Buzsaki, 2007; Karlsson and Frank, 2009). 
Moreover, multi-unit recordings have shown that reactivation, especially 
during sleep, is coordinated across the brain and can involve medial temporal, 
neocortical and midbrain regions (Ribeiro et al., 2004; Euston et al., 2007; Ji 
and Wilson, 2007; Lansink et al., 2009; Peyrache et al., 2009).  
It has been proposed that reactivation occurs in electrophysiological niches 
suitable for brain plasticity (Diekelmann and Born, 2010). The active phases 
of  the slow oscillation (the “up states” (Sirota and Buzsaki, 2005)) create a 
context in which reactivation is synchronized with the occurrence of  sleep 
spindles, and sharp-wave ripples, fast EEG events featuring waveforms in the 
100-300 Hz range (Sirota et al., 2003; Buzsáki, 2006). It is believed that this 
synchrony on the electrophysiological level potentiates the reactivation of  
recent experiences in the medial temporal lobe and facilitates the subsequent 
interaction between the medial temporal lobe and neocortical regions that 
results in memory consolidation (Diekelmann and Born, 2010). Direct 
support for this link between reactivation and memory consolidation has 
recently been provided by two intervention studies in rodents. Artificially 
blocking the firing patterns associated with reactivation during both slow-
wave sleep and wake resulted in pronounced memory deficits (Girardeau et 
al., 2009; Jadhav et al., 2012), demonstrating that these phenomena actively 
contribute to memory processes.
Reactivation in humans
Further evidence on the connection between reactivation and memory has 
come from several recent neuroimaging experiments in humans. 
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Research conducted following the PET study of  Maquet and colleagues has 
been most productive in this regard (Maquet et al., 2000). These researchers 
showed that brain activity associated with performing a motor task was 
modulated in subsequent REM sleep depending on pre-sleep task exposure.
Participants who were trained on the motor task prior to sleeping showed 
higher activity in task-related regions compared to participants who did not 
perform the task. In a conceptually similar study, hippocampal areas that 
were active during a spatial memory task were found to become reactivated in 
subsequent slow-wave sleep (Peigneux et al., 2004). Both studies demonstrated 
that experience-dependent reactivation occurs in humans. On top of  this, the 
second study showed that this reactivation is behaviorally relevant, as the 
amount of  hippocampal reactivation that was observed during slow-wave 
sleep correlated with overnight improvement on the spatial memory task. 
In 2007, an elegant study by Rasch and colleagues demonstrated that it is 
possible to artificially facilitate memory consolidation during sleep by re-
exposing participants to the encoding context during slow-wave sleep after 
learning (Rasch et al., 2007). In this study, participants learned object-location 
pairs in the presence of  an odor. Re-administration of  this odor during 
subsequent slow-wave sleep was associated with increased hippocampal 
activity, and increased retention of  the object-location pairs, suggesting that 
re-exposure of  the odor triggered the reactivation and stabilization of  the 
memories previously encoded in its presence. The technique of  externally 
triggered reactivation was further refined in a study by Rudoy and colleagues. 
There, the trial-specific context of  a sound was used to reactivate specific 
object-location associations during slow-wave sleep (Rudoy et al., 2009). 
Results show that reactivation of  selected associations with this protocol 
produced an accuracy benefit for those associations compared to other 
associations that were learned in an identical manner but not subsequently 
reactivated during sleep (Rudoy et al., 2009). This procedure thus provided 
evidence that it is possible to facilitate sleep-dependent consolidation on an 
item-by-item basis and promote the retention of  specific material. I have 
used an adapted version of  this paradigm in Chapter 4 to study the neural 
mechanisms of  such targeted reactivation.
   
Importantly, although reactivation might occur in wake as well as in sleep, some 
human evidence suggests that the reprocessing of  information is especially 
beneficial during deep sleep. In an extension of  their landmark study (Rasch 
and Born, 2007), Diekelmann and colleagues repeated their odor reactivation 
protocol in both sleep and wake. They found that reactivation in sleep still 
boosted memory retention, even when interference through new learning 
took place shortly before recall of  the old memories (Diekelmann et al., 
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2011). However, reactivation of  older memories during wake shortly before 
encoding new information actually hampered performance (Diekelmann et 
al., 2011). This finding provides support for the idea that sleep can boost 
our memories’ resistance to interference. This protective effect has been 
demonstrated in previous studies and can be considered further proof  that 
sleep actively realizes memory consolidation (Ellenbogen et al., 2006). The 
specific characteristics of  sleep’s effects, however, remain to be explored. 
The specific effects of sleep-dependent memory consolidation
The theory that sleep is important for the consolidation of  memories may be 
relatively uncontroversial, but the nature and extent of  its consequences are 
still under investigation. Several recent findings indicate that sleep might have 
refined mnemonic effects that go beyond simple facilitation of  retention. 
First, apart from being associated with quantitative memory benefits, sleep 
has also been related to qualitative mnemonic changes (Diekelmann and 
Born, 2010). For instance, sleep has been associated with the facilitation of  
insight into implicit rules governing the relationship between multiple separate 
experiences. When learning stimulus-response sequences, participants who 
slept after training gained insight into the hidden rules that characterized the 
order of  events more frequently than participants that stayed awake (Wagner 
et al., 2004). Sleep has also been shown to improve higher-order relational 
memory in a similar vein by facilitating novel inferences that go beyond 
those encountered during training (Ellenbogen et al., 2007) and was shown to 
promote abstraction in language-learning infants (Gomez et al., 2006).  These 
results demonstrate that sleep can be involved in the extraction of  useful 
information across a collection of  experiences, which suggests that sleep-
dependent memory consolidation is an active and adaptive process. 
Second, sleep-dependent consolidation appears to be particularly beneficial 
to certain types of  information. For example, sleep seems to preferentially 
consolidate emotional (over neutral) memories, even when both aspects of  an 
experience are encoded together (Hu et al., 2006; Payne et al., 2008; Nishida 
et al., 2009; Payne and Kensinger, 2011). On top of  this, sleep can selectively 
boost the retention of  information that is explicitly cued to be remembered 
during encoding (Rauchs et al., 2011; Saletin et al., 2011) and appears to 
prioritize episodic details over item memory (Cairney et al., 2011; van der 
Helm et al., 2011). Furthermore, sleep seems to be sensitive to the future utility 
of  retention, providing selective benefits for learned information for which 
future recall is expected or rewarded (Fischer and Born, 2009; Wilhelm et al., 
2011). All these findings point towards the idea that sleep might not simply 
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consolidate all memories equally. Rather, the type of  material, manner 
of  encoding and future utility of  information might determine whether 
a particular memory will be actively retained or left to decay naturally. A 
recent review of  the literature by Saletin and Walker underlines this theory, 
by proposing that the explicit and implicit saliency of  information drives 
sleep-dependent memory consolidation and its behavioral consequences 
(Saletin and Walker, 2012). This line of  thought was the main motivation for 
conducting the experiment that stood at the basis of  Chapter 5. There, I used 
the selectivity of  sleep-dependent memory processes to differentially affect 
retention of  two sets of  information that differed in their future relevance. 
Having given a brief  description of  the background necessary to understand 
the remainder of  this thesis, I will now outline the contents of  all subsequent 
thesis chapters.  
Outline
The aim of  the research described in this thesis was to detail the neural and 
behavioral signatures of  sleep-dependent memory consolidation in humans. 
For this reason, I measured neural activity and connectivity before, during 
and after sleep with EEG and fMRI. In addition, behavioral tasks were used 
to assess memory performance before and after sleep. In Chapter 2 and 
3, I focused on the neural processes that occur naturally during light sleep 
following learning. In Chapter 4 and 5, I went a step further and actively 
directed the sleep-dependent consolidation process to facilitate the retention 
of  selected information.
In Chapter 2 I analyzed changes in functional connectivity during light 
sleep after learning. In this study I investigated how changes in connectivity 
throughout the sleep-wake cycle were related to subsequent memory. Using 
a face-location association task where the initial and delayed memory test 
was separated by an afternoon nap, I linked connectivity during the nap to 
memory performance. First, I compared functional connectivity of  a task-
related region between three sleep stages. Afterwards, I calculated whether the 
observed connectivity differences were related to the retention of  information 
learned before sleep and the post-sleep acquisition of  new information. 
In Chapter 3, I tracked the connectivity within multiple resting state networks 
throughout a nap period. Instead of  analyzing the connectivity of  functionally 
defined regions, I used a novel, more data-driven method of  analysis that 
allowed me to assess sleep-dependent changes in network synchronicity.  This 
analysis therefore approached the topic of  functional connectivity during 
sleep from a different perspective.
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 In Chapter 4, I turned from observation to action and actively initiated memory 
reactivation in humans during sleep. I used an object-location paradigm 
where the object-location pairs were associated with object-related sounds. 
These sounds were used to trigger the reactivation of  selected associations 
during subsequent slow-wave sleep. I examined the neural activation and 
functional connectivity during this reactivation procedure and investigated 
how these neural responses predicted accuracy for the reactivated locations 
at the post-sleep test. 
In Chapter 5, I focused on the selectivity of  sleep-related memory effects. 
Recent experimental evidence suggests that sleep-dependent memory 
consolidation can be selective, and might prioritize information of  future 
utility. For this reason, I modulated the expected future relevance of  two 
sets of  picture-location associations differentially after learning. Using a 
within-subject behavioral design, I investigated if  perceived future relevance 
of  information influences its consolidation, and if  so, whether this effect is 
sleep-dependent. 
The main results of  my PhD project are summarized in Chapter 6, which 
also contains a general discussion of  the experimental findings.


Chapter 2
Functional connectivity during light sleep is 
correlated with memory performance for face-
location associations
Eelco V. van Dongen
Atsuko Takashima 
Markus Barth 
Guillén Fernández
Neuroimage 57: 262-270 (2011)
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Abstract
The consolidation of  declarative memories benefits from sleep. The neural 
mechanisms involved in sleep-dependent consolidation, however, are largely 
unknown. Here, we used a combination of  functional magnetic resonance 
imaging, polysomnography and a face–location associative memory task to 
target neural connectivity of  a face sensitive area during an afternoon nap. 
Fusiform connectivity was substantially greater during sleep stage 1 than in 
wake in a network extending from early visual areas bilaterally to the fusiform 
gyrus, ventrally and into the posterior parietal cortices, dorsally. In sleep stage 
2, fusiform connectivity was found to be larger in the precuneus, bilateral 
middle temporal gyrus and medial prefrontal cortex. Specific functional 
connectivity increases observed during light sleep were positively correlated 
with memory performance for face–location associations. A distinction could 
be made between fusiform-medial prefrontal connectivity during sleep stage 
1 and 2 that was positively correlated with retention of  associations learned 
prior to sleep and fusiform-hippocampal connectivity during sleep stage 1 that 
was correlated with better acquisition of  new associations learned after sleep. 
Our results suggest that fusiform-medial prefrontal connectivity during sleep 
has a stabilizing effect on recently learned associative memories, possibly 
due to the existence of  a task-related schema that allows rapid consolidation 
of  related information. Our data further indicate that sleep-dependent 
connectivity between the fusiform gyrus and hippocampus correlated with 
new learning after sleep. Thus, our study provides correlational evidence 
for the behavioral relevance of  specific medial prefrontal and hippocampal 
interactions with the fusiform gyrus during light sleep.
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Introduction
Initially, the hippocampus is critical for the acquisition and retrieval of  
declarative memories (Scoville and Milner, 1957; Dickerson and Eichenbaum, 
2010). Over time, however, the involvement of  the hippocampus decreases as 
memory traces are gradually consolidated in neocortical areas (McClelland 
et al., 1995; Squire et al., 2004 ; Frankland and Bontempi, 2005).  Evidence 
indicates that especially the medial prefrontal cortex becomes increasingly 
important for memory as hippocampal contributions wane (Maviel et al., 
2004; Takashima et al., 2006; Takehara-Nishiuchi and McNaughton, 2008; 
Sterpenich et al., 2009). 
Animal studies demonstrated that the consolidation process involves 
structured offline interaction between encoding-related areas (Wilson and 
McNaughton, 1994; McClelland et al., 1995; Ji and Wilson, 2007). This 
structured interaction or reactivation, as it involves the repeated co-activation 
of  brain areas activated during initial learning, occurs preferentially during 
sleep and periods of  inactivity (Wilson and McNaughton, 1994; Ji and 
Wilson, 2007; Karlsson and Frank, 2009). Studies have also provided 
evidence for the existence of  sleep-related reactivation in humans (Maquet 
et al., 2000; Peigneux et al., 2004). The role of  reactivation as mediator of  
memory consolidation is further supported by experiments that have shown 
that reactivation during sleep augments memory test performance for 
information learned before sleep (Peigneux et al., 2004; Rasch et al., 2007; 
Rudoy et al., 2009).
Recent data suggests that offline memory consolidation in humans can be 
captured by measuring functional connectivity during rest using functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Stevens et al., 2010; Tambini et al., 2010). 
Whether similar processes take place during sleep is as of  yet unknown. 
The current study therefore set out to study whether functional connectivity 
is modulated by sleep and subsequently investigated whether such sleep-
dependent connectivity changes are behaviorally relevant for subsequent 
associative memory. Participants learned two sets of  60 face-location 
associations separated by an afternoon nap, during which polysomnography 
and fMRI was recorded simultaneously. It is important to note that because 
of  the relatively short length of  the sleep period, we primarily focused on the 
influence of  light sleep, i.e., periods in which participants were observed to 
be in sleep stage 1 or 2. Memory for the pre- and post-rest sets of  associations 
was subsequently tested in a final retrieval test in the MRI scanner. 
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Previous studies using this paradigm have demonstrated changes in retrieval-
related connectivity between the fusiform gyrus, posterior parietal cortex, 
precuneus and hippocampus after consolidation (Takashima et al., 2007, 
Takashima et al., 2009). Therefore, our hypothesis was that early consolidation 
processes in the sleep period would be visible as altered connectivity between 
these brain areas. In addition, we predicted that such sleep-dependent 
connectivity would be predictive of  associative memory. 
Specifically, we expected that memory performance for the pre-rest associations 
at the final test would correlate positively with sleep-related connectivity 
amongst areas previously implicated in the consolidation of  declarative 
memories, such as the medial prefrontal cortex (Frankland and Bontempi, 
2005; Gais et al., 2007; van Kesteren et al., 2010a; van Kesteren et al., 2010b; 
Leon et al., 2010, Takashima et al., 2006). Moreover, evidence that sleep is 
important for hippocampal functioning during memory acquisition led us 
to believe that hippocampal connectivity during sleep would be positively 
related to post-rest acquisition of  the second set of  face-location associations 
(McDermott et al., 2003; Yoo et al., 2007; Van der Werf  et al., 2009).
Materials and Methods
Participants
Twenty-one healthy participants were recruited from the Radboud University 
Nijmegen student population through an online research participation pool 
(age range: 19-29; 5 males; 3 left-handed). One participant was excluded 
from the analysis due to technical malfunctions during the EEG acquisition. 
Subjects received a monetary payment for their participation. All participants 
gave informed written consent to participate in accordance with the local 
medical ethics committee. A sleep questionnaire was obtained and all subjects 
reported to be regular night-time sleepers with normal sleep in the three 
nights prior to the experimental sessions. 
Stimuli
We used 180 grayscale front-facing photographs of  unfamiliar male and female 
faces (90 of  each) as stimuli. These pictures were taken from anonymous 
visitors of  a museum in Amsterdam with a digital camera. The purpose of  
the photos was explained to the visitors and they gave consent to the usage of  
their portraits as experimental stimuli. The pictures comprised the neck and 
above, all showing neutral expressions gazing toward the camera. 
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The pictures were divided into 3 sets of  60 faces each (30 male and 30 female). 
One set of  faces was exclusively used for training purposes prior to the day of  
the experiment. The other two sets were assigned to the pre-rest or post-rest 
condition in a counterbalanced manner over subjects. 
Task and procedures
Participants performed the experiment on two separate days (‘preparatory 
day’ and ‘experimental day’) within two weeks of  each other (Figure 1A). On 
the preparatory day, participants underwent an anatomical scan and took part 
in a training session. The training session consisted of  a face familiarization 
task and training on the face-location association task.
 
In the face familiarization task, participants viewed the 120 faces subsequently 
used on the experimental day over three cycles while they responded to simple 
questions about the face (How old do you think he/she is? Do you like this 
face? Is this face male or female?). This was to ensure that the participants 
were already familiar with the face stimuli used in the pre-rest and post-rest 
condition on the experimental day. Training on the face-location task followed 
the same procedure as on the experimental day (described below) but used a 
separate practice set of  60 faces as stimuli. 
On the experimental day, participants learned two sets of  60 face-location 
associations separated by a rest period (Figure 1A). During encoding of  
both the pre- and the post-rest set, subjects passively viewed each face for 4.5 
s while it was associated with one of  six possible locations on a computer 
screen, which was indicated by the color change of  the associated location 
and the face moving to that location. Immediately after each encoding 
block, a retrieval block followed in which the subjects were instructed to 
indicate the correct location of  each face by a joystick movement toward the 
previously learned position. No feedback on the correct location was given. 
This encoding–retrieval cycle was repeated three times with the same set of  
faces associated with identical locations, but in different random presentation 
orders. Each location was used equally often across the stimuli. After the pre-
rest learning session, participants were prepared for the polysomnographical 
recordings.  Participants were subsequently moved to the scanner where they 
were instructed to relax and to try to fall asleep. Polysomnography and fMRI 
data were continuously recorded throughout the rest period, which started 
between 2-4pm to take advantage of  sleep-facilitating circadian influences. 
After about 40 minutes of  rest, subjects were removed from the scanner. 
Learning of  the post-rest stimulus set started 20-30 minutes after the rest 
period ended. To ensure that participants were awake and alert after the rest 
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period, all participants took a shower before starting the post-rest learning 
session.
Approximately 15 min after finishing the learning session for the post-rest set, 
participants performed a final cued recall test for face-location associations 
in the MRI scanner (Figure 1B). All faces from the pre-rest and post-rest sets 
served as cues, and were presented centrally one at a time, in randomized 
order. Subjects were instructed to indicate the correct location by a joystick 
movement using their right hand. The face and the gray location probes 
stayed on screen for 4 s. If  the subjects responded to the correct location 
within this 4 s, the trial was considered correct. No feedback was given. After 
a jittered interval of  1–2 s, subjects were additionally instructed to rate the 
confidence of  their response (1 = unsure to 5 = sure). In case they did not 
remember the location, they were instructed to indicate the lowest confidence 
rating of  1. Each trial was followed by a jittered inter-trial interval of  3-7 s 
during which a fixation cross was presented in the center of  the screen. We 
randomly intermixed 25 null events (fixation cross) with a duration of  16 s 
each between trials.
Figure 1. A: Graphical depiction of the experimental procedures on the experimental 
day. B: Detailed graphical depiction of the final retrieval test. The pink circle denotes the 
joystick cursor and the green arrow denotes the movement of  the cursor (not visible to the 
participants).
A. Overview
Final test
E = Encoding  R = Retrieval              = Pre-rest             = Post-rest                     
B. Final retrieval test
+ +
unsure sure
4 s 1-2 s self  paced 3-30 s
Rest
R
Learning 2
E RE R E RE RE R E R
Learning 1
 fMRI + EEG  fMRI
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Polysomnography
During the rest period, electrophysiological recordings were obtained at a 
sampling frequency of  5 kHz using a 0.1 Hz high-pass filter and a 250 Hz 
low-pass filter. EEG was recorded at 31 scalp sites (Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, C3, C4, 
P3, P4, O1, O2, F7, F8, T7, T8, P7, P8, Fz, Cz, Pz, POz, Oz, FC1, FC2, CP1, 
CP2, FC5, FC6, CP5, CP6, TP9, TP10) with an MR-compatible BrainAmp 
MR Plus amplifier and electrode cap (Brain Products, Gilching, Germany). 
Electrooculograms, the electrocardiogram and the electromyogram were 
recorded throughout the rest period according to AASM guidelines (Iber et al., 
2007) using an MR-compatible ‘BrainAmp Exg MR’ system in combination 
with bipolar AgCl electrodes (Brain Products). 
Polysomnographic data, preprocessing and sleep staging
EEG data was corrected for gradient and pulse artifacts as described by Allen 
and colleagues (1998, 2000) and implemented in Vision Analyzer 1.05 (Brain 
Products). A 10-volume, baseline corrected sliding average was used for the 
correction of  the gradient artifacts. Thereafter, EEG data was high-pass 
filtered at 0.1Hz, low-pass filtered at 35 Hz, and downsampled to 250 Hz. 
The average pulse artifact was calculated based on a sliding average, time-
locked to the R-peak present in the bipolar ECG. This sliding average was 
scaled to an optimum least squares fit for each heart beat using the scaling 
option in Vision Analyzer before it was subtracted from the data. Each 30s 
epoch was subsequently manually scored offline as wake (W), sleep stage 1 
(N1), sleep stage 2 (N2), slow wave sleep (N3) or rapid eye movement sleep 
(R) by experts according to standard criteria (Iber et al., 2007).
Imaging parameters and acquisition
All fMRI data was recorded on a 1.5 T MRI scanner (Avanto, Siemens 
Medical, Erlangen, Germany) using an 8 channel head coil. Throughout the 
rest period and during the test session, T2*-weighted images were acquired 
covering the whole brain using an echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (32 
axial slices, ascending slice acquisition, repetition time (TR) = 2140 ms, echo 
time (TE) = 35 ms, 85° flip angle, matrix = 64 x 64, slice thickness: 3.5 mm, 
field of  view (FOV): 224 mm, parallel imaging (iPat) acceleration factor = 2). 
For structural MRI, T1-weighted images were acquired with a magnetization-
prepared, rapid-acquisition gradient echo sequence (176 sagittal slices, TR = 
2250 ms, TI = 850 ms, TE = 2.95 ms, 15° flip angle, matrix = 256 x 256, slice 
thickness = 1.0 mm, FOV = 256 mm). Participants were fixated in a firm but 
comfortable manner to prevent movement. 
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fMRI data preprocessing
Image preprocessing and statistical analysis was performed using SPM5. The 
first five volumes of  each functional EPI run were discarded to allow for 
T1 equilibration. The EPI images were realigned and the subject mean was 
coregistered with the corresponding structural MRI using mutual information 
optimization.  Both functional and structural scans were spatially normalized 
and transformed into Montreal Neurological Institute space (resampled at 
voxel size 2 x 2 x 2 mm), as defined by the SPM5 T1.nii template, as well as 
spatially filtered by convolving the functional images with an isotropic three-
dimensional Gaussian kernel (8 mm full width at half  maximum). Since it is 
assumed that the majority of  BOLD resting state fluctuations are measured 
in the very low frequency range (0.01Hz-0.1Hz (Stevens et al., 2010)) the 
fMRI data obtained during the resting period  was additionally filtered with 
a 5th order Butterworth 0.1Hz low-pass filter to decrease the impact of  
physiological factors that fall into higher frequency bands. 
The normalized structural images were segmented into gray matter, white 
matter, and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) areas using unified segmentation 
algorithm implemented in SPM5 (Ashburner and Friston, 2005). These 
segmented images were used as masks to calculate mean intensity levels for 
white matter, CSF, and a residual compartment (section outside the brain 
and skull) for each of  the functional images. The segmentation procedure 
was performed to create three compartment regressors consisting of  mean 
intensity level in the white matter, CSF, and residual compartment to account 
for any residual movement- or signal intensity-related effects in the BOLD 
signal (Verhagen et al., 2006). 
fMRI data analysis of the final retrieval test
 
The fMRI data was analyzed statistically using the general linear model 
(GLM) and statistical parametric mapping. For the final retrieval test session 
scan, five explanatory variables were included in the model: pre-rest correct 
responses (associations learned before the rest period and responded correctly 
with a confidence rating of  5 = sure), post-rest correct responses (associations 
learned after the rest period and responded correctly with a confidence rating 
of  5 = sure), incorrect responses, null events, and trials of  no interest. Trials 
of  no interest comprised of  all unsure correct trials from both the pre-rest 
and the post-rest condition in which participants responded with confidence 
of  four or below. These explanatory variables were temporally convolved 
with the canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF) along with 
its temporal derivatives provided by SPM5. Each event was time-locked 
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to the presentation of  the face. For the null events the whole 16 s block 
was modeled. The design matrix included the six head motion regressors 
(translations, rotations), their derivatives, and three compartment parameters. 
A high pass filter was implemented using a cutoff  period of  128 s to remove 
low-frequency effects from the time series. For statistical analysis, relevant 
contrast parameter images were generated for each subject and subsequently 
subjected to a second-level analysis treating subjects as a random variable 
(Penny and Friston, 2003). 
fMRI data analysis of the rest period
 
The fusiform gyrus was of  special interest in this analysis because of  its 
involvement in the processing of  facial stimuli, which were used as cues 
during retrieval. Due to its critical role for task performance, we expected 
that task-responsive regions in the fusiform gyrus would take a central place 
in the process of  consolidation observed during the post-encoding rest period. 
As such, we chose to seed our connectivity analysis from this area bilaterally. 
We defined the functional region of  interest in the fusiform gyrus using the 
final retrieval test data. Voxels that showed significant activity (at p<0.05, 
family-wise error corrected) during retrieval of  post-rest face-location 
associations (as compared to the fixation baseline) in bilateral fusiform gyrus 
(with a sphere of  10 mm centered at left = [-38 -54 -24]; right = [38 -52 -14]) 
were extracted using MarsBar (Brett et al., 2002). Next, the time course from 
the rest-period fMRI time series within the defined ROI above was extracted 
using its first eigenvector. Functional connectivity during the rest-period was 
assessed along the lines of  a Psycho-Physiological Interaction (PPI) analysis 
(Friston, 1994; Friston, 1997). We searched for an interaction between the 
physiological variable (ROI time course) and the psychological context (the 
sleep stage, i.e. W versus N1 or N2). The psycho-physiological interaction 
regressor for each contrast was calculated by multiplying the mean-corrected 
ROI time course at each time point with its co-occurring sleep stage (written 
as -1 or 1, for W and N1/N2, respectively).  
The fMRI data acquired during the rest period were analyzed statistically 
using the GLM and statistical parametric mapping. A maximum of  four 
explanatory variables were included in this connectivity model for the sleep 
stages (W, N1, N2 and N3, whenever present in each participant’s rest 
period), together with the psycho-physiological interaction term to model 
sleep stage dependent connectivity changes. All variables were temporally 
convolved with the canonical HRF. In addition, the design matrix included 
the six head motion regressors (translations, rotations), their derivatives, and 
three compartment regressors for signal fluctuations in the white matter, 
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CSF, and residual segments as covariates of  no interest. A high pass filter was 
implemented using a high cutoff  period of  1200 s to remove low-frequency 
effects from the time series without removing the inherent low frequency 
effects of  interest. A separate model was run for each psycho-physiological 
contrast (W-N1, W-N2, etc.). 
Behavioral Covariates
For each participant we calculated a retention ratio (performance for pre-
rest associations in the final retrieval test divided by performance at the 
end of  the pre-rest learning session, C/A in Figure 2) and acquisition ratio 
(performance at the endpoint of  post-rest learning divided by performance 
at the endpoint of  pre-rest learning, B/A in Figure 2). In this manner, we 
corrected for absolute differences in performance between participants. 
Ratios were included as covariates of  interest in the second level model of  
our seed-voxel connectivity analyses. 
Statistical Thresholding
We used an initial threshold of  p<0.001, uncorrected, at the voxel level for 
all activation maps. All reported results are whole-brain family-wise error 
corrected at the cluster-level at p<0.05 unless indicated otherwise.
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Results
Behavioral results
Pre- and post-rest learning sessions produced similar levels of  performance 
(Figure 2). The number of  correct responses given during the third and final 
cycle of  the learning phase was not significantly different between conditions 
(mean ± SEM: pre-rest = 53.7 ± 1.4; post-rest = 53.2 ± 1.3; paired t-test t
19
 
=  0.44, p=0.67). Thus, the participants could retrieve a comparable amount 
of  associations at the end of  both learning sessions. However, participants’ 
performance improved significantly from the training session on the 
preparatory day to the pre-rest learning session (mean ± SEM: training = 
48.4 ± 1.6 pre-rest = 53.7 ± 1.4; paired t-test t
19
 =  3.99, p=0.002).
Figure 2. Behavioral performance at the end of learning and in the final retrieval test. 
Participants showed no significant differences in performance at the end of  the two learning 
sessions. However, they were able to recall significantly fewer pre-rest associations during 
the final retrieval test as compared to post-rest associations. Performance is quantified as the 
number of  correct responses (maximum = 60). Learning = performance in the 3rd retrieval 
block during the learning session. Final retrieval test = performance in the final retrieval test. 
Error bars represent standard errors of  the mean (SEM). **= p<0.01. *** = p<0.001. 
Green line represents chance level. Across-rest retention ratio = C/A. Acquisition ratio = B/A.
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At the final retrieval test, participants were able to retrieve the correct face–
location associations well above chance level for both conditions (mean 
± SEM % correct: pre-rest=66.5 ± 3.0%, post-rest=78.8 ± 3.3%, chance 
level=16.7%; one sample t-test t
19
: t(pre-rest) = 16.6, p < 0.001; t (post-rest) = 
18.7, p < 0.001). Memory for post-rest associations was better than for pre-rest 
associations (mean ± SEM correct responses: pre-rest = 39.9 ± 1.8; post-rest 
= 47.3 ± 2.0; paired t-test t
19
 = -3.63, p = 0.002; Figure 2). This performance 
difference was also reflected in the larger number of  high confidence correct 
responses for post-rest as compared to pre-rest trials (pre-rest = 25.2 ± 2.4; 
post-rest = 36.2 ± 2.5; paired t-test t
19
 = -4.50, p = <0.001). Finally, reaction 
times (RT) for correct responses were shorter for post-rest trials than for pre-
rest trials (mean ± SEM: pre-rest = 2163 ± 60 ms; post-rest = 1913 ± 75 
ms; paired t-test t
19
 = 5.55 , p < 0.001).  As expected, in both conditions 
participants’ performance was decreased at the final test compared to the 
end of  the learning session, due to forgetting over time (mean difference ± 
SEM; pre-rest = -13.8 ± 1.1, paired t-test t
19
 = 12.1, p = <0.001; post-rest = 
-5.9 ± 1.3, paired t-test t
19
 = 4.4, p = <0.001). In summary, there was greater 
forgetting for the associations learned in the pre-rest condition as compared 
to the post-rest condition. 
For further analyses, we quantified the memory decay of  pre-rest sets that 
occurred between learning and the final test by calculating an individual 
“across-rest retention ratio” for the associations learned before the rest period 
for each participant. We used this retention ratio as a measure of  memory 
consolidation, as it captured the persistence of  the associations learned 
before the rest period.  In addition, we calculated an “acquisition ratio” that 
quantified the change in performance between the last retrieval blocks of  the 
pre-rest and post-rest learning sessions. The acquisition ratio was used as an 
individual index for changes in acquisition between the pre-rest and post-rest 
learning sessions.
 
Sleep state Duration (minutes)
(mean ± SEM)
N
W
N1
N2
N3
  9.1 ± 1.7
18.3 ± 1.9
12.3 ± 2.0
  1.3 ± 0.9
20
20
17
  4
Table 1. Sleep parameters. Time spent in different sleep stages during the resting period. Sleep 
scoring was based on 30s sleep epochs. N denotes the number of  participants in which the 
sleep stage was observed. SEM = standard error of  the mean.
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Sleep parameters
Participants reported to have slept normally in the three nights prior to the 
study (sleep length ± SEM: normal sleep: 7.9 hrs ± 0.03; average of  three 
nights before experiment: 7.7 hrs ± 0.05; t
19
: p = 0.90). Participants slept 
on average approximately three quarters of  the rest period (mean sleep 
efficiency: 78% ± 4.1%), of  which the majority was spent in sleep stage 1 
(N1) and sleep stage 2 (N2), together with substantial amounts of  wake (W, 
see Table 1). Only four participants went into slow wave sleep (sleep stage 3, 
N3) during the rest period. No rapid eye movement sleep was detected. The 
limited amount of  time spent in N3 precluded any investigation into the role 
of  slow wave sleep in the current study. 
In light of  previous findings linking sleep stage length and memory 
performance change (e.g. Schabus et al., 2005; Takashima et al., 2006; Tucker 
et al., 2006), we then correlated time spent in N1 and N2 with the retention 
and acquisition ratios across participants. There was no significant correlation 
between the amount of  N1 or N2 and the acquisition ratio (both p > 0.29). 
Similarly, no correlation was found between these sleep parameters and the 
across-rest retention ratio (both p > 0.38). 
Therefore, no direct link between light sleep length during the rest period and 
memory performance was found in this study. Correlations between sleep 
stage length and memory have been reported previously (e.g. Schabus et al., 
2005; Takashima et al., 2006; Tucker et al., 2006), but are not found consistently 
in the literature. It is likely that overall measures of  sleep stage length are 
not specific enough to reliably capture memory-dependent variations in sleep 
architecture.
 
Final Retrieval Test analysis – imaging results
We contrasted brain activity during correct responses in the post-rest condition 
with that observed during randomly interspersed periods of  fixation (null 
events). This contrast revealed that successful performance of  the face-
location task involved a distributed set of  brain regions (Figure 3A, Table 
S1), including the primary visual cortex, bilateral posterior parietal cortices, 
fusiform gyrus, hippocampus, insula, and left motor regions, in line with 
results reported in other studies using this paradigm (Takashima et al., 2007; 
Takashima et al., 2009). A contrast of  correct versus incorrect responses in the 
post-rest condition indicated that recall of  the correct associations recruited 
several brain regions, including the precuneus, bilateral inferior parietal cortex 
and the medial prefrontal cortex (Figure 3B, Table S2).
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Figure 3. Brain areas related to retrieval of face location associations. 
A. Contrast between high confidence post-rest correct responses and fixation baseline (null 
events) in the final retrieval test.  Retrieval of  face-location associations was associated with 
activity in the ventral and dorsal visual streams, hippocampus and left (pre) motor regions. 
B. Contrast between high confidence post-rest correct and incorrect responses in the 
final retrieval test. Successful recall was associated with activity in the precuneus and 
medial prefrontal as well as inferior parietal regions. Significant clusters are superimposed 
on representative sagittal and coronal slices of  the canonical single-subject T1 from SPM. 
Activations are depicted at p<0.001 uncorrected. All clusters shown are significant (p<0.05) 
after correction for multiple comparisons (whole brain, FWE). R = right.
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Seed-Connectivity Analysis
To test whether functional connectivity among areas activated during retrieval 
of  the face-location associations was observed in specific sleep stages, we 
conducted a connectivity analysis using the fusiform ROI as the seed. We 
searched for an interaction between this fusiform coactivation and sleep stage, 
by contrasting functional connectivity during N1 and N2 with that observed 
during the wake (W) periods, as well as contrasting N1 and N2 directly.
Main effect of sleep
Fusiform connectivity was substantially greater during N1 than in W in a 
posterior visual network that extended from early visual areas bilaterally to 
the fusiform gyrus, ventrally and into the posterior parietal cortices, dorsally 
(Figure S1, Table S3). We then repeated this analysis for the contrast 
between N2 and W. Fusiform connectivity was stronger in N2 than W in 
the precuneus, bilateral middle temporal gyrus and medial prefrontal cortex 
(Figure S1, Table S4).
  
These results show that connectivity patterns observed during these sleep stages 
can be substantially different from those observed during wake. Interestingly, 
we found considerable overlap between retrieval-induced activity, as displayed 
in Figure 3A, and increased fusiform connectivity during N1 as compared to 
W (Figure 4).  Similarly, substantial overlap was found between activitation 
during correct recall (Figure 3B) and increased fusiform connectivity during 
N2 as compared to W (Figure 5).
A comparison between fusiform connectivity during N1 and N2 was made 
using identical methods of  analysis. This comparison suggests that during 
N1, fusiform connectivity was higher with left primary sensorimotor areas 
(Figure S2); in contrast, during N2, fusiform connectivity was higher with the 
left cerebellum and thalamus (Figure S3). A control analysis using a bilateral 
seed in Brodmann area 44 showed qualitatively different connectivity patterns 
(Figure S4), suggesting that the observed increases in connectivity are not a 
reflection of  unspecific (brainwide) network changes.
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Figure 4. Overlap between activity during memory retrieval and increased fusiform 
connectivity during sleep stage 1.
The overlap between activation during retrieval of  face location associations and sleep-
dependent fusiform connectivity is strongest in the dorsal and ventral visual streams and 
posterior visual areas. Voxels are color coded using a binary mask of  the activation/
connectivity  contrasts listed in the legend; all voxels surviving the initial threshold of  p<0.001 
and correction for multiple comparisons at the cluster level at p<0.05 (FWE) are included for 
each contrast. R = right. 
Figure 5. Overlap between activity during correct recall and increased fusiform connectivity 
during sleep stage 2. 
 
The overlap between activation during correct recall of  face location associations and N2-
related fusiform connectivity is strongest in the precuneus and inferior parietal cortex, together 
with small overlap in the medial prefrontal cortex. Voxels are color coded using a binary mask 
of  the activation/connectivity contrasts listed in the legend; all voxels surviving the initial 
threshold of  p<0.001 and correction for multiple comparisons at the cluster level at p<0.05 
(FWE) are included for each contrast. R = right.
Unique to Correct>Incorrect    Unique to N2>W   Overlap
R
  y = -58  x = 2
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Connectivity - behavior correlations
To probe the functional role of  the observed connectivity differences, we 
related the connectivity findings to performance measures, the across-rest 
retention ratio and the acquisition ratios. For this purpose, we added the 
two ratios for each participant as covariates in the group level analysis of  
the connectivity data for N1>W, N2>W, N1>N2 and N2>N1. There was 
no significant correlation between the acquisition and retention ratios across 
participants (r = 0.036; p=0.881).
We found that fusiform connectivity with two medial prefrontal areas (local 
maxima:  [6 38 6] (t = 5.70, p<0.001) and [2 32 30](t = 5.48, p=0.004)) 
was significantly correlated with the across-rest retention ratio during 
N1 as compared to W (Figure 6, Table S5). Moreover, when comparing 
connectivity during N2 and W, we observed a significant positive correlation 
between fusiform connectivity and the across-rest retention ratio in a 
nearby medial prefrontal region (local maxima: [4 42 32] (t =5.45, p<0.001) 
(Figure 6, Table S6). These findings suggest that fusiform-medial prefrontal 
connectivity during light sleep stages had a stabilizing influence on previously 
learned face-location associations. Participants with higher fusiform-medial 
prefrontal connectivity during N1 and N2 as compared to wake forgot fewer 
associations learned during the pre-rest learning session.
5
4
3
2
1
0
T-value
                              x = 0                     y = 42         
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Figure 6. Positive correlation between across-rest retention and fusiform connectivity 
during sleep stage 1 and 2.
Retention of  pre-rest associations was correlated with connectivity between the fusiform 
gyrus and medial prefrontal regions in N1 (yellow) and N2 (green). Significant clusters are 
superimposed on representative sagittal and coronal slices of  the canonical single-subject T1 
from SPM. Activations are depicted at p<0.001 uncorrected. All clusters shown are significant 
(p<0.05) after correction for multiple comparisons (whole brain, FWE). R = right.
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Similarly, our connectivity findings were analyzed in relation to the 
acquisition ratio. We found that the acquisition ratio was positively correlated 
with fusiform - right hippocampal connectivity (local maxima: [34 -10 -24]) 
during N1 as compared to W (Figure 7, Table S5). In other words, stronger 
connectivity between these brain areas during N1 as compared to W was 
predictive of  relatively better performance at the end of  the post-rest learning 
session compared to pre-rest learning. No significant correlations between 
fusiform connectivity and the acquisition ratio were found during N2 as 
compared to W. This result suggests that fusiform-hippocampal connectivity 
during N1 has a preparatory effect on post-rest learning. In contrast, in the 
bidirectional comparison between N1 and N2, no correlations with behavior 
were found with either the retention or the acquisition ratio.
These correlations between fusiform connectivity and behavioral performance 
could theoretically be related to individual variations in connectivity during 
sleep or similar variance during wake. To find out which explanation was 
more likely we conducted additional connectivity analyses on the main effect 
of  specific sleep stages. For these analyses, we calculated the functional 
connectivity of  the fusiform seed during W, N1, N2 separately. 
We did so by searching for areas that coactivated with this seed during each 
individual sleep stage. Our data suggests that fusiform connectivity was 
relatively stable in extent throughout the different sleep and wake phases, 
indicating quantitative rather than qualititative changes in connectivity 
with sleep (Figure S5). More importantly, we found that both retention 
and acquisition ratios only showed significant correlations with fusiform 
connectivity during N1 (Figure S6), suggesting that it is indeed individual 
variations in connectivity during sleep rather than wake that are related to the 
behavioral correlations reported above. Moreover, the brain areas in which 
this connectivity by behavior correlation reaches significance directly overlap 
those found during the N1>W interaction analysis.
Fusiform connectivity during the final retrieval test
 
Finally, a control PPI analysis was run comparing connectivity of  our fusiform 
seed during retrieval of  correct versus incorrect face-location associations. 
Results suggests that correct (compared to incorrect) post-rest recall was 
associated with increased fusiform connectivity with posterior visual areas, 
at lower statistical thresholds expanding into the posterior visual network 
reported in Figure 3A and 4 (Figure S7).
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Figure 7. Positive correlation between post-rest acquisition performance and fusiform 
connectivity during N1.
Acquisition of  pre-rest associations was correlated with connectivity between the fusiform gyrus 
and the right anterior hippocampus. Significant clusters are superimposed on representative 
sagittal and coronal slices of  the canonical single-subject T1 from SPM. Activations are 
depicted at p<0.001 uncorrected. All clusters shown are significant (p<0.05) after correction 
for multiple comparisons (whole brain, FWE). R = right.
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Discussion
Here we present initial evidence that functional connectivity during light sleep 
may modulate learning and memory. We revealed two distinct neural correlates 
during sleep that were related to the across-rest retention of  face-location 
associations learned prior to rest and to the acquisition of  new associations 
after rest, respectively. Increased fusiform connectivity (as compared to wake) 
with the medial prefrontal cortex during sleep stage 1 and 2 was positively 
correlated with better memory retention of  associations learned before the 
rest period, whereas better acquisition of  new face-location pairs after sleep 
was associated with increased fusiform-hippocampal connectivity during 
sleep stage 1. 
The effect of  fusiform-medial prefrontal connectivity on the retention of  
previously learned associations fits well with existing theories of  memory 
consolidation.  Although initial acquisition of  declarative memory is thought 
to be dependent on the hippocampus, with time, the pointer function is assumed 
to shift from the hippocampus to the medial prefrontal cortex (Takehara et 
al., 2003; Maviel et al., 2004; Frankland and Bontempi, 2005; Takashima et 
al., 2006). Previous studies using the current paradigm have demonstrated 
that consolidation of  face-location associations is accompanied by increased 
involvement of  the medial prefrontal cortex at retrieval (Takashima et al., 
2007; Takashima et al., 2009). Our results suggest that the prefrontal cortex is 
involved in the consolidation of  recently acquired memory traces, in line with 
a recent study of  Leon and coworkers (2010) and are supported by several 
other recent findings (Paz et al., 2007; Benchenane et al., 2009; van Kesteren 
et al., 2010a). Moreover, studies have demonstrated that the timecourse of  
consolidation can be influenced by the presence of  prior knowledge (Tse et al., 
2007; van Kesteren et al., 2010b). With experience, an associative framework 
or schema is formed that reflects the statistical regularities extracted over the 
multitude of  invididual exposures to a context. Although the formation of  
such a schema takes time, once acquired, it may be possible to consolidate 
related novel information rapidly and easily (Tse et al., 2007; van Kesteren 
et al., 2010b; Wang and Morris, 2010). Since participants underwent a 
training session several days prior to the first learning session, it is possible 
that knowledge about the task acquired during training facilitated initial 
consolidation directly after learning. This observation is also in line with the 
improved performance participants showed when comparing the results of  
the training session with those of  the pre-rest and post-rest learning sessions, 
and is consistent with a recent study showing increased mPFC involvement 
during encoding and post-encoding rest in a condition that requires greater 
consolidation (van Kesteren et al., 2010a). 
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On a functional level, we speculate that the sleep-related fusiform-medial 
prefrontal connectivity observed here reflects the initial engagement of  a 
fast consolidation process that is presumed to take place in the presence of  
a schema. Increased connectivity would therefore have a stabilizing effect 
on recently acquired memory traces and minimize the memory decay over 
time. However, since we did not directly manipulate or measure the presence 
of  a schema in our participants, this is just one possible explanation for 
the correlation between connectivity and memory retention observed here. 
Furthermore, this effect might not be specific to one particular sleep stage, 
as retention of  learned associations was correlated with fusiform-prefrontal 
connectivity in both N1 and N2. 
Due to practical limitations, we could not study functional connectivity during 
SWS or REM sleep in this study. Future studies could determine whether the 
observed behavioral relevance of  functional connectivity extends throughout 
all sleep stages or is restricted to light sleep only. 
Acquisition of  new face-location associations after rest was found to be 
associated with functional connectivity between the fusiform gyrus and the 
right hippocampus during sleep stage 1.  Since both areas have been shown 
to be involved in the encoding and retrieval of  face-location associations 
(e.g., Takashima et al., 2009) we believe that the behavioral effect observed 
here is due to preparatory plasticity within the task-network.  In other words, 
we propose that the neural network that was involved in the task underwent 
experience-driven optimization during post-learning light sleep and that 
this facilitated subsequent post-sleep learning of  new associations. To our 
knowledge this is the first time that offline connectivity has been shown to 
predict subsequent memory acquisition. However, in line with our findings, 
a study by van der Werf  and colleagues demonstrated that the state of  the 
hippocampus can influence post-rest memory acquisition (2009). They 
found that after suppression of  slow-wave sleep, hippocampal activity during 
encoding was reduced and post-sleep learning was impaired.
Similar to earlier findings of  state-related modulations of  resting state 
connectivity (Albert et al., 2009; Hasson et al., 2009; Stevens et al., 2010; 
Tambini et al., 2010), we observed that fusiform connectivity was increased 
in light sleep compared to wake after learning. We found a main effect of  
sleep stage 1 on fusiform connectivity in a visual network including the 
bilateral posterior parietal cortex, occipital cortex and fusiform gyrus. This 
connectivity network shows striking overlap with the posterior activation 
observed during recall of  face-locations in the final retrieval test. Moreover, 
an additional PPI analysis of  the final retrieval test data showed that similar 
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regions were also more strongly coupled to the fusiform seed region during 
correct retrieval of  face-location associations as compared connectivity 
during misses (Figure S7). It is possible that the changes in connectivity 
in sleep stage 1 are a reflection of  persistent network activity following the 
recent learning experience, similar to those found in the awake resting state 
(Albert et al., 2009; Stevens et al., 2010; Tambini et al., 2010). During sleep, 
this persistent connectivity might become highly visible as responsiveness and 
mindwandering is reduced. We speculate that the saliency of  recently acquired 
memory traces in this state in certain conditions might benefit consolidation-
related processes as well as preparation for new learning of  similar materials. 
In sleep stage 2, connectivity with the fusiform seed was mainly increased in 
the precuneus. The precuneus has been implicated in a variety of  functions 
including self-referential processing, retrieval and encoding of  declarative 
memories, and visuospatial imagery (Cavanna and Trimble, 2006) and its 
activity and functional connectivity with a fusiform ROI has been shown 
to change with consolidation of  face-location associations (Takashima 
et al., 2007). As such, offline connectivity between the fusiform gyrus and 
the precuneus might reflect an early step in the consolidation process. 
Interestingly, we found substantial overlap between activation during correct 
vs. incorrect responses in the retrieval test, and the increased fusiform 
connectivity observed in N2 as compared to wake. This might be explained 
in light of  findings that sleep stage 2 (and especially sleep spindles) can be 
related to memory consolidation (e.g. Mander et al., 2011, Tamminen et al., 
2010).  The neural synchronization that co-occurs with sleep spindles (and 
in deeper sleep, ripples and delta waves) is thought to provide windows for 
memory reactivation, a process that is currently not well understood.  If  
indeed some form of  memory reprocessing takes place during sleep stage 2, 
connectivity would likely be instantiated between areas involved in successful 
retrieval, as was observed here. However, on the basis of  this data, we can 
only speculate on the mechanistic relevance of  this finding.
Together, these findings could indicate that the level of  connectivity within the 
networks recruited for task processing and correct recall fluctuates with sleep 
stage. Moreover, our results suggest that the time course of  the connectivity 
within the networks associated with these two cognitive processes could be 
different throughout distinct sleep stages, based on the specific increases in 
fusiform connectivity observed in sleep stage 1 and 2.
Further research using control sleep recordings as a baseline comparison 
could dissociate whether the observed main effects of  sleep reported here 
are directly related to the preceding learning experience or the result of  
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general sleep-associated differences in functional connectivity. A recent 
study on resting state connectivity in the descent to sleep gives some support 
for the former idea. Larson-Prior and colleagues (2009) have shown that, 
in the absence of  learning, connectivity within the visual system remained 
statistically unchanged between wake and light sleep. This tentatively 
supports the idea that our results are related to the pre-rest learning phase, 
and not a reflection of  general connectivity changes between wake and 
sleep. In addition, it has been shown that resting state connectivity of  visual 
regions can be modulated by preceding exposure to complex visual stimuli 
(Stevens et al., 2010) and associative learning (Tambini et al., 2010). Both 
studies demonstrate that such differences in functional connectivity between 
participants can predict subsequent memory, lending additional support to a 
possible role of  functional connectivity in modulating learning and memory 
(Stevens et al., 2010; Tambini et al., 2010).
Conclusions
Taken together, our results provide preliminary evidence for the role of  
functional connectivity in offline memory consolidation. We have shown that 
functional connectivity between the medial prefrontal cortex and a specific 
representational area (the fusiform gyrus) during light sleep appears to play a 
role in the fast consolidation of  associative memories over sleep. In addition, 
connectivity between the hippocampus and a representational area during 
light sleep appears to play a role in experience-driven preparation of  the neural 
task circuits, enabling better acquisition of  new associations after sleep. The 
behavioral correlates of  the fusiform-medial prefrontal connectivity parallel 
those found in reports on reactivation, and as such, it would be important 
to further investigate the link between functional connectivity and replay. In 
all, our findings suggest that measurements of  functional connectivity during 
sleep could provide valuable insights in offline consolidation processes 
during sleep. However, since our conclusions are based on correlational 
evidence in the absence of  direct experimental manipulation, results from 
this study should be interpreted with caution until further research replicates 
our findings.
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Supplementary Material
N2>W
N1>W
Figure S2. Fusiform connectivity stronger in N1 than N2.
Fusiform connectivity in N1 (as compared to N2) was primarily increased in the left primary 
sensorimotor areas. Significant clusters are rendered on the SPM standard brain. Effects are 
depicted at p<0.001 uncorrected. All clusters shown are significant (p<0.05) after correction 
for multiple comparisons (whole brain, FWE).
Figure S1. Overview of fusiform connectivity changes in N1 and N2 as compared to 
wake.
Changes in connectivity are displayed as intensity projections on the SPM template brain. 
Effects are depicted at p<0.001 uncorrected. All clusters shown are significant (p<0.05) after 
correction for multiple comparisons (whole brain, FWE).
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Figure S3. Fusiform connectivity stronger in N2 than N1.
Fusiform connectivity in N2 (as compared to N1) was primarily increased in the thalamus and 
left cerebellum. Significant clusters are rendered on the SPM standard brain using sagittal, 
axial and coronal views. Effects are depicted at p<0.001 uncorrected. All clusters shown are 
significant (p<0.05) after correction for multiple comparisons (whole brain, FWE).
N2>N1
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Figure S4. Functional connectivity of Area 44 during N1 and N2 as compared to wake. A. 
Area 44 connectivity stronger in N1 than W. B. Area 44 connectivity stronger in N2 than 
W. 
Connectivity was calculated using a bilateral seed in Area 44 centered at [56 8 16] and [-56 
8 16] and using seed sizes and methods identical to those used to produce the fusiform 
connectivity maps. Significant clusters are rendered on the SPM standard brain. Effects are 
depicted at p<0.001 uncorrected. All clusters shown are significant (p<0.05) after correction 
for multiple comparisons (whole brain, FWE).
A. N1>W
B. N2>W
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Figure S5. Fusiform connectivity during W, N1 and N2.
Fusiform connectivity is relatively stable in extent over the three sleep states. Significant 
clusters are rendered on the SPM standard brain. Effects are depicted at p<0.001 uncorrected. 
All clusters shown are significant (p<0.05) after correction for multiple comparisons (whole 
brain, FWE).
W N1 N2
Figure S6. Fusiform connectivity during N1 that correlates with behavior.  
Fusiform connectivity with two medial prefrontal regions during N1 correlates with across-
rest retention of  face-locations associations. Fusiform connectivity with the right anterior 
hippocampus correlates with post-rest acquisition of  new associations.  Significant clusters are 
superimposed on representative sagittal slices of  the canonical single-subject T1 from SPM. 
Effects are depicted at p<0.001 uncorrected.
Fusiform connectivity during N1
N1 connectivity x retention ratio N1 connectivity x acquisition ratio
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Figure S7. Fusiform connectivity stronger during correct versus incorrect retrieval of face-
location associations.
A. Connectivity between the fusiform gyrus and left inferior occipital, inferior temporal 
and calcarine gyrus was stronger during correct retrieval of  face locations associations with 
maximum confidence compared to incorrect retrieval.  Effects are depicted at p<0.001 
uncorrected. All clusters shown are significant (p<0.05) after correction for multiple 
comparisons (whole brain, FWE). 
B. Connectivity between the fusiform gyrus and posterior visual areas in parietal and occipital 
cortex was stronger during correct retrieval of  face-location associations with maximum 
confidence compared to incorrect retrieval. Effects are depicted at p<0.02, uncorrected, for 
display purposes. In this analysis, all correct responses made with maximum confidence 
and all incorrect responses were included (collapsed over the pre-rest and post-rest sets of  
associations). Using these trials, an interaction analysis was conducted as described previously 
for the main effect of  sleep on fusiform connectivity. The results of  this analysis therefore show 
where the physiological factor of  the PPI (connectivity with the fusiform gyrus) is modulated 
as a consequence of  the psychological factor (correct or incorrect responses). 
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Post-rest correct responses to fixation  
Brain region Cluster size 
(voxels)
Cluster P T-value Local maxima
x y z
L precentral gyrus 13856 <0.001 10.82 -32 -16 56
L superior parietal lobule -28 -58 54
L calcarine gyrus -14 -70 14
L inferior occipital gyrus -24 -92 -10
L fusiform gyrus -38 -54 -24
R superior parietal lobule 11516 <0.001 12.46 24 -62 56
R precuneus 22 -38 46
R calcarine gyrus 18 -94 -6
R inferior occipital gyrus 32 -92 -12
R fusiform gyrus 38 -52 -14
L insula 4892 <0.001 10.28 -34 16 6
R insula 30 22 2
R hippocampus 18 -30 -4
L midbrain -4 -22 -12
L hippocampus -16 -6 -14
Table S1. fMRI results from the final retrieval test: correct responses vs fixation
Local maxima coordinates in clusters involved in retrieval of  face-location associations. For 
each cluster, the cluster maximum is reported plus at most four representative additional local 
maxima within the cluster. Activation was thresholded at the voxel level at p<0.001. Cluster p-
value is whole-brain corrected at the cluster level (FWE, p<0.05). All coordinates are in MNI 
space. L=left, R, = right.
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Post-rest correct to incorrect responses  
Brain region Cluster size 
(voxels)
Cluster P T-value Local maxima
x y z
R inferior parietal lobule 2808 <0.001 10.99 58 -48 46
R supramarginal gyrus 62 -46 42
R angular gyrus 60 -56 26
R superior temporal gyrus 48 -52 22
R middle temporal gyrus 64 -20 -18
L angular gyrus 2615 <0.001 9.17 -54 -64 34
L inferior parietal lobule -60 -50 38
L middle temporal gyrus -64 -24 -10
L supramarginal gyrus -62 -48 34
R superior frontal gyrus 2416 <0.001 6.40 18 58 6
L middle orbital gyrus -12 44 -6
L anterior cingulate cortex -4 52 2
L superior medial gyrus -14 62 12
R middle orbital gyrus 8 32 -10
R precuneus 914 <0.001 7.03 6 -50 38
L precuneus 0 -52 36
L middle cingulate cortex -6 -42 40
L posterior cing. cortex -6 -52 28
R posterior cing. cortex 8 -48 30
L inferior frontal gyrus 216 <0.001 6.23 -52 32 -2
R inferior frontal gyrus 204 <0.001 5.60 44 36 -2
R middle orbital gyrus 42 50 -4
R cuneus 178 <0.001 5.83 10 -84 28
R precuneus 4 -76 40
L superior frontal gyrus 159 <0.001 7.06 -14 32 46
L cuneus 124 <0.001 7.89 -10 -84 30
L middle frontal gyrus 103 0.001 5.39 -42 22 46
L insula lobe 99 0.001 4.86 -28 14 20
L superior orbital gyrus -22 22 -14
R amygdala 95 0.001 5.58 28 -6 -10
R putamen 30 -8 -2
L cerebellum 84 0.002 4.93 -32 -78 -38
Table S2. fMRI results from the final retrieval test: correct to incorrect responses
 
Local maxima coordinates in clusters involved in correct retrieval of  face-location associations. 
For each cluster, the cluster maximum is reported plus at most four representative additional 
local maxima within the cluster. Activation thresholded at the voxel level at p<0.001.Cluster 
p-value is whole brain corrected at the cluster level (FWE, p<0.05). All coordinates are in MNI 
space.  L= left, R = right.
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Fusiform connectivity N1 > W  
Brain region Clustersize
(voxels)
Cluster P T-value Local maxima
x y z
R precuneus 7786 <0.001 9.48 14 -64 62
R superior parietal lobule 22 -68 54
R calcarine gyrus 22 -92 0
R parahippocampal gyrus 26 -40 -6
R fusiform gyrus 44 -64 -18
L precuneus 7121 <0.001 8.40 -16 -58 60
L superior parietal lobule -22 -68 42
L calcarine gyrus -18 -100 -6
L parahippocampal gyrus -26 -44 -8
L fusiform gyrus -30 -42 -14
L superior parietal lobule 187 <0.001 5.70 -38 -44 58
L postcentral gyrus -42 -34 50
L inferior parietal lobule -40 -28 38
L supramarginal gyrus -56 -26 38
R middle frontal gyrus 28 0.029 6.55 38 -4 54
R precentral gyrus 36 -10 48
R postcentral gyrus 32 0.013 4.77 48 -28 46
L precentral gyrus 129 <0.001 6.21 -52 10 32
L postcentral gyrus -56 -14 32
L inferior frontal gyrus -56 14 32
L inferior frontal gyrus -58 20 26
R postcentral gyrus 56 <0.001 5.24 62 -14 26
R supramarginal gyrus 68 -24 20
R rolandic operculum 58 -12 18
R inferior frontal gyrus 99 <0.001 6.27 36 20 24
R inferior frontal gyrus 48 12 22
L rolandic operculum 42 0.002 5.13 -46 -10 16
L insula lobe -38 -10 16
L superior temporal gyrus 200 <0.001 5.67 -58 -6 -4
L middle temporal gyrus -56 -14 -8
R temporal pole 349 <0.001 7.08 60 4 -8
R superior temporal gyrus 46 -16 -8
R middle temporal gyrus 56 -16 -16
R inferior temporal gyrus 52 -16 -18
Table S3: Seed connectivity N1>W
Local maxima coordinates in clusters more strongly connected to the fusiform seed in N1 than 
W. For each cluster, the cluster maximum is reported plus at most four representative additional 
local maxima within the cluster. Activation thresholded at the voxel level at p<0.001.Cluster 
p-value is whole brain corrected at the cluster level (FWE, p<0.05). All coordinates are in MNI 
space. L=left, R=right.
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Fusiform connectivity N2 > W  
Brain region Clustersize
(voxels)
Cluster P T-value Local maxima
x y z
L precuneus 1169 <0.001 8.32 -6 -50 54
R precuneus 6 -50 38
R middle cingulate cortex -8 -48 36
R middle frontal gyrus 76 <0.001 5.54 40 2 52
R precentral gyrus 36 2 46
R precentral gyrus 55 <0.001 9.16 50 10 42
R superior frontal gyrus 61 <0.001 5.18 14 62 24
R supramarginal gyrus 342 <0.001 6.27 64 -46 24
R superior temporal gyrus 60 -46 20
R middle temporal gyrus 62 -48 16
R middle temporal gyrus 528 <0.001 6.35 56 -62 14
R middle occipital gyrus 38 -68 12
L middle temporal gyrus 32 0.008 4.35 -56 -60 12
R inferior frontal gyrus 37 0.003 5.16 54 28 -2
R inferior frontal gyrus 50 28 -4
R middle orbital gyrus 35 0.004 4.99 2 58 -8
R inferior occipital gyrus 56 <0.001 4.97 40 -88 -12
R inferior temporal gyrus 71 <0.001 5.53 46 -38 -18
R fusiform gyrus 38 -40 -26
R fusiform gyrus 53 <0.001 5.14 40 -68 -20
R cerebellum (area VI) 38 -70 -24
L inferior temporal gyrus 121 <0.001 5.13 -46 -50 -24
L fusiform gyrus -40 -46 -26
L cerebellum (crus) -40 -56 -30
L cerebellum (crus) 113 <0.001 6.72 -28 -78 -26
Table S4: Seed connectivity N2>W
Local maxima coordinates in clusters more strongly connected to the fusiform seed in N2 than 
W. For each cluster, the cluster maximum is reported plus at most four additional representative 
local maxima within the cluster. Activation thresholded at the voxel level at p<0.001.Cluster 
p-value is whole brain corrected at the cluster level (FWE, p<0.05). All coordinates are in MNI 
space. L=left, R=right.
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Main effect N1>W x acquisition ratio
Brain region Cluster size 
(voxels)
Cluster p T-value Local maxima
R hippocampus 31 0.016 6.63 34 -10 -24
Main effect N1>W x across-rest retention ratio
Brain region Cluster size 
(voxels)
Cluster p T-value Local maxima
R anterior cingulate cortex 63 <0.001 5.70 6 38 6
R mid cingulate cortex 38 0.004 5.48 2 32 30
Table S5: Correlation seed connectivity and behavior: N1>W 
Local maxima coordinates in clusters in which N1 fusiform connectivity is positively correlated 
with behavior (acquisition or across-rest retention ratio) across participants. Activation 
thresholded at the voxel level at p<0.001. Cluster p-value is whole brain corrected at the cluster 
level (FWE, p<0.05). All coordinates are in MNI space. L=left, R=right.
Main effect N2>W x across-rest retention ratio
Brain region Cluster size 
(voxels)
Cluster p T-value Local maxima
R superior medial gyrus 98 <0.001 5.45 4 42 32
L superior medial gyrus 66 <0.001 5.72 -8 50 34
L supramarginal gyrus 34 0.005 5.14 -62 52 26
R middle frontal gyrus 27 0.022 4.70 36 26 36
R calcarine gyrus 25 0.033 6.34 20 -76 14
Table S6: Correlation seed connectivity and behavior: N2>W 
Local maxima coordinates in clusters in which N2 fusiform connectivity is positively correlated 
with behavior (across-rest retention ratio) across participants. Activation thresholded at the 
voxel level at p<0.001.Cluster p-value is whole brain corrected at the cluster level (FWE, 
p<0.05). All coordinates are in MNI space. L=left, R=right.
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Abstract
Much is as yet unknown about the neural signature of  light sleep.  One 
important open question is how resting-state connectivity is modulated 
in the transition from wakefulness to light sleep. Investigations into such 
network connectivity changes could increase our understanding of  the neural 
mechanisms associated with the descent into sleep.  For this reason, we studied 
functional connectivity within six resting state networks in wakefulness, 
sleep stage 1 and sleep stage 2. Participants underwent combined EEG-fMRI 
recordings during an afternoon nap that took place in between two sessions 
of  a face-location memory task. We used Independent Component Analysis 
supplemented by dual regression methods to compare network connectivity 
throughout the three sleep stages. We observed consistent increases in intra-
network connectivity with sleep across all networks analyzed. Furthermore, 
we found some evidence for sleep-related dissociations and novel associations 
within specific resting state networks, demonstrating qualitative sleep-
dependent modulations of  connectivity. However, no association was found 
between the behavioral performance of  our participants and functional 
connectivity measures. Our results therefore suggest that our ICA approach 
is appropriate for the study of  intra-network connectivity modulations 
associated with sleep, but that such modulations cannot directly be linked to 
cognitive function as assessed here.
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Introduction
Falling asleep is characterized by reductions in consciousness, mobility, 
metabolism and responsiveness to external stimuli (Siegel, 2009). A typical 
night of  sleep consists of  several sleep cycles, each generally lasting around 
90 minutes.  Over the course of  a sleep cycle, we normally descend through 
the three stages of  non rapid-eye-movement sleep (NREM) before going into 
rapid-eye-movement sleep (REM). With deeper sleep, our awareness of  the 
environment dims and we become largely disengaged from the external world 
(Larson-Prior et al., 2009). These changes are paralleled by changes in neural 
activity and connectivity.
Much of  the neuroimaging and electrophysiological work related to sleep has 
focused on the neuronal characteristics of  slow-wave sleep (N3, the last and 
deepest stage of  NREM sleep). Positron-emission-tomography (PET) studies 
have revealed that regional cerebral blood flow and neural metabolism are 
reduced in N3 when compared to wakefulness (Maquet, 2000). However, 
these reductions can be contrasted with the phasic bursts of  neural activity 
that also typify this sleep stage. These periodic increases in activity are related 
to the striking neuronal synchronization that induces the characteristic slow 
oscillations in N3 (Steriade and McCarley, 2005). During N3, neuronal firing 
is phase-locked to the up-state of  these slow oscillations and otherwise largely 
inhibited (Sirota et al., 2003; Steriade and Timofeev, 2003; Sirota and Buzsaki, 
2005; Steriade and McCarley, 2005). The phasic occurrence of  neural activity 
creates windows for neuronal interplay and likely contributes to processes of  
memory stabilization during sleep (Sirota et al., 2003; Sirota and Buzsaki, 
2005). The coupling between slow oscillations and neural responses is 
sufficiently strong that it can be picked up with functional magnetic resonance 
imaging (fMRI) using the slow hemodynamic properties of  the blood-oxygen-
level dependent (BOLD) signal (Dang-Vu et al., 2008). 
Far less research has focused on the neural properties of  light sleep. The earlier 
NREM stages (NREM stage 1 and 2, a.k.a. N1 and N2) are physiologically 
quite different from slow-wave sleep and lack the latter stage’s distinctive 
neural properties (Steriade and McCarley, 2005). Some evidence suggests 
that N1 and N2 are characterized by both regional decreases and increases 
in neural activity. Unfortunately, results are inconclusive and rather variable 
across studies. For instance, a PET study by Kjaer and colleagues found that 
regional decreases of  cerebral blood flow in parietal, premotor and midbrain 
areas went along with increases in blood flow in occipital areas during N1 
(Kjaer et al., 2002). A combined EEG-fMRI study by Kaufmann and colleagues 
showed widespread decreases in BOLD activity in cortical regions, alongside 
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more selective activity increases in the precuneus, inferior frontal and medial 
temporal areas, when comparing N1 and N2 with wakefulness (Kaufmann 
et al., 2006).  Data from another simultaneous EEG-fMRI study suggests 
that compared to wakefulness,  N1 is characterized by regional BOLD signal 
increases in areas belonging to the default mode network (DMN), a resting-
state network known for its task-negative activation properties (Picchioni 
et al., 2008). During wakefulness, however, BOLD activity was stronger in 
frontal areas (Picchioni et al., 2008). It is important to note that this last study 
also subdivided N1 into early and late N1 and could demonstrate significant 
activity changes between these different phases of  N1. Taken together, these 
studies suggest that while there are physiological and neural signatures of  
different sleep stages, no consistent picture has evolved characterizing light 
sleep in terms of  identifiable correlates of  neural activity.
A more consistent picture has emerged from investigations into the functional 
network architecture of  the brain in the different sleep stages. This network 
architecture can be laid bare using measures of  functional connectivity, 
which is defined as the presence of  “temporal correlations between remote 
neurophysiological events” (Friston, 1994). Spontaneous fluctuations in the 
BOLD signal can be recorded with fMRI and show such temporal correlations 
in functionally related networks (Fox and Raichle, 2007). These networks are 
known as resting state networks (RSNs) because they can be derived from 
the spontaneous BOLD fluctuations recorded during rest in the absence of  
a direct task (Smith et al., 2009; Spoormaker et al., 2012), a behavioral state 
also known as “random episodic silent thinking”, or REST (Andreasen et al., 
1995). It stands to reason that sleep-related changes in neural activity also 
affect the functional connectivity patterns in the brain. 
Previous research on this topic suggests that network connectivity observed 
during the awake resting state generally persists throughout light sleep 
(Spoormaker et al., 2011). For instance, Fukunaga and colleagues found that 
the temporal correlations between BOLD fluctuations, observed across the 
brain in the awake resting state, continued to be present during light sleep 
(Fukunaga et al., 2006).  Interestingly, the amplitude of  these fluctuations in 
primary visual regions was actually higher in sleep than in quiet wakefulness. 
These researchers demonstrated in a follow-up study that DMN connectivity 
persisted through N1 and N2 and expanded on their earlier findings by 
showing that connectivity in visual regions increased during light sleep 
(Horovitz et al., 2008). On a similar note, no significant decreases in the 
functional connectivity of  several known RSNs were observed by Larson-
Prior and colleagues in the descent to sleep (2009). Rather, a connectivity 
increase was found for the dorsal attention network (Larson-Prior et al., 
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2009). A recent study by Sämann and colleagues confirmed the persistence of  
the DMN and attention networks throughout light sleep, but also found that 
the connection strength between certain DMN nodes decreased with deeper 
sleep (Sämann et al., 2011).  Interestingly, an investigation into hippocampal 
connectivity throughout NREM sleep found that the cortical connectivity of  
the hippocampus was increased during N1 and N2 but reduced in N3 when 
compared with wakefulness (Andrade et al., 2011). 
The latter finding seems characteristic for deeper NREM sleep. In two 
studies of  DMN connectivity across the different NREM sleep stages, 
functional connections between the different network nodes were maintained 
throughout N1 and N2. However, a decoupling between posterior and 
anterior nodes was observed in N3, suggesting that long-range connections 
deteriorate with deeper sleep (Horovitz et al., 2009; Sämann et al., 2011). 
A recent study has extended these findings to a frontoparietal resting state 
network that was shown to break down in NREM sleep (Spoormaker et al., 
2012). Similarly, Wu and colleagues reported increased dissociation within 
sensorimotor and DM network nodes as NREM sleep deepened (Wu et 
al., 2012). Such reorganization towards local rather than global, spatially 
distributed connectivity has also been advanced as a hallmark of  deeper 
NREM sleep by Larson-Prior and colleagues (Larson-Prior et al., 2011). This 
theory has been strengthened by the observation that effective connectivity 
between distributed brain regions breaks down in deep NREM sleep, while 
local (intraregional) connectivity is maintained (Massimini et al., 2005).  The 
general persistence of  functional connectivity in light sleep and its subsequent 
breakdown in slow-wave sleep is further supported by the results of  a recent 
graph-theoretical analysis conducted by Spoormaker and colleagues. These 
researchers found a pervasive increase in cortico-cortical connectivity 
in N1 and N2 that was followed by a strong reduction of  cortico-cortical 
connectivity in N3 (Spoormaker et al., 2010). This up- and down regulation 
of  cortico-cortical connectivity was contrasted with a decrease in thalamo-
cortical connectivity in light sleep that was restored to wakefulness-levels in 
N3 (Spoormaker et al., 2010).
 
Together, these data indicate that patterns of  functional connectivity are 
modulated by sleep. The current consensus seems to be that N1 and N2 are 
characterized by persistent or increased levels of  resting-state connectivity, 
whereas N3 generally shows reduced or more dissociated connectivity. 
However, apparent differences in sleep-dependent modulations between 
different resting-state networks suggest that this might be an overly simplified 
conclusion. Few studies have compared connectivity within multiple resting 
state networks, especially using approaches that do not rely on predefined 
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regions of  interest.Moreover, in light of  recent findings that resting-state 
connectivity is increased following task execution (Albert et al., 2009; Hasson 
et al., 2009) or actually correlates with task performance (Stevens et al., 
2010; Tambini et al., 2010), the question presents itself  whether sleep-related 
changes in connectivity are sensitive to preceding task performance. It could 
be that persistent connectivity in certain brain networks during N1 and N2 is 
directly related to recent experience. Such neural interactions could therefore 
fulfill a functional role in the offline processing of  memories.
We set out to address these questions using connectivity analyses on resting 
state data that was obtained during wakefulness and light sleep. Healthy 
participants took an afternoon nap in between two experimental sessions in 
which they learned and retrieved face-location associations. Connectivity in 
functional networks of  interest and control networks was compared between 
wake (W), N1 and N2 using multi-subject Independent Component Analysis 
(ICA) and dual regression. This ICA approach was chosen to overcome the 
limits of  a-priori hypotheses and the restrictions of  seed connectivity analyses. 
In a previous study we used a seed-connectivity approach on these data and 
found sleep-related increases in fusiform connectivity in both N1 and N2 (van 
Dongen et al., 2011). Furthermore, we observed that such sleep-dependent 
connectivity modulations were correlated with memory retention across sleep 
and memory acquisition after sleep (van Dongen et al., 2011). For this reason 
we also investigated whether any modulations of  functional connectivity 
were related to these behavioral outcome measures.
A Preparatory day
     
Final retrieval test
                   Pre-nap set               Post-nap set                    
NapLearning 1
 fMRI + EEG  fMRI
B Experimental day
Learning 2 R t
 fMRI
Resting state Structural T1 Face-location Task Training
Figure 1. A: Graphical depiction of  the experimental procedures on the preparatory day. 
  B: Graphical depiction of  the experimental procedures on the experimental day
      Detailed procedures are additionally described in Van Dongen et al., 2011.
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Methods and Materials
Participants
Twenty-one healthy participants were recruited from the Radboud University 
Nijmegen student population through an online research participation pool 
(age range: 19–29; 5 males; 3 left-handed). One participant was excluded 
from the analysis due to technical malfunctions during the EEG acquisition. 
Subjects received a monetary payment for their participation. All participants 
gave informed written consent to participate in accordance with the local 
medical ethics committee. A sleep questionnaire was obtained and all 
subjects reported to be regular night-time sleepers with normal sleep in the 
three nights prior to the experimental sessions. 
Experimental Procedures
The findings reported here are the result of  additional analyses on the 
neuroimaging data described by van Dongen and colleagues (2011). As 
such, the experimental procedures largely correspond to those reported in 
the original publication. However, a re-analysis of  all resting-state data was 
performed using the original raw data and is described in detail below. 
The experiment was performed on two separate days (‘preparatory day’ and 
‘experimental day’) within two weeks of  each other. On the preparatory day, 
participants underwent a 6 minute (175 volumes) baseline resting state scan. 
Participants were instructed to keep their eyes open during this scan and lie 
still without falling asleep.  Afterwards, an anatomical scan was recorded and 
participants took part in a training session outside the scanner (Figure 1A). 
The training session consisted of  a face familiarization task and training on 
the face–location association task. Detailed procedures for these tasks are 
described in (van Dongen et al., 2011). On the experimental day, participants 
learned two sets of  60 face–location associations separated by a nap period 
(Figure 1B). Learning during of  the pre- and the post-nap set consisted 
of  three cycles of  passive encoding followed by active retrieval without 
feedback. After the pre-nap learning session, participants were prepared for 
the polysomnographical recordings. Participants were subsequently moved to 
the MR scanner where they were instructed to relax and to try to fall asleep. 
Polysomnography and fMRI data were continuously recorded throughout 
this nap period, which started between 2–4 pm to take advantage of  sleep-
facilitating circadian influences. After about 40 min, subjects were removed 
from the scanner. Learning of  the post-nap stimulus set started 20–30 min 
after the nap period ended. To ensure that participants were awake and alert 
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after the nap, all participants took a shower before starting the post-rest 
learning session. Approximately 15 min after finishing the learning session 
for the post-nap set, participants performed a final cued recall test for face–
location associations in the MRI scanner. All faces from the pre- and post-nap 
sets served as cues. For further details on the procedures, see (van Dongen et 
al., 2011).
Polysomnography
During the nap period, electrophysiological recordings were obtained at a 
sampling frequency of  5 kHz using a 0.1 Hz high-pass filter and a 250 Hz 
low-pass filter. EEG was recorded at 31 scalp sites (Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, C3, 
C4, P3, P4, O1, O2, F7, F8, T7, T8, P7, P8, Fz, Cz, Pz, POz, Oz, FC1, 
FC2, CP1, CP2, FC5, FC6, CP5, CP6, TP9, TP10) with an MR-compatible 
BrainAmp MR Plus amplifier and an MR-compatible electrode cap (Brain 
Products, Gilching, Germany). Electrooculograms, the electrocardiogram 
and the electromyogram were recorded throughout the rest period according 
to AASM guidelines (Iber et al., 2007) using an MR-compatible ‘BrainAmp 
Exg MR’ system in combination with bipolar AgCl electrodes (Brain 
Products). Polysomnographic data, preprocessing and sleep staging EEG 
data was corrected for gradient and pulse artifacts as described by Allen et 
al. (1995; 2000) and implemented in Vision Analyzer 1.05 (Brain Products). 
A 10-volume, baseline corrected sliding average was used for the correction 
of  the gradient artifacts. Thereafter, EEG data was high-pass filtered at 0.1 
Hz, low-pass filtered at 35 Hz, and downsampled to 250 Hz. The average 
cardiac pulse artifact was calculated based on a sliding average, time-locked 
to the R-peak present in the bipolar ECG. This sliding average was scaled to 
an optimum least squares fit for each heart beat using the scaling option in 
Vision Analyzer before it was subtracted from the data. Each 30 s epoch was 
subsequently manually scored offline as wake (W), sleep stage 1 (N1), sleep 
stage 2 (N2), slow wave sleep (N3) or rapid eye movement sleep (REM) by 
experts according to standard criteria (Iber et al., 2007).
Imaging parameters and acquisition
All fMRI data was recorded on a 1.5 T MRI scanner (Avanto, Siemens 
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using an 8 channel head coil. Throughout 
the baseline rest period, nap period, and during the test session, T2*-weighted 
images were acquired covering the whole brain using an echo-planar imaging 
(EPI) sequence (32 axial slices, ascending slice acquisition, repetition time 
(TR)=2140 ms, echo time (TE)=35 ms, 85° flip angle, matrix=64×64, slice 
thickness: 3.5 mm, field of  view (FOV): 224 mm, parallel imaging (iPat) 
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acceleration factor=2). For structural MRI, T1-weighted images were acquired 
with a magnetization prepared, rapid-acquisition gradient echo sequence 
(176 sagittal slices, TR=2250 ms, TI=850 ms, TE=2.95 ms, 15° flip angle, 
matrix=256×256, slice thickness=1.0 mm, FOV=256 mm). Participants were 
fixated in a firm but comfortable manner to prevent movement.
Inclusion of participants 
Only participants that had at least 90 seconds of  imaging data from wake 
(W), sleep stage 1 (N1) and sleep stage 2 (N2) in the nap period were included 
in the analyses. This left 14 participants (age range: 19-28, 3 males, 1 left-
handed) for the analyses reported in this study. The distribution of  nap data 
across the different sleep stages can be found in Table 1 below.
 Length(min) 
Nap
W
N2
N1
39.2(±0.6)
18.0(±3.8)
42.9(±4.7)
39.1(±6.0)
Length(%) 
100
7.2(±1.6)
16.8(±1.8)
15.2(±2.3)
fMRI data preprocessing of the baseline resting state data
Image preprocessing and statistical analysis was performed using tools 
from FMRIB’s Software Library (FSL, www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). FMRI 
data processing was carried out using FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool) 
Version 5.98. Individual pre-statistical processing consisted of  motion 
correction of  the functional images using MCFLIRT (Jenkinson et al., 
2002), brain-extraction using BET (Smith, 2002), spatial smoothing using a 
Gaussian kernel with a full-width at half  maximum of  5 mm and high-pass 
temporal filtering (Gaussian-weighted least-squares straight line fitting, with 
sigma=50.0s). Functional images were co-registered to the standard space of  
the SPM 8 EPI template using FLIRT (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001; Jenkinson 
et al., 2002). Preprocessed functional data containing 175 3D volumes for 
each subject were temporally concatenated across participants to create a 
single 4D dataset (Beckmann and Smith, 2005).
Table 1. Average length of the data included 
across all participants per sleep stage. Length is 
given in minutes/% ± standard error of  the mean.
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Independent component analysis of the baseline resting state
Connectivity analyses were carried out using Probabilistic Independent 
Component Analysis (pICA) (Beckmann and Smith, 2004) in the form of  
a multi-session  group ICA as implemented in MELODIC (Multivariate 
Exploratory Linear Decomposition into Independent Components) Version 
3.10, part of  FSL. The pre-processed baseline resting state data were whitened 
and projected into a 30-dimensional subspace using probabilistic Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) where the number of  dimensions was estimated 
using the Laplace approximation to the Bayesian evidence of  the model order 
(Minka, 2000; Beckmann and Smith, 2004). The whitened observations were 
decomposed into sets of  vectors which describe signal variation across the 
temporal domain (time-courses), the session/subject domain and across 
the spatial domain (maps) by optimizing for non-Gaussian spatial source 
distributions using a fixed-point iteration technique (Hyvarinen, 1999). 
Estimated component maps were divided by the standard deviation of  the 
residual noise and thresholded using an alternative hypothesis test based 
on fitting a Gaussian/gamma mixture model to the distribution of  voxel 
intensities within spatial maps  (Beckmann and Smith, 2004).
 
Analysis of the nap data 
The subject-specific data from the nap period were split into three parts, one for 
each sleep stage (W, N1 and N2). For each participant, all 3D image volumes 
with the same sleep stage classification were temporally concatenated into 
one 4D dataset. This resulted in 42 functional datasets (14 subjects x 3 sleep 
stages). Subsequently, a dual regression analysis was run using the output of  
the IC analysis of  the baseline resting state session. We used these maps  as 
a template for dual regression rather than the output of  a separate ICA on 
the nap data itself  to prevent circularity in data analysis. This type of  analysis 
allows for voxel-wise comparisons of  functional connectivity between 
different conditions; it incorporates both temporal and spatial regression of  
input data using template IC maps (Filippini et al., 2009). This results in a full 
set of  estimated components per subject. These subject-specific component 
estimates can then be compared between sleep stages using non-parametric 
permutation testing within the framework of  the Generalised Linear Model 
(GLM) to derive associated p-values. From the 30 ICs obtained during the 
ICA analysis of  the baseline resting state session, six RSNs were selected 
for the connectivity comparison between sleep stages. Selection of  the RSNs 
was based on their similarity to the seed-connectivity results of  (van Dongen 
et al., 2011): this resulted in the inclusion of  two ICs that mainly consisted 
of  posterior visual regions and two ICs that resembled the Default Mode 
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Network. Additionally, two common resting-state ICs were included as 
control RSNs to determine whether or not any effects observed were specific 
to the seed connectivity results reported previously (van Dongen et al., 2011). 
The six ICs and their designations are displayed in Figure 2.
 
First, the selected six ICs from the baseline resting state data were used as 
a set of  spatial regressors in a General Linear Model (GLM) to extract the 
temporal dynamics (time-courses) of  these RSNs in each of  the 42 datasets. 
Second, these time courses were used as temporal regressors in a separate 
GLM to create dataset-specific spatial maps on the basis of  the baseline 
resting state ICs. The output of  this dual regression procedure was therefore 
a spatial approximation of  the selected RSNs as they were present in the 42 
datasets from the nap period. The raw dual regression output correspondingly 
consisted of  6 x 42 spatial maps. In each map, each voxel was assigned a 
parameter estimate (PE) based on the regression fit of  the GLM. These PE-
maps were thereafter normalized by the residual noise to obtain Z-maps; both 
PE- and Z-maps were used for the subsequent across-condition comparison 
of  connectivity to assess the impact of  such residual noise on the analysis. 
The resting state networks in each sleep stage
For each sleep stage (W, N1 and N2) an average map was calculated for each 
RSN using the dual-regression output. The PE- and Z-maps for each RSN 
were summarized across participants using a GLM. For each RSN, input 
for this GLM consisted of  the 42 spatial maps that were obtained during the 
dual regression (14 for each sleep stage). The design matrix contained three 
explanatory variables (EVs): W, N1 and N2. A main effect was calculated 
for each sleep stage. Whole brain significance of  these effects was assessed 
with a nonparametric permutation test using 5000 permutations (Nichols and 
Holmes, 2002). Correction for multiple comparisons was applied using the 
null distribution of  the max (across the image) voxel-wise test statistic and 
controlling the family-wise-error (FWE) rate at p<0.05. This analysis was 
performed using both Z-maps as well as PE-maps as input.
Connectivity differences between sleep stages
A Triple T-test was used for a voxel-wise comparison of  connectivity in the 
three sleep stages. For every IC, the 42 spatial PE- and Z-maps were used as 
input (14 for each sleep stage). The design matrix contained 2 EVs of  interest, 
representing the contrast between W & N1 and W & N2. 14 additional EVs 
were included to model the subject mean for each participant in each sleep 
stage. For the comparison of  connectivity in the different sleep stages, 6 
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contrasts were calculated (W>N1, W>N2, N1>N2, N1>W, N2>W, N2>N1). 
Significance of  differences was assessed with nonparametric permutation 
testing using procedures identical to those reported in the previous paragraph. 
Correlations between functional connectivity and behavioral changes 
Since our previous findings had shown that functional connectivity changes 
can be behaviorally relevant, we also ran separate GLMs for the paired 
comparisons between all combinations of  2 sleep stages (W&N1, W&N2 
and N1&N2) for all six RSNs. This allowed the inclusion of  two regressors 
that contained behavioral information for each participant. The first regressor 
contained the retention ratio (= performance for pre-nap associations in the 
final retrieval test divided by performance at the end of  the pre-nap learning 
session), which characterized how many of  the associations initially learned 
were retained over the nap period.  The second regressor contained the 
acquisition ratio (= performance at the endpoint of  post-nap learning divided 
by performance at the endpoint of  pre-nap learning), which characterized the 
pre- to post nap differences in learning performance. Each paired-comparison 
model included the 28 4D inputs of  the two appropriate sleep stages. The 
design matrix included one EV for the comparison between the two sleep 
stages. 14 additional EVs were included to model the subject mean for each 
participant in each sleep stage. Contrasts were calculated for the comparison 
between the two sleep stages plus the effects of  the behavioral regressors. 
Significance of  differences was assessed using the same procedures reported 
previously.
Figure 2 (on page 79). Input networks for dual regression. These spatial maps, used as 
input for the dual regression analysis, were derived from the multi-subject ICA analysis 
of  the baseline resting state data. The maps are thresholded at the voxel level at Z>2.63. 
IC=Independent Component. Coordinates reported are in MNI space. Results are displayed 
on representative slices of  the FSL MNI152 template T1 brain.
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x  = 28y  = -84 z  = 4
IC5: Medial Visual component
x  = -10y  = -76 z  = -8
IC25: Sensorimotor component
x  = -30y  = -66   z  = 46
ICs selected as input for Dual Regression 
 x  = 4y  = -56 z  = 20
IC6: Default Mode network 1
x  = 2y  = -34   z  = 26
IC13: Default Mode network 2
x  = 28y  = -16   z  = 46
IC17: Frontoparietal network
IC1: Lateral Visual component
Z-score
2.6
3.2
4.0
4.8
5.6
 6.0 
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Results
Persistent resting state connectivity in different sleep stages
First, we determined whether the RSNs derived from the baseline resting state 
recording were present throughout the different sleep stages. This analysis 
revealed that all RSNs featured significant intra-network connectivity during 
W, N1 and N2 (p<0.05, FWE). Example results for a single RSN (“Lateral 
Visual component”) are shown in Figure 3. The spatial extent of  the RSNs 
found during the nap period closely resembled the networks observed in the 
baseline resting state data, although sometimes extended beyond that of  the 
baseline RSN maps in sleep.  Significant intra-network connectivity of  all 
examined RSNs and sleep stages was found regardless of  whether the dual 
regression analysis used PE- or Z-maps as input. This finding indicates that 
the selected RSNs persisted during light sleep.
Connectivity comparisons between sleep stages
Second, we compared intra-network connectivity within the 6 RSNs between 
W, N1 and N2. At a voxel-wise threshold of  p<0.05 (FWE) using a cluster 
threshold (k) of  5 voxels, we found no evidence for increased connectivity 
in W compared to either N1 or N2. However, our data indicate that intra-
network connectivity in all RSNs was increased during both N1 and N2 when 
compared to W. For a complete overview, see Figure 4 and Table 2. Enhanced 
connectivity was generally found across the entirety of  each resting-state 
network. Occasionally, such connectivity increases were more restricted or 
included additional brain regions not included in the resting state network 
during wakefulness (see Table 2). Differences between N1 and N2 were 
observed only using PE-maps as input. In IC5 (“Medial Visual component”) 
and IC25 (“Sensorimotor component”), intra-network connectivity was 
increased in N2 compared to N1 in a single cluster (in the primary visual 
cortex and supplementary motor area, respectively). 
Differences between PE- and Z-stat input
Up-regulations in connectivity between sleep and wake were found using 
both PE- and Z-map input. The spatial extent of  the differences, however, was 
generally larger when using Z-maps (see also Figure 3). Z-maps are derived 
from the PE-maps after normalization by the residual noise, i.e. the variance 
that is not explained by the dual regression GLMs. As such, these findings 
suggest that the amount of  residual noise differed between sleep stages. 
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0.000.010.020.030.040.05
p(FWE)IC1
PE-maps Z-maps
Main Effects
W
y = -84 x = 20 z = -4
N1
N2
x= 28 y=-84 z = -4
Differences between Sleep Stages
PE-maps Z-maps
N2>W
N1>W
Lateral visual component
Figure 3. Effects for a single example network. Main effects: significant connectiv-
ity in IC1 during the sleep stage indicated. Differences between sleep stages: significant 
differences in connectivity between the indicated sleep stages in IC1. All maps under 
PE-maps are based on the dual regression PE-map output; all maps under Z-maps 
are based on the dual regression Z-map output. All maps are thresholded at p<0.05 
(FWE) at the voxel level, with a minimum cluster extent of  5 voxels. Coordinates 
reported are in MNI space. Results are displayed on representative slices of  the FSL 
MNI152 template T1 brain.
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Connectivity Differences between Sleep Stages
0.000.010.020.030.040.05
p(FWE)
Z-maps
IC5
IC17
N1>W N2>W
y = -76 x = -10
IC25
z = -8 y = -76 x = -10 z = -8
IC6
y = -56 x = 8 z = 20 y = -56 x = 4 z = 20
IC13
y = -34 x = 2 z = 26 y = -50 x = 14 z = -8
y = -66 x = -30 z = 46 y = -66 x = -30 z = 46
y = -16 x = 28 z = 46 y = -16 x = 28 z = 46
Figure 4. Overview of connectivity differences between sleep stages. This figure lists 
all significant connectivity differences within 5 RSNs for the listed comparisons between 
sleep stages. Results are based on the dual-regression Z-map output and are thresholded 
at p<0.05 (FWE) at the voxel level, with a minimum cluster extent of  5 voxels. Coordi-
nates reported are in MNI space. Results are displayed on representative slices of  the FSL 
MNI152 template T1 brain. IC5 = “Lateral Visual component”, IC6 = “Default Mode 
network 1”, IC13 = “Default Mode network 2”, IC17 = “Frontoparietal component”, 
IC25 = “Sensorimotor component”.
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Table 2. Connectivity differences between sleep and wakefulness. The Region column 
lists all brain areas showing increased connectivity in sleep for each independent component. 
Differences are reported based on the comparison of  dual regression output (Z-maps) for 
each sleep stage using random permutation tests. Results are thresholded at p<0.05 (FWE) at 
the voxel level with a minimum cluster extent of  5 voxels.
Network Contrast Region
IC1 N1>W & 
N2>W
Across the whole 
component  
Left hippocampus
Cerebellum
Midbrain
IC5 N1>W & 
N2>W
Across the whole 
component
IC6 N1>W Across the whole 
component
N2>W Posterior cingulate cortex
Precuneus 
Inferior parietal cortex
IC13 N1>W Posterior cingulate cortex
Precuneus
Medial temporal lobe 
Brainstem
N2>W Precuneus 
Right parahippocampal 
cortex
IC17 N1>W & 
N2>W
Across the whole 
component 
IC25 N1>W & 
N2>W
Across the whole 
component 
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Network Contrast Region MNI 
coordinates
(x y z)
Cluster size
(voxels)
Peak 
Significance
( p[FWE] )
IC5 N2>N1 BA 17: Primary 
visual cortex
6 -66 4 82 voxels 0.014
IC25 N2>N1 BA 6: 
Supplementary 
motor area / 
Premotor cortex
4 -18 56 6 voxels 0.037
Table 3. Connectivity differences between sleep stage 1 and 2. Differences are reported 
based on the comparison of  dual regression output (PE-maps) for each sleep stage using 
random permutation tests. Results are thresholded at p<0.05 (FWE) at the voxel level with a 
minimum cluster extent of  5 voxels. BA = Brodmann Area.
Behavioral correlations
Third, we tested for correlations between connectivity and behavioral changes 
across the nap period. No significant correlations were found between behavior 
and connectivity changes in any contrast using either PE-map or Z-map input 
(p<0.05; FWE). Since such a significance threshold could be considered 
conservative for detecting biologically plausible correlations, we also tested 
all comparisons at a liberal p<0.001 voxel-level threshold (uncorrected, with 
k>5) but again found no significant associations.  
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Discussion
This study adds to our current understanding of  the neural characteristics of  
sleep by revealing the changes in functional connectivity that characterize 
wakefulness and light NREM sleep within several resting state networks. A 
number of  conclusions can be drawn from our findings. 
First, our results show that resting state connectivity observed during 
wakefulness persists throughout light sleep (i.e., N1 and N2). Additionally, 
the spatial composition of  the RSNs was highly similar across sleep stages, 
suggesting that the overall structure of  these circuits was maintained. The 
persistence of  network connectivity throughout N1 and N2 fits well with 
previous research (Fukunaga et al., 2006; Horovitz et al., 2008; Horovitz et al., 
2009; Larson-Prior et al., 2009; Sämann et al., 2011; Spoormaker et al., 2011) 
and demonstrates that functional interactions during light sleep are not (yet) 
affected by the altered physiology that is typical for deeper sleep.
 Second, we found consistent increases in intra-network connectivity when 
comparing light sleep with wakefulness. Although every RSN tested showed 
enhanced intra-network connectivity in the descent into sleep, the extent 
of  these increases varied from network to network. RSNs dominated by 
posterior visual regions (IC1 and IC5, the “Lateral Visual” and “Medial 
Visual” components) were associated with sleep-dependent connectivity 
enhancements across the whole component, similar to the findings of  
(Fukunaga et al., 2006; Horovitz et al., 2008; Spoormaker et al., 2010; 
van Dongen et al., 2011). On top of  this, stronger IC1 (“Lateral Visual 
component”) coupling to the hippocampus, midbrain and cerebellum was 
observed in sleep, in line with the results of  (Andrade et al., 2011). The 
increased contribution of  the hippocampus to this network in sleep might be 
relevant for sleep-dependent modulations of  neural plasticity and memory 
consolidation (Sirota et al., 2003; Wang and Morris, 2010; Andrade et al., 
2011; Timofeev, 2011; van Dongen et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011). 
Moreover, the changes in midbrain connectivity could be related to a stronger 
role of  the thalamus in light sleep compared to wakefulness. The thalamus is 
known to be involved in the relay of  sensory and motor information as well as 
the regulation of  consciousness; it is possible that sleep-dependent changes to 
these systems are paralleled by connectivity differences (Steriade and Llinas, 
1988; Steriade, 2003; Briggs and Usrey, 2008). 
Connectivity increases in the RSNs that closely resemble the default mode 
network (IC6 and IC13) were generally restricted to the spatial maps observed 
during wakefulness. Interestingly, the extent of  the increases was reduced in 
N2, especially in prefrontal regions. 
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This result is along the lines of  the observations of  (Horovitz et al., 2009; 
Spoormaker et al., 2010; Sämann et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2012). However, 
since there were no significant connectivity differences between N1 and N2, 
and no increases in prefrontal connectivity during W compared to N2, this 
conclusion remains tentative. 
Our seed-connectivity analyses previously demonstrated increased fusiform 
connectivity with brain regions related to the IC1 and IC5 (“Lateral Visual” 
and “Medial Visual” components) networks in N1 and brain regions 
overlapping with IC6 (“Default Mode network 1”) network during N2 (van 
Dongen et al., 2011). The current findings replicate our previous results and 
point towards additional fusiform-independent connectivity changes in these 
networks. This suggests that our ICA – dual regression analysis is more 
appropriate than seed-connectivity approaches for the detection of  general 
state-related connectivity changes. 
Since IC1, IC5, IC6 and IC13 showed significant overlap with our previous 
seed-connectivity findings, we also included two “control” networks in 
the form of  IC17 and IC25 (the “Frontoparietal” and “Sensorimotor” 
components). Our data indicate that connectivity in these networks is also 
enhanced in sleep; specifically, connectivity was stronger across the whole 
resting state network for both IC17 and IC25. This finding suggests that resting 
state connectivity in sleep might be up-regulated in a general fashion, and is 
not restricted to specific networks. However, since we could not study sleep-
related connectivity modulations in the absence of  preceding experience, it 
is not possible to make any inferences on the task-dependent nature of  such 
changes with the current data. 
Third, we observed no significant correlations between sleep-induced intra-
network connectivity changes and behavioral performance. Previously, we 
found that fusiform-medial prefrontal and fusiform-hippocampal connectivity 
were associated with retention and acquisition of  face-location associations, 
respectively. Using our current methods, we found no evidence for a 
relationship between intra-network connectivity and memory performance. 
One possible reason for this null-finding is that our analyses are not sensitive 
enough to detect such associations. An alternative explanation could be that 
memory consolidation processes require interplay between different neural 
networks (including those that were not detected in the baseline resting 
period); such interactions were not examined in the current study. 
Together, our findings suggest that light sleep is characterized by consistent 
increases in intra-network connectivity within several resting state networks. 
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Increased synchrony within networks (i.e. less interdependence of  neural 
circuits) might be the first stage in the transition from global to local connectivity 
proposed by (Larson-Prior et al., 2011; Spoormaker et al., 2011). In addition, 
or alternatively, such synchrony might benefit offline memory processes, for 
instance through facilitation of  cortico-cortical communication, and perhaps 
reactivation, within these networks. 
It is important to note that we did not find substantial differences in 
connectivity between N1 and N2. This demonstrates that network connectivity 
is relatively similar in the two stages of  light sleep, in line with other findings 
from the literature (Spoormaker et al., 2011). We did find quantitative 
differences in results depending on the use of  PE- and Z-maps as input for 
the comparisons across sleep stages. Since we observed that Z-maps showed 
larger effects, it seems likely that the normalization by the residual noise 
increased the reliability of  the connectivity differences between sleep stages. 
This suggests that factors that were not of  primary interest (e.g. physiological 
characteristics such as respiration, heart rate, movement, metabolism, etc.) 
might have differentially affected the data in the three sleep stages.  Sleep is 
characterized by reduced movement, slowed respiration, lower heart rate and 
reduced metabolism when compared to wakefulness. Without normalization, 
comparing data from these two states might therefore confound the analysis. 
Changes in physiology from wake to sleep could nevertheless contribute to 
a context in which functional connectivity is facilitated, and should for this 
reason not be considered mere noise.
Conclusion
In summary, we have found evidence for consistent and widespread 
connectivity increases in 6 resting state networks in the descent from 
wakefulness to light sleep. Importantly, sleep was also associated with 
qualitative changes in intra-network connectivity, demonstrating that 
sleep’s modulations extend to the in- and exclusion of  specific RSN nodes 
as sleep deepens. Together, these changes in connectivity might represent a 
physiological shift that benefits sleep-dependent processes of  homeostasis, 
plasticity and memory consolidation, and that can be reliably detected with 
model-free data-driven analysis methods. 
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Abstract
It is believed that neural representations of  recent experiences become 
reactivated during sleep, and that this process serves to stabilize associated 
memories in long-term memory. Here, we initiated this reactivation process 
for specific memories during slow-wave sleep. Participants studied 50 object-
location associations with object-related sounds presented concurrently. For 
half  of  the associations, the related sounds were re-presented during subsequent 
slow-wave sleep while participants underwent functional MRI. Compared 
with control sounds, related sounds were associated with increased activation 
of  right parahippocampal cortex. Postsleep memory accuracy was positively 
correlated with sound-related activation during sleep in various brain regions, 
including the thalamus, bilateral medial temporal lobe, and cerebellum. In 
addition, postsleep memory accuracy was also positively correlated with 
pre- to postsleep changes in parahippocampal–medial prefrontal connectivity 
during retrieval of  reactivated associations. Our results suggest that the brain 
is differentially activated by studied and unstudied sounds during deep sleep 
and that the thalamus and medial temporal lobe are involved in establishing 
the mnemonic consequences of  externally triggered reactivation of  associative 
memories. 
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Introduction
Memory consolidation involves the stabilization of  memory traces for long-
term retention (McClelland et al., 1995; Squire et al., 2004; Frankland and 
Bontempi, 2005; Winocur and Moscovitch, 2011). It is thought that sleep, 
especially deep sleep, has a facilitating role in this process, most likely 
through an internally orchestrated mechanism of  reactivation, also known 
as replay (Wilson and McNaughton, 1994; Diekelmann and Born, 2010). 
Animal experiments have shown that, during periods of  deep sleep, brain 
areas involved in the encoding and retrieval of  recent experiences can show 
patterns of  activation similar to those observed during active behavior 
(Wilson and McNaughton, 1994; Euston et al., 2007; Ji and Wilson, 2007). 
Additionally, several studies have produced evidence for the existence of  
reactivation processes in humans as well (Maquet et al., 2000; Peigneux et al., 
2004; Rasch et al., 2007; Rudoy et al., 2009; Diekelmann et al., 2011).
Recently, a study by Rudoy and colleagues used targeted reactivation with 
trial-unique auditory cues to improve memory for a selection of  learned 
object-location associations (Rudoy et al., 2009). The specificity of  the 
memory benefit, which was found only for cued associations, suggests 
that it is possible to externally trigger reactivation for selected experiences, 
an approach that would be very useful in educational and clinical settings 
(Stickgold, 2007). 
The neural mechanisms behind the behavioral effects of  externally triggered 
reactivation, however, are largely unknown. It seems likely that induced 
reactivation mirrors internally generated replay on the neural level and, as 
such, would involve brain regions initially involved in encoding and retrieval 
of  learned material. This scenario would predict that a variety of  sensory and 
associative areas would become reactivated depending on the sensory input 
used during encoding, in line with several findings from recent functional 
connectivity studies in humans (Hasson et al., 2009; Stevens et al., 2010; 
Tambini et al., 2010; van Dongen et al., 2011). In addition, areas traditionally 
associated with declarative memory, such as the hippocampus and 
parahippocampus, could be expected to play a role in this process. This view 
is supported by data from several neuroimaging studies in humans (Peigneux 
et al., 2004; Rasch et al., 2007; Diekelmann et al., 2011). According to these 
hypotheses, targeted reactivation would only be successful if  the sensory 
input given to trigger the reactivation can reach sensory, associative, and 
mnemonic areas. This will largely depend on input processing in the thalamic 
system, the main relay of  sensory information to the cortex (Steriade and 
Llinás, 1988; Briggs and Usrey, 2008). During slow-wave sleep, the thalamic 
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system undergoes phases of  inhibition and activation aligned with the global 
up and down states of  the brain, observed as characteristic slow oscillations 
during non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep (Steriade, 2003). The periodic 
neural synchronization resulting from the phasic shifts between brain states 
is believed to provide windows for replay and intracortical dialogue (Sirota 
et al., 2003; Steriade and Timofeev, 2003; Marshall and Born, 2007; Mölle 
and Born, 2009). As such, the effectiveness of  induced reactivation might be 
largely determined by the state of  the thalamus at the moment that sensory 
input is provided. 
Here, we adapted the object-location paradigm of  Rudoy and colleagues 
(Rudoy et al., 2009) for use in an fMRI context. Participants were taught 
to associate pictures of  objects with locations on a computer screen before 
an evening sleep opportunity. During the learning phase, each object was 
consistently presented with a characteristic sound (e.g., a cat with a meow 
and a kettle with a whistle), and participants were instructed to place the 
object as accurately as possible on its correct location. After object-location 
associations were learned to criterion, baseline placement accuracy was 
recorded. During the subsequent sleep period in the magnetic resonance 
(MR) scanner, auditory cues corresponding to half  of  the learned associations 
were presented during EEG-verified slow-wave sleep. Also, control stimuli 
were randomly intermixed so that auditory activation could be compared for 
studied and unstudied sounds. After the sleep period, placement accuracy was 
assessed once more. We compared blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) 
activity during presentation of  studied and unstudied sounds in slow-wave 
sleep and additionally assessed whether functional connectivity in activated 
regions was modulated by this contrast. Subsequently, we investigated whether 
activity and connectivity during presentation of  studied sounds could predict 
the behavioral outcome of  our reactivation protocol.
 
Our hypothesis was that presentation of  cue sounds during sleep would 
induce reactivation of  the associated object-location pairs. Based on existing 
literature (Peigneux et al., 2004; Rasch et al., 2007; Diekelmann et al., 2011), we 
therefore expected that sound presentation would be correlated with activity 
in areas previously involved in acquisition and retrieval of  the associative 
memory traces, primarily located in the medial temporal lobe. Moreover, we 
hypothesized that functional connectivity between sensory and associative 
areas at the time of  sound presentation would be increased as the reactivation 
would reinstate the multimodal representations of  the object-location sound 
associations. Finally, we predicted that the mnemonic effects of  reactivation 
would depend on activity in medial temporal regions, based on their proposed 
role in memory consolidation.
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Results
Object location task: Learning and presleep test 
In the evening, shortly before sleeping, participants memorized the locations 
of  50 pictures of  everyday objects. First, participants passively viewed each 
object as it was sequentially shown on its correct location. Second, subjects 
were instructed to move the object from the center of  the display to its 
original location by using a joystick (Figure 1). Each object was consistently 
presented together with a characteristic sound (e.g., a picture of  a cat would 
be presented with a meow). Feedback on an object’s correct location was 
provided after each placement. We quantified memory performance by 
using the absolute distance between the participant’s placement of  each 
object and its correct location. Learning continued until subjects were 
successful in placing the objects within 4 cm of  their original location on two 
consecutive rounds. Objects for which this criterion was met were removed 
from subsequent learning rounds. After reaching this criterion for all objects, 
participants performed a final presleep test without feedback to provide a 
baseline measure of  memory accuracy. Stimuli were then divided in two sets 
of  25 (“cued” and “uncued”) associations that were matched on accuracy 
for every participant individually. Correspondingly, baseline performance 
was not significantly different for subsequently cued and uncued associations 
[cued (error ± SEM): 2.66 ± 0.12 cm; uncued (error ± SEM): 2.79 ± 0.13 cm; 
paired t test t
21
= -1.58, p = 0.13].
 fMRI + EEG
  
 fMRI
  
 fMRI
Learning              Test 1       EEG Setup                   Sleep                    Break       Test 2 
Reactivation In SWS             Cued           Uncued
      Subsequently      Subsequently 
    Cued             Uncued
Figure 1. Graphical depiction of the experimental design
Participants learned 50 object-location associations in the presence of  typical object-related 
sounds. Twenty-five of  these associations were cued by using their sounds during subsequent 
slow-wave sleep (SWS) in the MR scanner. Performance and BOLD responses during 
task performance and during sleep were assessed to investigate the behavioral and neural 
underpinnings of  externally triggered reactivation.
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Reactivation during sleep 
This presleep test was followed by a sleep period of  2 h in the MR scanner 
during which the participant’s sleep state was continuously monitored 
through polysomnography. It was essential to our paradigm that slow-wave 
sleep duration was sufficient to allow completion of  the reactivation protocol. 
Participants were therefore partially sleep-deprived in the morning and started 
the sleep period in the late evening around their habitual bedtimes. Data were 
only included if  at least 80% of  the sound stimulation protocol could be 
completed in slow-wave sleep, the sound stimulation did not produce visible 
micro-arousals in the EEG, and participants were not aware that sounds had 
been presented during the sleep period (based on their responses during the 
debriefing). This selection resulted in inclusion of  22 participants (out of  an 
original sample of  56) for all analyses reported here (for sleep parameters, 
see Table S1; for a more detailed description of  data inclusion and exclusion, 
see Materials and Methods). During the sleep period, sounds previously 
paired with object location associations from the cued set (“cue sounds”) 
were presented to participants through headphones. Sounds not presented 
during the learning phase (“control sounds”) were additionally played to the 
subjects to allow comparison of  evoked BOLD responses between studied 
and unstudied sounds.
Postsleep vigilance and attention
After the sleep period, participants had a short break and a shower before 
conducting a second memory test that was identical to the presleep test. This 
test thus provided a measure of  postsleep memory accuracy. Considering the 
timing of  this postsleep test (between midnight and 2:30 AM), time-of-day 
effects could potentially affect performance at this stage of  the experiment. 
For this reason, participants executed a psychomotor vigilance task (PVT 
(Dinges and Powell, 1985); see also Materials and Methods) at the start of  the 
experiment and before starting the postsleep testing session. A comparison 
of  pre- and postsleep reaction times and error rates on the PVT showed 
no significant differences in vigilance between the two moments of  testing 
[presleep: mean RT (± SEM) = 304 (±17) ms, no. of  errors = 1.38 (±0.30); 
postsleep: mean RT = 318 (±13) ms, no. of  errors = 1.00 (±0.23); paired t 
test: t
21
(2.02), t
21
(1.07): both p > 0.05). This result suggests that the time of  
testing had no apparent effect on vigilance or attention during the postsleep 
testing phase. 
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Object location task: Postsleep test 
We observed that performance decreased significantly from the pre- to the 
postsleep test for both cued and uncued associations: cued (Δerror ± SEM) = 
-0.44 ± 0.11 cm; uncued (Δerror ± SEM) = -0.33 ± 0.11 cm; paired t test: cued 
= t
21
(3.86, p = 0.001); uncued = t
21
(2.56, p = 0.018). There was no significant 
session × condition interaction (F
1,21
 = 0.83; p = 0.374), indicating that there 
was no overall effect of  reactivation on participants’ accuracy after the sleep 
period. A comparison of  reaction times on cued and uncued trials before and 
after sleep showed no significant differences interactions between conditions 
(all p > 0.05).  
Object location task: fMRI
Next, our investigations focused on neural responses observed during 
the object-location test. To investigate which brain areas were involved in 
performing the object-location task, we contrasted BOLD activity during 
retrieval of  object-location associations with that observed during the fixation 
period. This contrast showed that performance of  the object-location task was 
related to increased activity in areas involved in visual and spatial perception, 
memory, and motor action. Areas activated included primary visual cortex, 
fusiform gyrus, posterior parietal cortex, bilateral parahippocampal cortex, 
bilateral hippocampus, and left (pre)motor areas (Figure 2 and Table S2).
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Figure 2. Activity associated with retrieval of object-location associations.
Shown is an overview of  activity that increased during retrieval of  object-location associations 
compared with a fixation baseline. Data shown here were acquired during the presleep 
test. Retrieval of  object-location associations involved activity in bilateral hippocampus, 
parahippocampus, posterior visual and association areas, and (pre)motor regions. Significant 
clusters are superimposed on representative sagittal and axial slices of  the canonical single 
subject T1 from SPM8. Results are obtained after initial thresholding at p < 0.001 uncorrected 
at the voxel level, followed by family-wise error (FWE) correction for multiple comparisons at 
the cluster level at p < 0.05. R, right.
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Figure 3. 
A. The right parahippocampal cortex is more activated during presentation of cue than 
control sounds in slow-wave sleep. The cluster shown here is superimposed on a representative 
sagittal and coronal slice of  the canonical single subject T1 from SPM8. Activations are 
depicted at p < 0.001 (blue) and p < 0.01 (red) uncorrected at the voxel level. After thresholding 
at the p < 0.001 level, the blue cluster shown is significant (p = 0.035; FWE) after small volume 
correction using the peak coordinate of right parahippocampal activation observed in Figure 2. 
B. Parahippocampal connectivity is increased during presentation of cue compared with 
control sounds. Parahippocampal connectivity to the precuneus and posterior visual areas 
was shown to be significantly increased during cue sound presentation. Significant clusters 
are rendered by using the SPM8 surface renderer as provided by FreeSurfer. Results are 
obtained after initial thresholding at p < 0.001 uncorrected at the voxel level, followed by 
FWE correction for multiple comparisons at the cluster level at p < 0.05. LH, left hemisphere; 
RH, right hemisphere; R, right.
Reactivation: fMRI
We then investigated whether evoked responses in BOLD activity during 
slow-wave sleep differed during presentation of  auditory stimuli from the 
object-location task (cue sounds) compared with task-unrelated stimuli 
(control sounds). Cue presentation was related to increased activity in the 
right parahippocampal cortex compared with presentation of  control sounds 
(peak: [32 -42 -6]; Figure 3A). No significant increase in activity was observed 
when contrasting the presentation of  control with cue sounds.
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Reactivation: Functional connectivity 
To probe whether sound presentation modulated functional connectivity of  
the parahippocampal cortex, we conducted a psychophysiological interaction 
analysis (PPI). This analysis was seeded from the right parahippocampal 
region that was differentially activated for cue sounds versus control sounds. 
Results indicate that right parahippocampal connectivity with posterior brain 
regions, including the fusiform and calcarine gyrus, precuneus, and primary 
and secondary visual areas, was selectively increased during presentation 
of  cue sounds (Figure 3B and Table S3). No significant increases in 
parahippocampal connectivity were observed during the presentation of  the 
control sounds.
Reactivation: Behavioral correlations
Although there was no overall behavioral effect of  the reactivation protocol 
on postsleep memory performance, inter-subject variability was high. We 
therefore reasoned that the event-related activity observed during presentation 
of  cue sounds might predict the mnemonic effect of  the reactivation protocol 
on the level of  the individual participant. To test this hypothesis, we added 
a covariate to our group analysis of  the contrast between cue and control 
sounds. This covariate contained for each participant the average change in 
performance from pre- to postsleep test for the cued associations. In other 
words, this covariate captured the subject-specific effect that reactivation had 
on accuracy for the selection of  associations that were cued during sleep. This 
way, we could investigate how cue-related activity was correlated with the 
behavioral outcome of  the reactivation procedure. 
We found that cue-related activity in bilateral thalamus, cerebellum, and 
medial temporal lobe (including both the hippocampus and parahippocampal 
gyrus) was positively correlated with better retention for the corresponding 
object-location associations (Figure 4A and Table S4). A similar analysis 
was conducted for the parahippocampal PPI results. Here, our data suggest 
that parahippocampal connectivity with the precuneus at the time of  cue 
presentation predicted improved retention for the related object-location 
associations (Figure 4B and Table S5). We found no negative correlations 
between postsleep performance and either activity or parahippocampal 
connectivity at the time of  cue presentation.
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Object location task: Neural changes from the pre- to postsleep test
To test whether reactivation was related to changes in neural activity and 
functional connectivity during postsleep retrieval, we contrasted activity 
and parahippocampal connectivity for cued versus uncued associations 
at the pre- and postsleep test (see also  Materials and Methods and Tables 
S6 and S7). Parahippocampal connectivity with a medial prefrontal region 
during retrieval of  cued associations at the postsleep test was significantly 
correlated with retention of  cued associations (Figure 4C). In other words, 
participants with a more positive effect of  the reactivation protocol showed 
stronger parahippocampal to medial prefrontal connectivity when retrieving 
cued associations. We subsequently tested whether this parahippocampal-
medial prefrontal connectivity changed from the pre- to postsleep test. 
Using a region-of-interest analysis, our results show that parahippocampal 
connectivity with this medial prefrontal region changed significantly from 
the pre- to the postsleep test (Table S6). Importantly, we also found that this 
increase in connectivity over sleep was correlated with better retention of  
cued associations (Table S7). 
Figure 4 (on page 97). Correlations between activity, connectivity and postsleep memory 
performance.
A. Cue-related brain activity (cue > control sounds) in slow-wave sleep that was 
correlated with a positive effect of  the reactivation protocol across participants. 
Activity in bilateral thalamus*, cerebellum*, and medial temporal lobe** at the 
moment of  cue-presentation predicted postsleep accuracy for cued associations. 
B. Cue-related parahippocampal connectivity* (cue > control sounds) in slow-wave sleep 
that was correlated with a positive effect of  the reactivation protocol across participants. 
Parahippocampal connectivity with the bilateral precuneus at the moment of  cue-presentation 
predicted postsleep accuracy for cued associations. 
 
C. Cue-related parahippocampal connectivity* (cued > uncued associations) during 
the postsleep test that was correlated with a positive effect of  the reactivation protocol 
across participants. Better retention of  cued associations was associated with stronger 
parahippocampal–medial prefrontal connectivity during postsleep retrieval. 
Results are obtained after initial thresholding at p < 0.001 uncorrected at the voxel level, 
followed by FWE correction for multiple comparisons at the cluster level at p < 0.05 (*) or 
FWE correction for multiple comparisons at the small volume level at p < 0.05 (**). Significant 
clusters are superimposed on representative slices of  the canonical single subject T1 from 
SPM8. R, right.
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Discussion
 
The results of  this study are threefold. First, we showed that auditory cueing 
of  object-location associations during slow-wave sleep increased activity in 
the right parahippocampal cortex. This finding demonstrates that, even during 
deep sleep, sounds related to previously studied material can be processed 
differently from unstudied auditory stimuli. This outcome argues against the 
traditional view that our brain is shut off  from the external world during deep 
sleep and is in line with recent electrophysiological findings in nonhuman 
primates (Issa and Wang, 2008; Issa and Wang, 2011). Interestingly, the 
parahippocampal region that was active during sleep overlapped with the area 
that was involved in active retrieval of  the object-location pairs during the 
presleep test. This result is therefore in line with our hypothesis that retrieval-
associated areas can be reactivated during subsequent slow-wave sleep using 
auditory cues. 
Second, we found that presentation of  cue sounds during sleep modulated 
parahippocampal connectivity. Specifically, parahippocampal connectivity 
with posterior visual regions was increased during cue compared with control 
sound presentation. This result suggests that presentation of  the sounds 
during slow-wave sleep induced network connectivity in non-auditory areas. 
The overlap between retrieval activity and cue-related connectivity during 
sleep (Figure S1) again supports the notion that our cueing protocol induced 
reactivation of  the visual representations of  the object-location associations 
and that the evoked response was not limited to the processing of  the auditory 
stimuli themselves. There are findings from several recent studies indicating 
that functional connectivity during rest and sleep can be related to preceding 
learning experiences (Hasson et al., 2009; Stevens et al., 2010; Tambini et al., 
2010; van Dongen et al., 2011). This study extends these findings by reporting 
modulations of  connectivity in relation to a reactivation protocol. Together, 
these results suggest that connectivity analyses could provide valuable insights 
into the interplay between brain areas at times of  reactivation. 
Third, our data indicate that cue-related changes in activity and connectivity 
can also predict memory stabilization over sleep. Specifically, activity in the 
medial temporal lobe, thalamus, and cerebellum at the moment of  reactivation 
predicted better memory retention for the cue-related associations. In other 
words, those participants with the highest cue-related activity in these areas 
during sleep showed the best retention of  cued object locations at the postsleep 
test. Moreover, parahippocampal connectivity with the precuneus at the time 
of  cueing was similarly related to improved retention of  location memory for 
cued objects after the sleep period.  Finally, retention of  cued associations 
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was related to increased parahippocampal to medial-prefrontal connectivity 
at postsleep retrieval. 
 
A role for medial temporal lobe regions in offline memory consolidation 
and reactivation has been proposed based on animal studies (Wilson 
and McNaughton, 1994; McClelland et al., 1995) and was additionally 
demonstrated in a number of  neuroimaging experiments in humans (Peigneux 
et al., 2004; Rasch et al., 2007; Diekelmann et al., 2011). With this study, we 
add to the existing body of  research by showing that the medial temporal 
lobe is involved in establishing the behavioral consequences of  cue-specific 
reactivation during slow-wave sleep. Confirming our hypothesis, we found 
that thalamic activity at the time of  cueing was positively correlated with 
the mnemonic effects of  reactivation. We propose that cue-related activity 
within the thalamus could be used as a state-dependent proxy for sensory 
responsiveness, based on its involvement in the gating of  sensory input 
(Steriade, 1988; Steriade, 2003). The success of  memory reactivation through 
auditory cueing would then depend on the thalamic activation in response 
to the presentation of  the sounds. The thalamic response at this moment 
would determine whether sensory input is subsequently relayed to the cortex, 
where it could reinstate the object-location representations and work toward 
stabilization of  the associated memory traces. 
Although the role of  the cerebellum in memory consolidation is unclear, 
previous studies have implicated this brain region in the overnight 
reorganization of  procedural memories (Debas et al., 2010; Steele and 
Penhune, 2010; Lewis et al., 2011) and, additionally, in various forms of  
conditioning (Clark, 2011). The object-location task used here, besides 
teaching participants the association between objects and locations, also has 
a clear procedural component. Participants acquire extensive experience in 
placing the object at a particular place on the screen, and through feedback, 
learn to associate each object with a certain joystick movement. One could 
argue that the predictive value of  cerebellar activity at the moment of  cueing 
relates to the reactivation of  motor patterns associated with the placement of  
the cue-related object. However, cerebellar activity was not increased during 
retrieval of  object-location associations in the presleep test, so we have no 
further imaging results to support this idea. Moreover, reaction times did not 
differ between cued and uncued associations after the sleep period. Further 
research into targeted reactivation of  motor sequences could shed more 
light on the role of  the cerebellum in memory consolidation. Alternatively, 
reactivation protocols that use a declarative memory task without a rather 
sophisticated motor response could reveal whether the cerebellar involvement 
in stabilization processes observed here is specific to the task used. 
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Furthermore, the behavioral relevance of  functional connectivity between the 
parahippocampal cortex and the precuneus fits well with recent literature. 
Several studies have shown that precuneus connectivity changes over time 
after learning and have therefore proposed a role for this area in processes 
of  memory consolidation (Takashima et al., 2007; Sterpenich et al., 2009; 
van Dongen et al., 2011). Moreover, precuneus involvement in visuospatial 
imagery, self-referential processing, and the encoding and retrieval of  explicit 
memories makes this region a likely node in the neural network used for 
the offline processing of  learned experiences (Cavanna and Trimble, 
2006). We would suggest that the parahippocampal-precuneus connectivity 
signifies an internal retrieval process that might reinstate the object-location 
representations in the brain. 
Lastly, the finding that parahippocampal to medial prefrontal connectivity is 
increased with better retention of  the cued associations is in line with various 
consolidation studies in humans and nonhuman animals (Takashima et al., 
2006; Restivo et al., 2009; van Kesteren et al., 2010; Leon et al., 2010; Tse et 
al., 2011). The medial prefrontal cortex is believed to become more involved 
in memory processing as memories are consolidated. Our results support this 
idea by showing that increased medial prefrontal connectivity is associated 
with better performance for associations that have been stabilized during 
slow-wave sleep. This finding offers additional support for the idea that our 
protocol produces mnemonic effects through its impact on sleep-dependent 
memory consolidation. 
Taken together, our results provide evidence that sensory input during sleep 
can change neural processing and cue reactivation of  selected experiences, and 
that neural processing at the time of  reactivation and during postsleep retrieval 
can be related to behavioral effects observed after sleep. Nevertheless, overall, 
reactivation did not significantly benefit postsleep memory performance, 
in contrast with the results from the original study (Rudoy et al., 2009). We 
suspect that a primary reason for this apparent discrepancy is the difference 
in sleeping environments. In the original study, participants slept in a quiet, 
sound-attenuated laboratory environment with a backdrop of  unobtrusive 
white noise. In this study, participants had to adjust to the constant operational 
noise of  the MR scanner to be able to sleep. We believe that participants who 
managed to sleep in our experiment likely had a higher threshold for noise 
disruptions than other subjects and/or could suppress ambient sounds more 
successfully. Auditory stimulation would therefore have a reduced impact 
on participants included in the analyses reported here compared with the 
participants in the original study. This reduced responsiveness to external 
stimuli is likely mediated through adaptive sensory gating at the level of  the 
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thalamus (Steriade, 1991; Dang-Vu et al., 2010; Dang-Vu et al., 2011). The 
same suppression mechanism that allows participants to fall asleep in the 
MR laboratory environment might also decrease the chances for reactivation 
to be induced during subsequent slow-wave sleep by increasing the threshold 
at which external inputs might be processed in higher sensory and associative 
areas. According to this hypothesis, the effect of  reactivation would scale with 
thalamic activity after sensory input, which is exactly what we observed here. 
Nevertheless, it is important to note that the neural responses that modulate 
the behavioral effect of  our reactivation protocol are not necessarily identical 
to those that produce the consequences of  reactivation in a noise-free setting.
We cannot exclude the possibility that the effect of  reactivation depends on 
the participant’s state during the active and resting phases of  the experiment. 
In this study, participants were partially sleep-deprived and underwent the 
protocol in the late evening and night, in contrast with the original experiment 
in which participants were normally rested and had an afternoon nap. Possible 
effects of  circadian-related factors on the outcome of  the reactivation protocol 
have yet to be studied.
 
In summary, we have shown that inducing reactivation of  object-location 
associations with auditory cues modulates the activity and connectivity of  the 
parahippocampal cortex. Furthermore, our results indicate that cue-related 
activity in the medial temporal lobe, the thalamus, and the cerebellum, as well 
as the connectivity between the parahippocampal cortex and the precuneus, 
predicts the behavioral outcome of  such a reactivation protocol. These 
findings shed more light on the neural mechanisms of  induced reactivation 
and take us one step closer to understanding the offline consolidation of  our 
daily experiences. 
Materials and  Methods
Participants 
Fifty-six participants were recruited from the Radboud University Nijmegen 
student population through an online research participant pool (age range 
18–27; 14 males; 4 left-handed). Thirty-four participants were excluded from 
the final analysis (27 because of  insufficient slow-wave sleep during the 
sleep period; 4 because of  technical difficulties in EEG or fMRI acquisition; 
2 because of  excessive motion during the sleep period; and 1 because of  
illness), leaving 22 participants for the analyses reported in this article. The 
experiment was conducted in accordance with national legislation for the 
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protection of  human volunteers in nonclinical research settings and the 
Helsinki Declaration. Participants were given course credits or monetary 
compensation for participation.
Participant screening and inclusion criteria 
Participants were screened in advance for the presence of  neurological and 
psychological disorders, drug use, and MR scanner compatibility through 
questionnaires. In addition, before inclusion in this study, an inventory 
was made of  each participant’s sleeping habits. Participants were included 
only if  they had habitual bedtimes between 10 PM and 1 AM, were used to 
falling asleep on their back, had no sleep disorders, and reported no recurrent 
problems sleeping during the month leading up to the experiment. All 
participants followed normal sleep schedules in the three nights leading up to 
the experiment but were partially sleep deprived during the last night before 
the experiment. Participants were instructed to wake up 4 h earlier than 
normal on their day of  participation. Adherence to these instructions was 
confirmed by using wrist-mounted activity monitors (ActiGraph) and sleep 
logs. Participants were asked not to consume caffeine or alcohol starting on 
the night before the experiment. Participants who were included underwent 
the reactivation protocol for at least 80% in slow-wave sleep (SWS), did not 
report hearing any sounds during the sleep period, and did not show any 
micro-arousals on the EEG during reactivation. 
General procedures 
The experiment began between 7 and 8 PM with the sleep period starting 
between 10 PM and midnight. Participants arrived at the laboratory, gave 
informed consent, and executed a PVT (Dinges and Powell, 1985) to measure 
attentiveness. After the PVT task, participants were placed in the MR scanner. 
First, a test was conducted to set the sound volume to a subject-specific level 
at which the participant could clearly distinguish individual sounds while the 
scanner was operating. Subsequently, participants executed the object-location 
task. After a short break, subjects were prepared for polysomnographic 
recordings outside the scanner. Next, participants reentered the scanner 
room and were instructed to rest for 2 h. In this period, the participant’s EEG 
was observed online. During intervals of  stable slow-wave sleep, half  of  the 
sounds previously used to cue the object-location associations were played to 
the participant. In addition, sounds previously unassociated with the learned 
material were presented as control stimuli. The sleep period was followed by 
a short break. To ensure that participants were awake and alert after the sleep 
period, all participants took a shower before starting the postsleep testing 
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session. To measure vigilance in the postsleep period, a second PVT was then 
administered. This task was followed by the postsleep testing session and an 
anatomical scan in the MR scanner, after which subjects were debriefed.
fMRI Data acquisition
Participants were scanned during the presleep learning and test session, 
throughout the sleep period, and during the postsleep test session. fMRI data 
were recorded on a 1.5 T MR scanner (Avanto; Siemens Healthcare) and an 
eight-channel head coil. We used a reduced-noise echoplanar imaging (EPI) 
sequence that makes use of  sinusoidal gradients, which avoid the acoustic 
resonances of  the scanner (Schmitter et al., 2008). T2*-weighted images were 
acquired covering the whole brain [28 axial slices, ascending slice acquisition, 
repetition time (TR) = 2,511 ms, echo time (TE) = 38 ms, 90° flip angle, 
matrix = 64 × 64, bandwidth = 1,502 Hz per pixel, slice thickness = 3.5 
mm, slice gap = 15%, field of  view (FOV) = 224 mm]. For structural MRI, 
T1-weighted images were acquired with a magnetization prepared, rapid-
acquisition gradient echo sequence (176 sagittal slices, TR=2,250 ms, TI=850 
ms, TE=2.95 ms, 15° flip angle, matrix=256 × 256, slice thickness = 1.0 mm, 
FOV = 256 mm). Participants’ heads were fixed in a firm but comfortable 
manner to prevent movement. 
EEG Data acquisition and analysis
During the sleep period, electrophysiological recordings were obtained 
by using an MR-compatible BrainAmp MR Plus amplifier and an MR-
compatible 32-channel electrode cap (Brain Products). EEG was recorded at 
a sampling frequency of  5 kHz by using a 0.1-Hz high-pass filter and a 250-
Hz low-pass filter. Electrodes were placed at 31 scalp sites (Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, 
C3, C4, P3, P4, O1, O2, F7, F8, T7, T8, P7, P8, Fz, Cz, Pz, POz, Oz, FC1, 
FC2, CP1, CP2, FC5, FC6, CP5, CP6, TP9, TP10). Electrooculograms, the 
electrocardiogram, and the electromyogram were recorded throughout the 
sleep period according to AASM guidelines (Iber et al., 2007) using an MR-
compatible “BrainAmp ExG MR” system in combination with bipolar AgCl 
electrodes (Brain Products). 
EEG data were corrected for gradient and pulse artifacts offline as described 
by Allen and colleagues (1998, 2000) and implemented in Vision Analyzer 
2.0 (Brain Products). A 25-volume, baseline corrected sliding average was 
used for the correction of  the gradient artifacts. The average pulse artifact was 
calculated based on a sliding average, time-locked to the R peak present in the 
bipolar electrocardiogram. This sliding average was scaled to an optimum 
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least-squares fit for each heart beat by using the scaling option in Vision 
Analyzer before it was subtracted from the data. Thereafter, EEG data were 
high-pass filtered at 0.3 Hz, low-pass filtered at 35 Hz, and downsampled to 
250 Hz. Afterward, each 30-s epoch was manually scored as wake (W), sleep 
stage 1 (N1), sleep stage 2 (N2), slow-wave sleep (N3), or rapid eye movement 
 sleep (R) by experts according to standard criteria (Iber et al., 2007). 
Psychomotor Vigilance Task (PVT) 
The PVT is a test of  sustained attention and has been shown to be sensitive 
to sleepiness (Dorrian et al., 2005; Drummond et al., 2005). As such, we 
administered this task before and after the sleep period to check for possible 
differences in overall vigilance. During the PVT, a target stimulus would 
appear at random intervals on an otherwise empty screen. At the same time, 
a counter below the target stimulus would start to scroll. Participants were 
instructed to respond by pressing a button on the keyboard as fast as possible 
as soon as the target appeared. After a response, the counter displayed the 
reaction time for 1 s, providing the subject with feedback on performance. 
Interstimulus intervals were distributed randomly from 2 to 10 s; the task 
lasted 10 min (Drummond et al., 2005). The PVT error rate was defined by 
the number of  lapses (RT > 500 ms) plus false alarms (button presses when 
no target was present). 
Object location task
We adapted the object-location task of  Rudoy and colleagues (2009) for use 
in an fMRI setting. All learning and testing took place in the MR scanner. 
Participants first learned the location of  pictures of  everyday objects. 
During the initial phase of  the learning period, 50 pictures of  everyday 
objects were displayed onto a projection screen (screen size: 47 × 35 cm, 
resolution: 1024 × 768, viewing distance: 60 cm) for 3,000 ms followed by a 
1,000-ms blank interstimulus interval. Sounds were 500 ms in duration and 
were presented simultaneously with the onset of  the corresponding object 
through MR-compatible earphones. Each object was presented at a screen 
location randomly determined for each object and each participant. A grid 
background was provided as reference, but objects could appear anywhere 
on the screen. After this round of  passive viewing, a phase of  active learning 
started. During active learning, an object would appear at the center of  
the screen while its sound was presented, and the participant attempted to 
place the object on its original location by using an MR-compatible joystick 
(Current Designs). Learning trials were self-paced and terminated after the 
participant confirmed the object placement by button press. The object was 
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then displayed in the correct location for 3,000 ms. Participants completed 
several rounds of  learning with objects in random order. For every round, 
objects were excluded from the learning list if  they were placed <4 cm from 
the correct location on the two preceding rounds (average number of  rounds 
to criterion: 11; range: 6–29). When this criterion was reached for all objects, 
participants took a final test with all objects (“pre-sleep test”). 
During this test, object placement was not followed by feedback, but instead 
with an interstimulus period of  fixation with a duration jittered between 
3,000 and 5,000 ms (the “fixation baseline”). Accuracy on this test provided 
presleep memory results; an identical test was taken after the sleep period 
(“post-sleep test”) to measure postsleep memory performance. 
Reactivation protocol 
During the sleep period, the polysomnographic recordings were corrected for 
MR artifacts online by using BrainProducts RecView 1.4 (BrainProducts). 
The corrected EEG was continuously monitored for signs of  slow-wave 
sleep. When two experimenters rated the current EEG as representative of  
stable N3 sleep, presentation of  the sounds was manually initiated. Sound 
stimuli consisted of  25 sound stimuli previously presented during the learning 
phase (“cue sounds”) and 5 control stimuli with the same duration (guitar 
strums, “control sounds”). Presentation of  both cue and control sounds 
during the reactivation period occurred in 5-trial blocks. Within each block, 
the interstimulus interval was jittered between 4,000 and 8,000 ms, for an 
average block duration of  32.5 s. Blocks consisted of  a random arrangement 
of  five stimuli from the same condition (i.e., cue or control sounds). Each cue 
stimulus was presented twice, for a total of  50 cue events. The control sounds 
were presented five times, for a total of  25 control events. The stimulation 
volume was set for each participant individually by using the results from 
the volume test conducted before the learning period. Sounds were presented 
through plug-in earphones that also functioned as earplugs to minimize the 
impact of  the continuous scanner noise. Cue sounds were selected such that 
the memory performance for object locations at baseline test was matched 
for cued and uncued (sounds not used during the sleep session) conditions. 
fMRI Data preprocessing
Image preprocessing and statistical analysis was done by using SPM8. 
The first five volumes of  each functional EPI run were discarded to allow 
for T1 equilibration. An outlier algorithm was first used to check for and 
replace corrupted slices from each image volume by using between-volume 
interpolation. Thereafter, motion correction was performed by using 
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iterative rigid body realignment to minimize the residual sum of  squares 
between the first and all further functional scans. Next, the participant’s 
mean functional image was coregistered with the corresponding structural 
MR image by using mutual information optimization. All functional images 
were then corrected for geometric distortions along the phase encoding 
direction by using constrained nonlinear coregistration (Visser et al., 2010). 
Data were subsequently spatially normalized and transformed into Montreal 
Neurological Institute space (resampled at voxel size 2 × 2 × 2 mm3), as 
defined by the SPM8 EPI.nii template. Finally, the functional scans were 
spatially filtered by convolving them with an isotropic 3D Gaussian kernel 
(8 mm full width at half  maximum). For the analysis of  the sleep period, the 
normalized functional images were segmented into gray matter, white matter, 
and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) areas by using the unified segmentation 
algorithm implemented in SPM8 (Ashburner and Friston, 2005). These 
segmented images were used as masks to calculate mean intensity levels 
for white matter, CSF, and a residual compartment (the section outside the 
brain and skull) for each functional image. The segmentation procedure was 
performed to create three compartment regressors to account for any residual 
movement or signal intensity-related effects in the BOLD signal (Verhagen et 
al., 2006). 
fMRI Data analysis of the testing sessions
The fMRI data were analyzed statistically by using the general linear model 
(GLM) and statistical parametric mapping. For the test session scans, the 
explanatory variable included all 50 retrieval trials. Each trial was modeled 
as a single event of  0 duration and temporally convolved with the canonical 
hemodynamic response function (HRF) along with its temporal derivatives 
provided by SPM8. Each event was time-locked to the presentation of  the 
object. The design matrix additionally included the six head motion regressors 
(translations, rotations). A high-pass filter was implemented by using a cutoff  
period of  128 s to remove low-frequency effects from the time series. For 
statistical analysis, relevant parameter images were generated for each subject 
for the contrast between retrieval trials and the (implicit) fixation baseline. 
Participant-specific contrast parameter images were subsequently subjected 
to a second-level analysis treating subjects as a random variable (Penny and 
Friston, 2003).
 
fMRI Data analysis of the sleep period
The fMRI data were analyzed statistically by using the GLM and statistical 
parametric mapping. For the sleep period scans, two explanatory variables 
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were included: cue sounds (presentation of  sounds previously associated with 
object-location associations learned presleep) and control sounds (presentation 
of  sounds not associated with objects from the object-location task). All trials 
were modeled as events with 5-s durations and temporally convolved with the 
canonical HRF along with its temporal and dispersion derivatives provided 
by SPM8. Each event was time-locked to the presentation of  the auditory 
stimulus. The design matrix further included the six head motion regressors 
(translations, rotations), their derivatives, and three compartment parameters. 
A high-pass filter was implemented by using a cutoff  period of  128 s to 
remove low-frequency effects from the time series. To restrict the analysis to 
physiologically plausible regions of  the brain a gray matter mask, based on 
the gray matter segment of  the SPM8 EPI.nii template, was used during the 
first-level analysis. For statistical analysis, relevant contrast parameter images 
were generated for each subject and subsequently subjected to a second-level 
analysis treating subjects as a random variable (Penny and Friston, 2003). 
Functional connectivity analysis
Based on the results obtained in the cue > control sounds contrast, we focused 
our analysis on the functional connectivity of  the right parahippocampal 
cortex during slow-wave sleep. For this purpose we used a Psychophysiological 
interaction (PPI) analysis (Friston, 1994; Friston et al., 1997). PPI analyses 
explore the influence of  a psychological factor on the coactivation between 
a seed region of  interest and the rest of  the brain. We investigated whether 
presentation of  cues or control sounds (the psychological factor) during slow-
wave sleep modified parahippocampal connectivity patterns (the physiological 
factor). We defined our functional region of  interest (ROI) in the right 
parahippocampal cortex by using the cue > control contrast. All voxels in 
the right parahippocampal cortex that showed significantly increased activity 
(at P < 0.01, uncorrected) to presentation of  cues compared with control 
sounds were extracted by using SPM8. Next, the BOLD signal within this 
parahippocampal ROI was extracted during the sleep period by using its first 
eigenvector. We then searched for an interaction between the physiological 
variable (parahippocampal time course) and the psychological context 
(cue or control sound presentation). For each participant, a second GLM 
was constructed containing regressors for the general deconvolved signal 
of  the seed region (physiological factor), the onsets of  the cue and control 
events (psychological factor), and the interaction between physiological and 
psychological factors. The participant-specific contrast parameter images 
generated by this third regressor were used as input for second-level analysis 
treating subjects as a random variable. 
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Correlational analysis
To probe the relationship between cue-induced BOLD responses and the 
behavioral effect of  the reactivation protocol, we included a covariate in 
the second-level random effects analyses of  the activity and connectivity 
differences between cue and control sound presentation. This covariate 
contained for each participant the average difference in performance between 
the pre- and postsleep test for associations cued during the sleep period. Thus, 
this parameter quantified the behavioral effect of  the reactivation protocol on 
each participant’s accuracy in the cued condition. 
fMRI Analysis of the activity changes from the pre- to postsleep test
The fMRI data were analyzed statistically by using the general linear model 
(GLM) and statistical parametric mapping. For the test session scans, two 
explanatory variables (cued and uncued) were included, each consisting of  
25 retrieval trials. Each trial was modeled as a single event of  0 duration 
and temporally convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response 
function (HRF) along with its temporal derivatives provided by SPM8. Each 
event was time-locked to the presentation of  the object. The design matrix 
additionally included the six head motion regressors (translations, rotations). 
A high-pass filter was implemented by using a cutoff  period of  128 s to 
remove low-frequency effects from the time series. For statistical analysis, 
relevant parameter images were generated for each subject for each session 
for the contrast between cued and uncued trials. Participant-specific contrast 
parameter images for each session were subsequently subjected to a second-
level paired comparison to investigate possible changes in activity from the 
pre- to postsleep test. Additionally, a covariate was added to the second level 
containing for each participant the average difference in performance between 
the pre- and postsleep test for associations cued during the sleep period. No 
significant differences in activity were found between the cued and uncued 
stimuli at the pre- and postsleep test, nor did we observe a significant change 
of  such activity across the sleep period. Differences in activity were, moreover, 
not significantly correlated with the behavioral covariate. 
fMRI Analysis of the connectivity changes from the pre- to postsleep test
Here, we investigated whether retrieval of  cued or uncued associations (the 
psychological factor) during the object location task modified parahippocampal 
connectivity patterns (the physiological factor). We defined our functional 
region of  interest (ROI) in the parahippocampal cortex by using the cue 
> control contrast from the sleep data. All voxels in the parahippocampal 
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cortex within a 10-mm sphere from the peak parahippocampal activation 
in the SWS cues > control contrast were extracted by using SPM8. This 
procedure created a right parahippocampal ROI centered around [32 -42 -6] 
that was subsequently mirrored in the x dimension to create a ROI for the left 
parahippocampus centered at [-32 -42 -6]. These ROIs were then combined 
into one bilateral parahippocampal ROI. Next, the BOLD signal within 
this ROI was extracted during the presleep and postsleep retrieval task by 
using its first eigenvector. We then searched for an interaction between the 
physiological variable (parahippocampal time course) and the psychological 
context (cued or uncued association retrieval). For each participant, a second 
GLM was constructed containing regressors for the general deconvolved 
signal of  the seed region (physiological factor), the onsets of  the cued and 
uncued retrieval trials (psychological factor), and the interaction between 
physiological and psychological factors. The participant-specific contrast 
parameter images generated by this third regressor were used as input for 
second-level analysis treating subjects as a random variable. Additionally, a 
covariate was added to the second level containing for each participant the 
average difference in performance between the presleep and postsleep test 
for associations cued during the sleep period. This analysis showed that at 
the postsleep test parahippocampal–medial prefrontal connectivity (related 
to retrieval of  cued associations) was positively correlated with the effect 
of  the reactivation protocol. No such effect was visible at the presleep 
test, even at lower statistical thresholds (p < 0.01 uncorrected). We then 
used the participant-specific contrast parameter images for each session to 
conduct a second-level paired comparison to investigate possible changes in 
parahippocampal connectivity from the pre- to postsleep test. We restricted 
our analysis to the medial prefrontal region based on the postsleep test results. 
This analysis demonstrated that parahippocampal connectivity with the 
medial prefrontal region increased from the pre- to postsleep test. Furthermore, 
an interaction was observed between the effect of  the reactivation protocol, 
parahippocampal–medial prefrontal connectivity, and testing session. Better 
retention of  cued associations was positively correlated with pre- to postsleep 
changes in parahippocampal–medial prefrontal connectivity during retrieval 
of  reactivated associations. These results are visualized in Figure 4C and 
documented in Tables S6 and S7. 
Statistical thresholding
Unless otherwise reported, contrast images were initially thresholded at p 
< 0.001 uncorrected, with subsequent family-wise error (FWE, p < 0.05) 
correction for multiple comparisons at the cluster or small-volume level.
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Supplementary Material
Figure S1. Overlap between retrieval activity during the pre-sleep test (blue) and 
parahippocampal connectivity that increased during presentation of  cue sounds (red). Overlays 
are plotted at a threshold of  T>2.0 on the single subject template brain of  Mricron (http://
www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron/index.html). PH = parahippocampus.
L= Left.
y = -80 z = -8
x = 50
L L
Retrieval
PH connectivity
Overlap
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Sleep parameter Time (min±SEM) Percentage (%±SEM)
W 13.9(3.2) 11.0(2.3)
N1 15.5(3.1) 11.9(1.9)
N2 42.5(5.4) 33.7(3.7)
N3 50.4(5.2) 43.3(4.6)
Total Sleep Time 108.4(4.9) 88.9(2.3)
Sleep Period Length 122.3(4.9) 100
 
Table S1. Polysomnographic parameters of the sleep period
W= Wake, N1/N2/N3 = Stage 1/2/3 Sleep. SEM= Standard Error of  the Mean.
Object Location Task fMRI: Retrieval vs. Baseline
Brain region Cluster size
(voxels)
Cluster P T-value Local maxima
x y z
L parahippocampal gyrus 6272 <0.001 8.76 -30 -50 -10
R parahippocampal gyrus 30 -46 -10
L lingual gyrus -8 -80 -4
R cuneus 12 -90 16
R superior parietal lobule 26 -66 44
L mid occipital gyrus -22 -84 14
L cuneus -4 -90 2
R lingual gyrus 24 -76 -2
R precuneus 24 -58 28
L precuneus -20 -64 30
L anterior cingulate cortex 293 0.003 7.05 -18  36   2
L inferior frontal gyrus -24 30 -4
L posterior cingulate cortex 749 <0.001 6.90   -8 -44 10
R posterior cingulate cortex    8 -42 10
L hippocampus -12 36 8
R hippocampus 26 -20 -14
R parahippocampal gyrus 20 -24 -16
L precentral gyrus 264 0.006 5.73 -36 -22 58
L superior frontal gyrus 329 0.002 5.49 -24 -4 60
L medial frontal gyrus -12 -2 58
L parahippocampus 187 0.028 5.31 -20 -22 -14
L hippocampus -32 -14 -18
 
Table S2. Brain activity during the pre-sleep object-location task that increased with 
retrieval of object-locations associations compared to baseline. 
 
For each cluster, all local maxima in distinct anatomical regions are listed. Results are 
obtained after initial thresholding at p<0.001 uncorrected at the voxel level, followed 
by FWE correction for multiple comparisons at the cluster level at p<0.05. The cluster 
maximum for each cluster is denoted in bold. R = right, L= left.
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Reactivation during SWS: Functional connectivity of  the right parahippocampal 
cortex during presentation of  Cue vs. Control Sounds
Brain region Cluster size
(voxels)
Cluster P T-value Local maxima
x y z
R parahippocampal gyrus 7132 0.001 8.94 32 -42 -8
L precuneus -4 -56 10
R precuneus 4 -56 8
L lingual gyrus -2 -74 0
R lingual gyrus 26 -50 -10
R calcarine gyrus 4 -98 12
L cuneus -18 -66 20
R posterior cingulate cortex 20 -56 4
L precuneus 481 0.002 4.90 -10 -50 54
R precuneus 4 -42 48
Paracentral lobule 2 -48 56
R cingulate gyrus 10 -46 28 
L middle temporal gyrus 283 0.02 5.31 -38 -74 18
L angular gyrus -44 -72 30
 
Table S3. Parahippocampal connectivity in SWS that was stronger during presentation of 
cue compared to control sounds. 
No significant increases in connectivity were observed when comparing control with cue 
sounds. Results are obtained after initial thresholding at p<0.001 uncorrected at the voxel 
level, followed by FWE correction for multiple comparisons at the cluster level at p<0.05. 
The cluster maximum for each cluster is denoted in bold. For each cluster, all local maxima in 
distinct anatomical regions are listed. R = right, L= left.
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Reactivation during SWS: Cue-related activity correlated with a positive 
reactivation effect across participants
Brain region Cluster size
(voxels)
Cluster P T-value Local maxima
x y z
R thalamus 452 0.001* 6.55    4 10 -4
L thalamus -10 -28 -2
L  cerebellum 409 0.001* 4.92   -2 -68 -28
R cerebellum    6 -58 -20
L cerebellum 298 0.007* 7.75 -28 -48 -44
L hippocampus 74 0.003** 5.64 -36 -12 -18
L insula -36 -4 -14
R parahippocampal gyrus 41 0.009*** 4.63   24 -24 -18
 
Table S4. Cue-related brain activity (as specified in the contrast between Cue and Control 
Sounds) in SWS that across participants was correlated with a positive effect of the 
reactivation protocol. 
No brain activity was significantly correlated with negative reactivation outcome. Results are 
obtained after initial thresholding at p<0.001 uncorrected at the voxel level. For each cluster, 
all local maxima in distinct anatomical regions are listed. The cluster maximum for each 
cluster is denoted in bold. R = right, L = left.
 
*= p value significant at p<0.05 after FWE correction at the cluster level.  
 
**= p value significant at p< 0.05 after FWE correction at the small volume level, using a 
10mm sphere centered at the nearest cluster of  hippocampal activation [-32 -14 -18 ] observed 
in the contrast between retrieval and baseline activity.  
 
***= p value significant at p< 0.05 after FWE correction at the small volume level, using 
a 10mm sphere centered at the nearest cluster of  parahippocampal activation [ 20 -24 -16 ] 
observed in the contrast between retrieval and baseline activity.
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Reactivation during SWS: Functional connectivity of  the right parahippocampal 
cortex related to a positive effect of  reactivation across participants
Brain region Cluster size
(voxels)
Cluster P T-value Local maxima
x y z
R precuneus 485 0.002 5.33 20 -66 34
L precuneus -8 -74 44
 
Table S5. Cue-related parahippocampal connectivity in SWS that across participants was 
correlated with a positive effect of the reactivation protocol. 
No significant correlations between connectivity and negative reactivation outcome were 
observed. Results are obtained after initial thresholding at p<0.001 uncorrected at the voxel 
level, followed by FWE correction for multiple comparisons at the cluster level at p<0.05. The 
cluster maximum for each cluster is denoted in bold.  For each cluster, all local maxima in 
distinct anatomical regions are listed. R = right, L= left.
Functional connectivity during the postsleep test: Connectivity of  the 
parahippocampal cortex related to a positive effect of  reactivation across 
participants
Brain region Cluster size
(voxels)
Cluster P T-value Local maxima
x y z
R superior medial gyrus 433 <0.001 5.28 8 62 16
R mid orbital gyrus 10 52 -2
R anterior cingulate cortex 12 48 -10
 
Table S6. Cued associations-related parahippocampal connectivity during the postsleep 
test that correlated with a positive effect of the reactivation protocol. 
No significant correlations between connectivity and negative reactivation outcome were 
observed.  Results are obtained after initial thresholding at p<0.001 uncorrected at the voxel 
level, followed by FWE correction for multiple comparisons at the cluster level at p<0.05. The 
cluster maximum is denoted in bold.  For each cluster, all local maxima in distinct anatomical 
regions are listed. R = right.
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Pre- to postsleep test changes in parahippocampal connectivity during Retrieval  
Brain region Cluster size
(voxels)
Cluster P T-value Local maxima
x y z
Main effect
L superior medial gyrus 11 0.032 4.83 -12 54 4
R superior medial gyrus 28 0.016 4.52 10 52 -2
R anterior cingulate cortex 8 0.038 4.36 12 48 -10
Interaction effect
L superior medial gyrus 7 0.040 4.22 -12 54 4
 
Table S7. 
Main effect:  cued associations-related parahippocampal connectivity that increased from pre- 
to postsleep test. No significant decreases in connectivity were observed. 
Interaction effect:  cued associations-related parahippocampal connectivity of  which the 
increase from pre- to postsleep test correlated with the positive effect of  reactivation. 
 
No significant correlations between connectivity and negative reactivation outcome were 
observed. Results are obtained within the mPFC ROI from Table S6 with initial thresholding at 
p<0.001 uncorrected at the voxel level, followed by FWE correction for multiple comparisons 
at the cluster level at p<0.05.  For each cluster, all local maxima in distinct anatomical regions 
are listed. R = right, L= left.
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Abstract
An outstanding question is whether memory consolidation occurs passively 
or involves active processes that selectively stabilize memories based on future 
utility. Here, we differentially modulated the expected future relevance of  two 
sets of  picture-location associations after learning. Participants first studied 
two sets of  picture-location associations. After a baseline memory test, they 
were instructed that only one set of  associations would be retested after a 14-
hour delay. For half  of  the participants, this test-retest delay contained a night 
of  sleep; for the other half  the delay included a normal working day. At retest, 
participants were re-instructed and against their expectations tested on both 
sets of  associations. Our results show that post-learning instruction about 
subsequent relevance selectively improves memory retention for specific 
associative memories. This effect was sleep-dependent; it was present only in 
the group of  subjects for which the test-retest delay contained sleep. Moreover, 
time spent asleep for participants in this sleep group correlated with retention 
of  relevant but not irrelevant associations; participants who slept longer 
forgot fewer associations from the relevant category. In contrast, participants 
that did not sleep forgot more relevant than irrelevant associations across 
the test-retest delay. In summary, our results indicate that it is possible to 
modulate the retention of  selected memories after learning with simple verbal 
instructions on their future relevance. The finding that this effect depends on 
sleep demonstrates this state’s active role in memory consolidation and may 
have utility for educational settings.
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Introduction
Recently encoded memories are initially unstable but become stabilized over 
time through a process known as consolidation (Müller and Pilzecker, 1900; 
Squire et al., 2004; Winocur and Moscovitch, 2011). Sleep appears to play an 
important role in this process (Frankland and Bontempi, 2005; Diekelmann 
and Born, 2010). In the past, it was believed that sleep-related memory 
benefits were largely due to lack of  interference from external sensory input 
(Jenkins and Dallenbach, 1924; Ellenbogen et al., 2006). However, it is now 
becoming clear that sleep is actively influencing our memories (Wagner et al., 
2004; Ellenbogen et al., 2006; Saleti et al., 2011; Saletin and Walker, 2012).
 
Based on recent evidence, sleep is not only actively, but also selectively 
participating in the stabilization of  our memories. For instance, sleep has 
been shown to be involved in the preferential consolidation of  memory 
for emotional objects within neutral scenes (Payne et al., 2008). Compared 
to memory for neutral objects within neutral scenes, and memory for the 
neutral background itself, memory for emotional objects within neutral 
scenes was found to be selectively facilitated by sleep (Payne et al., 2008). 
Further support for emotion as a driving force for sleep-dependent memory 
consolidation came from two recent studies that demonstrated that sleep 
stabilizes emotional over neutral memories (Hu et al., 2006; Nishida et al., 
2009). 
In addition, sleep appears to selectively boost the retention of  information 
that is explicitly cued to be remembered during encoding (Rauchs et al., 2011; 
Saletin et al., 2011), suggesting that intentions during memory acquisition 
might also play a role in the selectivity of  consolidation processes during 
sleep. Furthermore, a selective benefit for episodic details (as compared to 
item memory) was found in two recent experiments, indicating that not only 
emotional salience and encoding intentions, but also the type of  memory 
might differentiate stabilization of  particular information during sleep 
(Cairney et al., 2011; van der Helm et al., 2011).
An adaptive and active consolidation mechanism can provide a clear 
functional advantage: it allows for selective retention of  experiences based on 
relevance for future utilization, thus maximizing the usefulness of  long-term 
memory while limiting the strain on its capacity. As such, sleep-dependent 
consolidation might act as a filter mechanism, stabilizing and strengthening 
those memories that might be of  importance later on. This notion is supported 
by data from a recent word pair association study in humans (Wilhelm et al., 
2011). There, the knowledge that recently encoded word pairs would be tested 
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in the future improved memory retention only for the group of  participants 
that slept during the delay between learning and test (Wilhelm et al., 2011). 
However, this effect might have been based on a general facilitation of  the 
consolidation process, rather than a re-activation of  a particular memory, 
since the instructions on the future relevance of  the word pairs were given in 
an all-or-none fashion. Consequently, the retention comparison was between 
experimental groups that knew or did not know that the learned word-pairs 
would be retested during the second experimental session. The between-
subjects design used in that study therefore precludes any judgment on 
whether the observed effects were specific to the memories tested.  A similar 
experimental manipulation, specific to parts of  the learned material (e.g. in a 
within-subject design) would give more insight on this issue.
Additionally, the relevance of  particular memories might be directly related to 
the benefits that are expected to be associated with their long-term retention. 
In line with this idea, a recent study has shown that sleep-dependent 
consolidation of  procedural memories can be facilitated by reward expectancy 
induced after learning (Fischer and Born, 2009). Specifically, in this study the 
expectation of  reward for performing well on a specific motor sequence after 
a delay enhanced offline consolidation of  this motor sequence when the test-
retest delay contained sleep (Fischer and Born, 2009). These results suggest 
that it is possible to modulate the offline stabilization of  specific procedural 
memories with post-learning instructions. However, whether it is possible to 
selectively modulate the retention of  specific declarative memories in this 
way is as yet unclear. 
 
Our goal in this study was therefore to investigate if  post-learning instructions 
on the future relevance of  declarative memories can selectively modulate 
their subsequent consolidation. For this purpose, we modulated the expected 
future relevance of  two sets of  picture-location associations after learning 
(Figure 1). Sixty participants learned 120 picture-location associations with 
picture stimuli belonging to one of  two categories (buildings or furniture; 
60 pictures per category). Learning consisted of  three encoding / retrieval 
cycles (Figure 2). In every cycle, all pictures were first shown on their correct 
location (encoding phase) after which the participant actively retrieved the 
associations by attempting to select this correct location for each picture 
(retrieval phase). Presentation of  pictures of  both categories was intermixed 
and in random order for each cycle.  At the end of  the learning period, baseline 
performance for all associations was assessed during the retrieval phase of  the 
third cycle. Participants were then instructed that this initial baseline TEST 
would be followed by an identical RETEST after a 14 hour delay. 
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However, they were told that this retest would only include one category of  
pictures (the “RELEVANT category”), and not the other (the “IRRELEVANT 
category”). The assignment of  building and furniture pictures to the two 
relevance categories was counterbalanced across subjects. In line with 
previous work (Fischer and Born, 2009), a monetary bonus was promised for 
each correctly recalled association from the RELEVANT category to further 
increase the behavioral relevance of  retention.  
For half  of  the participants, learning occurred in the morning, with RETEST 
at night, and no sleep in between (the “WAKE group”).  For the other half, 
learning occurred in the late afternoon, with RETEST in the morning, and 
the delay included a normal night of  sleep (the “SLEEP group”). Participants’ 
sleep and activity during the delay was monitored for both groups using wrist-
mounted actigraphy (Actigraph, Pensacola, USA). 
After the delay, participants were re-instructed against their expectations that 
they would be retested on both relevant and irrelevant categories, and would 
receive a monetary bonus for each correctly recalled association, regardless 
of  category. 
Based on previous research (Fischer and Born, 2009; Wilhelm et al., 2011), 
we hypothesized that retention of  associations belonging to the RELEVANT 
category would be better than retention of  pairings from the IRRELEVANT 
category. However, as we predicted that this effect would depend on sleep-
related processes, we expected this relevance benefit to be specific to the 
SLEEP group and thus absent in the WAKE group. 
8AM                    10AM                                                          0AM    0.30AM          
 RetestLearning  Test                         Wake
4PM                         6PM                                                       8AM    8.30AM          
Learning  Test                          Sleep RetestSLEEP GROUP(N=25)
WAKE GROUP
(N=25)
Relevance 
Instruction
Relevance 
Re-instruction
Figure 1.  Schematic overview of the experimental paradigm. 
Participants learned two sets of  picture-location associations and were tested on their 
memory for these stimuli at baseline (“TEST”). Subsequently, the relevance instruction 
was given. After a 14hr delay, containing either normal daytime behavior (WAKE group) 
or a night of  sleep (SLEEP group), participants were re-instructed and underwent a second 
memory test (“RETEST”) for all associations.
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Figure 2. The Picture Location Task
A. Location Arrays. Picture categories were assigned one of  the two location arrays in a 
counterbalanced manner across participants. Each location was associated with 10 pictures 
from the same category. 
 
A Location Arrays B Encoding
C Retrieval 
+ +
      4s                      until                       1s                       until                      3-7s
                            response                                           response                                         
      1s                          1s                        2s                     
SURE UNSURE 
The Picture-Location Task
Table 1. Mean Performance for the WAKE and SLEEP group. Performance is listed as the 
hit rate (maximum = 60) with the Standard Error of  the Mean in brackets.
        Test 1        Test 2     Difference 
    
WAKE    
Relevant 50.8(±0.4) 45.8(±0.5) -5.0(±0.1) 
Irrelevant  48.9(±0.5) 45.6(±0.5) -3.3(±0.1) 
    
SLEEP    
Relevant 54.2(±0.3) 52.4(±0.4) -1.8(±0.2) 
Irrelevant  54.3(±0.3) 51.2(±0.4) -3.1(±0.1) 
    
B. Encoding. Participants passively watched as each picture was shown and placed at one of  
the six locations on the screen. The red dot informs the participant about the correct location 
of  the current picture stimulus. The green arrow (not visible to the participant) indicates the 
automatic movement of  the picture stimulus to this location.
C. Retrieval.  Participants used a joystick to indicate the correct location for each picture on 
the screen. The picture stayed on screen for 4s, but subjects were allowed to respond as soon 
as the picture appeared. After each response, participants provided a confidence rating. The 
purple dot represents the joystick cursor. Blue arrows indicate the joystick movements of  the 
participant.
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Results
Performance
In our analyses, we used the hit rate (= number of  correctly recalled picture-
location associations) at the TEST and RETEST as the primary outcome 
variable. Fifty participants were included in our data-analyses; 10 participants 
(4 from the WAKE group, 6 from the SLEEP group) were excluded from 
the analysis because they reported doubts or had suspicions about the 
relevance instruction during the debriefing.  A 3-way Repeated Measures 
ANOVA including the factors SESSION (TEST vs RETEST), GROUP 
(WAKE vs SLEEP) and RELEVANCE (RELEVANT vs IRRELEVANT) 
showed a significant 3-way interaction (F
 
= 13.19, p = 0.001) and a main 
effect of  SESSION (F
 
= 54.67, p = <0.001).  No main effect of  GROUP, 
RELEVANCE or any significant 2-way interaction between the 3 factors 
was found (all p >0.05). Post-hoc comparison using 2-tailed paired T-tests 
revealed that performance decreased significantly from TEST to RETEST 
in both SLEEP and WAKE groups (WAKE: relevant (-5.0±0.9; t
24
= 5.59, 
p<0.001), irrelevant (-3.3±0.6; t
24
= 5.11, p= <0.001)) & (SLEEP: relevant 
(-1.8±0.2; t
24
= 3.70,  p = 0.001), irrelevant (-3.1±0.1; t
24
 = 4.49, p = <0.001)), 
see Table 1 and Figure 3), in line with previous results using similar paradigms 
(Takashima et al., 2009, van Dongen et al., 2011; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2011). 
We then conducted a post-hoc analysis of  the 3-way interaction using a 2-way 
Repeated Measures analyses (with the factors RELEVANCE and SESSION) 
for the SLEEP and WAKE group separately. This revealed that in the SLEEP 
group, relevant associations were retained better than associations from the 
irrelevant category (RELEVANT-IRRELEVANT difference(Δ)±standard 
error of  the mean difference=1.3±0.6; F = 4.49, p = 0.045). In contrast, in the 
WAKE group, retention of  relevant associations was worse than retention of  
irrelevant associations (Δ=-1.7±0.6; F = 9.44, p=  0.005). Specifically, within 
the SLEEP group, 15 out of  25 participants showed better retention of  relevant 
compared to irrelevant associations (4 showed no difference; 6 showed the 
opposite effect). In comparison, 18 out of  25 participants from the WAKE 
group showed better retention of  irrelevant compared to relevant associations 
(3 showed no difference; 4 showed the opposite effect).  A comparison of  test-
retest change scores using a two-way ANOVA with the factors RELEVANCE 
and GROUP showed a significant RELEVANCE x GROUP interaction 
(F = 13.19, p = 0.001) but no main effects of  RELEVANCE or GROUP 
(both  p>0.05). Post-hoc analyses showed that the SLEEP group showed 
better retention of  relevant associations than the WAKE group (Independent 
Samples T-test on the test-retest difference: Δ=3.2±1.0; t
49 
= 3.12, p = 0.003). 
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However, no significant difference in retention between SLEEP and WAKE 
groups was observed for the irrelevant category (Δ=0.2±0.9; t
49 
= 0.21, p = 
0.830), suggesting that sleep benefited only associations of  future relevance.
Between-group comparison of baseline performance
 
A comparison of  the number of  correct responses between the SLEEP 
and WAKE group at TEST showed no significant difference in overall 
performance (p>0.05), suggesting that time-of-day effects did not affect 
baseline performance. However, separate analyses of  TEST performance 
for the RELEVANT and IRRELEVANT associations in both groups 
showed that participants in the SLEEP group performed significantly better 
than participants in the WAKE group in the IRRELEVANT condition at 
TEST (IRRELEVANT (ΔSLEEP-WAKE , mean±SEM): 5.4±2.5, p = 
0.04; RELEVANT: 3.4±2.2, p = 0.132). The future relevance of  the two 
categories of  stimuli was not known to participants when they performed the 
retrieval task at TEST, and therefore could not have affected performance. 
Nevertheless, such a baseline difference between groups could possibly 
introduce a confound to our analysis. We therefore repeated the analyses 
of  the previous section while excluding the 2 participants from the WAKE 
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Figure 3. Relevance modulated retention of picture-locations associations.
A 3-way interaction was observed between SESSION, RELEVANCE and GROUP. 
Performance is shown here as the amount of  forgetting between TEST and RETEST (the 
effect of  SESSION, “memory loss”, Y-axis). Analysis showed that sleep decreased memory 
loss of  relevant compared to irrelevant associations, whereas daytime wake showed an 
opposite effect. Error bars denote the standard error of  the mean. Brackets indicate significant 
differences in post-hoc comparisons. *= p<0.05, **= p<0.005.
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group that performed most poorly. This abolished all significant differences 
in performance between groups (all p>0.05). Using this approach, all effects 
reported in the previous section remained significant.
 
A 3-way Repeated Measures ANOVA including the factors SESSION (TEST 
vs RETEST), GROUP (WAKE vs SLEEP) and RELEVANCE (RELEVANT 
vs IRRELEVANT) again showed a significant 3-way interaction (F = 14.75, p 
= <0.001) and a main effect of  SESSION (F = 57.00, p= <0.001).   Moreover, a 
two-way ANOVA on the test-retest difference with the factors RELEVANCE 
and GROUP demonstrated a significant RELEVANCE x GROUP interaction 
(F = 11.94, p = 0.002) but no main effects of  RELEVANCE and GROUP 
(both p>0.05), similar to the results observed when including the complete 
WAKE group. Post-hoc analyses confirmed that retention continued to be 
worse for RELEVANT than IRRELEVANT associations in the WAKE 
group (Δ=-1.8±0.5, F = 9.44, p = 0.002). Together, these findings show that 
equating performance between experimental groups at TEST did not change 
our results in a meaningful way.  We therefore found no support for the idea 
that the effects we observe here are due to differences in baseline performance 
between groups. 
Confidence and reaction times
 
We investigated whether relevance and/or sleep modulated confidence 
ratings and reaction times recorded during the experiment. A 3-way Repeated 
Measures ANOVA on the participants’ confidence ratings for each trial with 
the factors SESSION (TEST vs RETEST), GROUP (WAKE vs SLEEP) and 
RELEVANCE (RELEVANT vs IRRELEVANT) showed only a significant 
main effect of  SESSION (F = 45.4, p = <0.001) and no significant interactions. 
Reaction times for each trial were subjected to the same analytic design and 
provided comparable results (only a main effect of  SESSION: F = 96.0, p= 
<0.001). Post-hoc analyses showed that confidence ratings decreased across 
the delay, whereas reaction times became longer. However, in contrast with 
the performance changes reported in the main text, this happened uniformly 
across both groups of  participants and similarly for both relevant and 
irrelevant associations.
Sleep duration and performance
Finally, we analyzed the time participants in the SLEEP group spent 
asleep during the 14 hour delay using the actigraph recordings. A positive 
correlation was found between time spent asleep and the retention of  relevant 
associations; participants who slept longer forgot fewer associations from 
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the RELEVANT category (r = 0.41, p = 0.043). No significant correlations 
were found between sleep time and either overall retention or retention 
of  irrelevant associations (overall retention: r = 0.14, p = 0.52; irrelevant 
retention: r = -0.09, p = 0.679). A direct comparison of  Z-transformed 
correlation coefficients showed that the correlation between sleep time and 
retention for the RELEVANT category was greater than that between sleep 
time and retention for the IRRELEVANT category (Z = 2.50, p = 0.012). 
 
Discussion
We found a sleep-specific benefit of  future relevance for memory retention. 
Our data show that post-learning instruction with regard to the future 
relevance of  specific picture-location associations can selectively improve 
memory retention when followed by sleep. 
Interestingly, an opposing effect of  post-learning instruction was found when 
the test-retest delay contained no sleep. These findings are similar to results 
from a study by Diekelmann and colleagues (Diekelmann et al., 2011), in 
which reactivation of  recent memories was actively prompted during sleep 
and wake. There, opposing consequences of  such reactivation were observed 
along the lines of  the effects reported here.  We can only speculate on the 
origin of  these effects. 
First, some evidence suggests that sleep can particularly benefit memories 
that are explicitly cued for remembering, as compared to those implicitly 
encoded or instructed to be forgotten (Diekelmann and Born, 2010; Rauchs 
et al., 2009; Saletin et al., 2011). Furthermore, consolidation seems to be 
sensitive to the emotional load of  the memories that are encoded. Sleep 
appears to preferentially stabilize emotional over neutral memories (Hu et al., 
2006; Payne et al., 2008; Nishida et al., 2009). For these reasons, it has been 
suggested by Saletin and Walker that sleep-dependent memory processing 
includes a selection mechanism that determines both retention and forgetting 
of  items based on salience cues present during wake (2012). 
The relevance instruction that was given after learning in our study might 
have triggered this mechanism and thus facilitated the retention of  the 
relevant associations over those classified as irrelevant. The increased 
salience of  the relevant memory traces following the instruction might have 
facilitated offline reactivation of  these traces and thus could have contributed 
to greater stabilization of  the relevant associations across subsequent sleep 
(Rasch and Born, 2007). Conversely, salience cues that are not followed 
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by sleep but instead by normal daytime behaviour might have made the 
relevant associations more susceptible to interference from ongoing cognitive 
processes (Robertson, 2012). This could be one reason for the detrimental 
effects of  relevance on retention across a wake delay period observed here.
 
Alternatively, it is possible that specific rehearsal of  relevant associations 
following the instruction in the beginning of  the delay period contributed to 
our findings. General rehearsal of  the relevant associations apparently did 
not benefit retention, as the WAKE group (having the largest opportunity 
for rehearsal) showed decreased retention of  these associations compared 
to the SLEEP group. Nevertheless, one could argue that a short period of  
rehearsal of  relevant associations following learning could have led to a larger 
number of  weakened relevant compared to weakened irrelevant associations 
for participants in the WAKE group, with the opposite effect occurring in the 
SLEEP group, along the lines of  the findings reported by Diekelmann and 
colleagues (Diekelmann et al., 2011). 
Finally, sleep did not appear to affect the retention of  irrelevant information. 
Memory loss for irrelevant associations was similar in the SLEEP and WAKE 
group, suggesting that retention of  these associations was not differentially 
affected by sleep and wake. These results are in line with findings from a 
recent directed-forgetting study by Saletin and colleagues (Saletin et al., 2011). 
There, the retention of  items that were cued to be remembered benefited from 
sleep, whereas memory for items that were cued to be forgotten showed no 
facilitation or impairment with sleep compared to a delay period without 
sleep.
  
We cannot completely exclude time-of-day effects with our experimental 
design. Although no design could remove circadian confounds during the 
encoding, delay, and retrieval phases without introducing sleep deprivation, a 
factor well known for its massive effect on many neural and endocrine systems 
(Durmer and Dinges 2005; Huang et al., 2011), it is possible that the effects 
reported here are in part due to the timing of  our experiment. Regardless, the 
differences in memory performance between the relevant and the irrelevant 
category within the SLEEP or the WAKE group cannot be explained by any 
time of  day effects. Moreover, the correlation between sleep time and retention 
for the relevant category in the SLEEP group provides additional support for 
a sleep-dependent effect of  relevance on memory consolidation and helps 
minimizing concerns about circadian and /or interference interpretations of  
the key findings reported here. Furthermore, it should be noted that in daily 
life, circadian influences likely contribute to the mnemonic effects of  sleep 
and as such could have served a similar purpose here (Gerstner et al., 2009). 
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In summary, we show for the first time that it is possible to modulate the 
retention of  selected declarative memories after learning with simple verbal 
instructions on their future relevance. The finding that this effect depends on 
sleep demonstrates this intriguing state’s active role in memory consolidation 
and suggests that post-learning instruction can both help and hinder long-
term retention. 
 
Material and Methods
Ethics statement
The experiment was approved by the local medical ethical committee (CMO 
region Arnhem/Nijmegen) and was conducted in accordance with national 
legislation for the protection of  human volunteers in non-clinical research 
settings and the Helsinki Declaration. Participants provided written informed 
consent before participating in this study.
Participants
60 healthy participants (17 males; 7 left-handed; mean age: 22.1; age range 
18-33) took part in the experiment. 10 participants were excluded from the 
analyses because they reported doubts or suspicions about the relevance 
instruction at debriefing. Therefore, 50 participants were included in 
the analyses reported in this study. All participants reported to be free of  
neurological or psychiatric illness and had normal or corrected-to-normal 
vision. Participants were paid or received course credits for participation. 
The specific reimbursement participants received consisted of  a flat fee plus 
an additional sum based on their performance at the delayed retest. 
General procedures
The experiment consisted of  two sessions separated by a delay of  14 hours 
(see Figure 1). During the first session, participants were briefed on the 
general procedures of  the experiment, learned a collection of  picture-location 
associations, were tested on their memory for these associations during the 
TEST, and were given a false instruction (see “Instruction” below) about the 
procedures of  a second (identical) memory test, the RETEST. Participants 
returned to the lab for the second session after a 14 hour delay. Throughout 
the delay actigraphs recorded the activity of  each participant. During 
the second session, participants were given the actual instruction for the 
RETEST, were tested once more on their memory for all associations and 
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received a debriefing. For half  of  the participants, the first session occurred in 
the morning, with RETEST at night, and no sleep in between (the “WAKE 
group”).  For the other half, the first session occurred in the late afternoon, 
with RETEST in the morning, and the delay included a normal night of  sleep 
(the “SLEEP group”). 
 
The Picture-Location Task
Participants learned 120 picture-location associations during the first session. 
Stimuli consisted of  60 color pictures of  buildings and 60 color pictures of  
furniture items, all of  the same size. Learning was conducted in 3 encoding-
retrieval cycles; for an overview of  the task, see also Figure 2. During 
encoding, participants passively viewed each picture for 4s while it was 
associated with one of  six possible locations on a computer screen, which was 
indicated by a color change of  the associated location and the picture moving 
to that location. Presentation of  building and furniture stimuli was randomly 
intermixed, but each picture category had its own set of  six locations to limit 
the formation of  across-category associations (i.e. linking particular furniture 
items to buildings at the same location as a mnemonic strategy). Additionally, 
the location array for each condition provided an implicit context specific to 
the picture categories that was encoded along with the associations.
Immediately after each encoding block, a retrieval block followed in which 
the participants were instructed to indicate the correct location of  each 
picture. In this block, pictures were shown sequentially at the centre of  the 
screen and participants chose the corresponding location for each picture 
with a joystick movement using their right hand. The picture stayed on screen 
for 4s; however, subjects were allowed to respond as soon as the picture 
appeared. In case the subject did not respond within the 4s, the picture went 
off  screen but the trial lasted until the participant had made a response. No 
feedback was given. After a 1s interval, subjects were additionally instructed 
to rate the confidence of  their response (1 = unsure to 5 = sure). In case 
they did not remember the location, they were instructed to indicate the 
lowest confidence rating of  1. Each location was used equally often across 
the stimuli. Presentation of  buildings and furniture stimuli was intermixed 
during both encoding and retrieval, and each phase used different random 
presentation orders for all stimuli. The encoding–retrieval cycle was repeated 
three times with all individual pictures associated with one fixed location. 
The performance during the third retrieval phase was used as the baseline 
(“TEST”) memory performance score.  After the 14 hour delay, participants 
returned and underwent one more retrieval phase without further encoding 
(“RETEST”).
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Instruction
Three sets of  instructions were given during the course of  the experiment. 
First, before the informed consent was signed, participants were instructed 
about the picture-location task and general procedures of  the experiment. 
Second, a standard written and verbal relevance instruction was given to 
each participant by the experimenter after the TEST (i.e. when the learning 
phase and baseline test of  the picture-location task had been completed). The 
instruction explained that only one picture category (furniture or buildings) 
would be tested at the RETEST, stressed the importance of  the “relevant” 
category, and informed the participant about the added monetary bonus given 
for each correctly recalled relevant association at the RETEST. Assignment 
of  buildings or furniture as the relevant picture category occurred in a 
counterbalanced manner across participants in both groups. The third set of  
instructions was given post-delay to inform participants on the procedure at 
RETEST.  Specifically, when participants returned to the lab after the delay, 
they were re-instructed against their expectations that they would be tested 
on both picture categories, and that the monetary bonus would be given for 
all correct responses, regardless of  category. Participants were asked during 
the debriefing at the end of  the experiment whether they had any doubts 
or suspicions about the instructions given in this experiment. If  participants 
expressed any doubts about the relevance instruction at any time during the 
experiment, they were excluded from the analyses reported in this article. 10 
participants were excluded for this reason: 4 from the WAKE group (1 male, 
1 left-handed) and 6 from the SLEEP group (1 male, all right-handed). 
Actigraphy and the delay period
After the relevance instruction was given, participants left the lab. Participants 
in the WAKE group were instructed not to nap but otherwise follow their 
normal daily routine. Participants from the SLEEP group were instructed to 
sleep normally and keep to habitual bedtimes. Throughout the delay period, 
each participant was monitored using wrist-mounted actigraphy (ActiGraph, 
Pensacola, USA). For all participants, activity logs were checked for the 
presence of  sleep periods. The Total Sleep Time (in minutes) was subsequently 
calculated for each participant in the SLEEP group with the Cole-Kripke 
algorithm (Cole et al., 1992) as implemented in ActiLife 5 (Actigraph) and 
was subsequently used in the calculations of  the correlations between sleep 
time and memory retention.
5
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Introduction
Now that I have fully described my experimental work, I will briefly summarize 
the main findings of  my studies and then discuss their implications. As I 
mentioned in the introduction, the experimental chapters of  this thesis can 
be roughly divided into two main topics. Chapter 2 and 3 focused on neural 
connectivity that occurred naturally during a nap period after learning; 
Chapter 4 and 5 focused on directing memory consolidation to promote the 
retention of  selected information. Taken together, these studies have taught 
us a number of  things about the neural processes that take place during sleep, 
their relevance for memory, and how these processes can be harnessed to 
modulate retention.  
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Summary
In Chapter 2 I investigated the functional connectivity of  the fusiform gyrus 
during an afternoon nap. This nap took place shortly after participants 
learned a set of  face-location associations, which led me to focus on the 
neural interactions of  the fusiform gyrus, a region important for face-
processing, during the sleep period. I found that fusiform connectivity was 
up-regulated during sleep when compared to wake. The differences were most 
pronounced in the connection with posterior visual areas during sleep stage 
1 and with associative regions, such as the precuneus, during sleep stage 2. 
Most importantly, these increases in fusiform connectivity were behaviorally 
relevant. Increased fusiform connectivity with the medial prefrontal cortex 
was correlated with the retention of  associations learned before the nap period, 
whereas fusiform-hippocampal connectivity was associated with the ability 
to memorize new associations after the nap period. These results suggest that 
functional connectivity is a useful measure to delineate the neural signature 
of  sleep-dependent memory processing. More generally, it also demonstrates 
that such correlations between brain regions are functionally important for 
cognition. 
In Chapter 3 I delved deeper into the functional connectivity patterns of  the 
brain in different sleep stages. Using a more explorative approach, I found 
that synchronicity within a number of  resting state networks increased with 
sleep. These results indicate that neural connectivity in various networks 
increases from wake to light sleep. The connectivity changes are likely in 
part due to physiological changes in cardiac, respiratory, motion and other 
parameters. Nevertheless, this physiological shift might contribute to a 
biological environment in which functionally relevant processes such as 
memory consolidation can take place.  This analysis also provided additional 
support for my findings from Chapter 2, as similar network-level connectivity 
differences were found with both the ICA and seed connectivity analyses.
In Chapter 4 I attempted to selectively improve the retention of  a set of  object-
location associations. Using object-associated sounds, I reactivated half  of  
the studied associations during subsequent slow-wave sleep. Presentation of  
the sounds was associated with parahippocampal activity and increases of  
parahippocampal connectivity with posterior visual regions. Importantly, 
such neural responses to sound were demonstrated to be behaviorally relevant: 
medial temporal lobe activity and parahippocampal-precuneus connectivity 
at the moment of  sound presentation predicted stabilization of  the reactivated 
associations. Although the reactivation protocol did not have a consistent 
behavioral effect, these results indicate that targeted reactivation can be 
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used to modulate neural processes in sleep. Moreover, areas known to be 
involved in memory, such as the hippocampus and parahippocampal cortex, 
were shown to be mediating the behavioral effects of  such reactivation. This 
finding is in line with the idea that sleep-dependent memory consolidation 
involves the reprocessing of  memories in the neural circuits used to encode 
and recall them. This experiment also demonstrates that the brain can respond 
to external input during sleep; a promising characteristic that might allow 
further cognitive and clinical interventions. 
In Chapter 5 I investigated the specificity of  sleep’s facilitation of  memory 
consolidation. My hypothesis was that sleep would preferentially facilitate 
memory for information that is expected to have future utility. Therefore, I 
modulated the future relevance of  two sets of  picture-location associations 
after learning. I found that relevant associations were retained better than 
irrelevant associations when the test-retest delay featured sleep. Surprisingly, 
when this delay contained a normal working day without sleep, the opposite 
effect was found. It thus seems that relevance can make information more 
salient, which could be beneficial for offline reactivation processes. However, 
salience might also increase the memory’s susceptibility to interference. In 
any case, this study showed that a tailor-made instruction can modulate 
sleep-dependent memory consolidation selectively. Such a (relatively) simple 
intervention might therefore be useful in education to promote memory for 
important information. 
General Discussion
We all spend significant time asleep. When we are sleeping, we lose much 
of  our consciousness and agency, simply to wake up after some time with 
little recollection of  what has taken place in the hours before. Indeed, it is 
hard to get at what is going on in the brain during sleep, and this has long 
been a major challenge for sleep research. With the advent of  neuroimaging, 
we at last gain the tools to study what is going on in the brain when we are 
asleep. But detailing the neural signature of  sleep is only the beginning. For 
understanding its purpose, we need to know how sleep’s physiology relates 
to its function. 
My research was based on the idea that one of  sleep’s functions is to actively 
and selectively stabilize our memories for future use. However, the general 
absence of  behavioral responses during sleep makes assessing memory 
function during sleep difficult. Normally, we do not know when memory-
related processes start or end during sleep and can only assess their impact 
after the participant wakes up. One way around this is to simply correlate 
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sleep-related neural modulations with changes in retention or acquisition. 
Alternatively, one can directly intervene and modulate memory processes 
during sleep, or use the presence and absence of  sleep as a factor in the direct 
comparison between different groups of  participants. We have done each of  
these things in turn; there are naturally other options.  
We were fortunate that we could build on the large body of  sleep and memory 
research conducted in the last three decades, a period in which many advances 
were made in this field.  Using advanced techniques and methodology, we 
have added some new pieces of  information to the literature. Although 
no single PhD project could hope to complete the puzzle at this time, our 
findings will contribute towards further understanding of  the relationship 
between sleep and memory. Briefly summarized, the main conclusions of  
this thesis are as follows:
1. Functional connectivity changes from wake to light sleep are 
behaviorally relevant and possibly facilitate reactivation during sleep. 
2. Functional connectivity changes from wake to light sleep are not 
restricted to a single network and are a reflection of  sleep’s facilitation of  
intra-network synchronicity.
3. Targeted reactivation of  associative memories during slow-wave 
sleep is associated with neural responses similar to those observed during 
recall. 
4. The mnemonic effect of  targeted reactivation during slow-wave sleep 
is mediated by the neural responses in the thalamus, precuneus, cerebellum 
and medial temporal lobe.
5. Selective modulation of  retention for associative memories during 
sleep can be realized through simple post-learning instruction.
Together, my research demonstrates that active processes of  memory 
consolidation take place during sleep. And although these processes occur 
naturally, they are sensitive to outside intervention, and are therefore promising 
targets for a variety of  educational, clinical and scientific applications. I will 
use the remainder of  this chapter to discuss the implications of  the conclusions 
stated above. 
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Functional connectivity in sleep and wake
I have measured functional connectivity during light sleep. Functional 
connectivity is believed to be a proxy of  the neural connections between 
brain areas (Friston, 1994), and might offer a window into the offline 
neural reorganization believed to underlie memory consolidation (Durrant 
and Lewis, 2009). In Chapter 2 and 3 I used functional analysis to index 
general (i.e. not event-related) changes in network connectivity that 
distinguished sleep from the wake state. My research forms a bridge between 
studies investigating network connectivity and sleep on the one hand and 
work relating resting-state connectivity to behavior on the other. Network 
connectivity in light sleep has generally been studied in the absence of  task-
related manipulations (Fukunaga et al., 2006; Horovitz et al., 2008; Larson-
Prior et al., 2009; Spoormaker et al., 2010; Sämann et al., 2011). Research 
has indicated that connectivity observed in the wake resting state generally 
persists throughout sleep stage 1 and 2  (Fukunaga et al., 2006; Horovitz et 
al., 2008; Larson-Prior et al., 2009; Spoormaker et al., 2010); but see Larson-
Prior et al., 2011 and Sämann et al., 2011 for some differences with regard 
to the default mode network). Interestingly, in a number of  brain regions 
both BOLD fluctuations as well as functional connectivity have been shown 
to be up-regulated in the transition from wake to light sleep. Specifically, 
posterior visual regions, the precuneus, and several other associative areas 
display higher connectivity in sleep stage 1 and 2 than in wake (Fukunaga et 
al., 2006; Horovitz et al., 2008; Spoormaker et al., 2010).  In Chapter 2 I have 
replicated these findings using seed-connectivity data. I observed that these 
areas, and several others, were more strongly connected with my task-related 
seed region, the fusiform gyrus, during light sleep when compared to wake. 
In light of  the resting-state literature, it would seem that these changes are not 
dependent on prior learning, and might instead represent more general shifts 
in connectivity from wake to light sleep. Nevertheless, it could very well be 
that these shifts in network connectivity benefit offline memory processes, for 
instance through facilitation of  cortico-cortical communication, and perhaps 
reactivation, within these circuits.
Much has been written on the influence of  physiological confounds on resting-
state connectivity (for a review, see Birn, 2012). Although factors such as 
motion, respiration and heart rate can definitely affect resting-state analyses, it 
is clear that resting-state connectivity is not simply the result of  physiological 
signals that are unrelated to neural activity. Resting-state networks closely 
resemble the neural networks utilized during action and feature a level of  
intrinsic organization beyond that of  simple confounds (Smith et al., 2009; 
Raichle, 2011). 
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My findings of  Chapter 3 indicate that the connectivity increases in sleep 
are not restricted to a single region, but extend to at least several known 
resting-state networks. Such general differences might be a reflection of  
physiological changes between sleep and wakefulness. Even if  we accept 
that changes in heart rate, respiration, motion and metabolism affect the 
connectivity comparison between these sleep states, my results demonstrate 
that the connectivity modulations have functional significance. Considering 
the state-dependent physiology as mere confounds does nothing to explain 
the correlations that were found between the modulations of  connectivity and 
subsequent memory performance. Either the connectivity changes go beyond 
general changes in physiology, or alternatively, such changes in physiology 
also contribute to a context in which memory consolidation is facilitated.
The observation that the increases in connectivity are relevant for behavior fits 
well with findings from the resting-state literature. A number of  studies have 
shown that functional connectivity in the awake resting-state correlates with 
preceding task performance (Albert et al., 2009; Hasson et al., 2009)  and can 
be behaviorally relevant (Stevens et al., 2010; Tambini et al., 2010). This thesis 
expands our knowledge by showing that similar effects can be found during 
sleep. Importantly, I directly compared functional connectivity during wake 
and sleep after learning, and found that increases in connectivity from wake 
to sleep were related to memory performance. These data therefore suggest 
memory consolidation is more strongly affected by connectivity during 
sleep compared to wakefulness. Together with the resting-state studies, my 
work demonstrates the usefulness of  functional connectivity analyses in the 
study of  the relationship between ongoing activity and cognition. The results 
of  Chapter 2, 3 and 4 also highlight the importance of  off-line functional 
connections for the retention of  declarative memories.
Targeted reactivation in sleep
Concrete evidence that neural processes in sleep actively contribute to memory 
consolidation was found in Chapter 4.  Targeted reactivation of  specific 
object-location associations was related to activity in the parahippocampal 
cortex, a region that was also demonstrated to be involved in the recall of  these 
stimuli. This result therefore supports the notion that reactivation involves 
the reprocessing of  memories in the brain regions used to encode and recall 
them. The current data additionally shows that sound-based reactivation 
was related to increased connectivity with visual areas. This could mean that 
auditory cueing reinstated the visuospatial representations of  the cued object-
location associations. Unfortunately, this study could not determine whether 
the auditory cue specifically reactivated the associated memory. 
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An experimental design that includes multivoxel pattern analysis might have 
a better chance of  classifying what becomes reactivated at the moment the 
cue is presented. Future research in this direction could definitely contribute 
to our understanding of  the reactivation process.
The behavioral impact of  the cueing protocol was linked to the neural responses 
to reactivation in the medial temporal lobe, thalamus and cerebellum. This 
suggests that at least part of  the (re)processing that occurs in response to 
cues actively contributes to memory retention, extending previous work in 
this area (Peigneux et al., 2004; Rasch et al., 2007; Rudoy et al., 2009). My 
data thus point towards a role of  the hippocampus and parahippocampal 
cortex in the initiation of  reactivation, and the realization of  the behavioral 
consequences of  this process. This finding fits well with current memory 
theories since these medial temporal areas are known to be part of  the core 
network of  memory processing (Squire et al., 2004).
In addition, I found that reactivation was related to pre- to post-sleep changes 
in functional connectivity during recall. Larger benefits of  reactivation were 
correlated with increases in parahippocampal-medial prefrontal connectivity. 
Consolidation of  declarative memories has been linked to increased 
involvement of  the medial prefrontal cortex during retrieval (Frankland and 
Bontempi, 2005; Takashima et al., 2006; Gais et al., 2007; Leon et al., 2010) 
as well as increased mPFC to medial temporal lobe connectivity during recall 
and rest (Gais et al., 2007; van Kesteren et al., 2010). I found that targeted 
reactivation during slow-wave sleep facilitates similar network changes. The 
increase in medial prefrontal connectivity was specific to reactivated stimuli, 
which offers more support for the hypothesis that the neural processes of  
reactivation actively contribute to memory consolidation.
My research shows that our brain can still respond to external stimuli in 
slow-wave sleep. The differences in neural response to studied and unstudied 
sounds in sleep demonstrate that auditory cueing actually affects neural 
activity and connectivity beyond simple auditory perception. These findings 
also enable further interventions during slow-wave sleep as they can be 
seen as a proof  of  principle that selective facilitation of  memory retention 
is possible. This is potentially very useful, because directly intervening 
with memory consolidation during sleep enables a more direct assessment 
of  the functional role of  the neural processes that are associated with this 
state.  However, some caution is in order. My reactivation protocol did not 
produce significant memory effects. Although differences in setup with the 
original study (in which a similar protocol did increase retention) might 
have contributed to this null finding, further replications are needed to 
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optimize the design, maximize the reactivation effect and find the optimal 
timing of  the reactivation procedure. A logical follow-up study could time 
the reactivation protocol more precisely to coincide with the specific phase 
of  the slow oscillations. It has been shown that neural communications are 
facilitated during the up-state of  these waveforms (Sirota et al., 2003; Sirota 
and Buzsaki, 2005). Presumably, auditory stimulation will have a higher 
chance of  succeeding in this phase. 
 
Additionally, one could think about using the learned material itself  to cue 
reactivation, rather than using a cue that is by association linked to what 
is to be reactivated. This approach would naturally restrict applications to 
certain sensory modalities, but would likely increase the probability that the 
desired information is reprocessed. In the domain of  procedural memory, 
a recent attempt to use learned melodies as cues to facilitate sensorimotor 
skill learning obtained promising results; such cueing in a post-learning nap 
significantly boosted musical performance at a post-sleep test (Antony et al., 
2012).
Selective effects of sleep-dependent memory consolidation
 
I found in Chapter 5 that the retention of  associative memories can be selectively 
modulated by a simple instruction on their future relevance. Relevance, in 
this case, meant the knowledge that only half  of  the associations learned 
would need to be remembered in the future, and the prospect of  a reward 
when recall was successful at that time. Importantly, the relevance instruction 
was given after learning, and was nullified at retrieval, when all memories 
were recalled for an identical reward irrespective of  expected relevance. This 
means that my manipulation was not operational during the acquisition and 
recall phases of  the experiment, and only acted on the consolidation process. 
It was already known that explicit instruction on to-be-remembered and to-
be-forgotten material before learning can influence retention, and that sleep 
is an important factor in this process (Rauchs et al., 2011; Saletin et al., 2011). 
Moreover, previous research suggested that post-learning knowledge about 
a future reward or memory test can facilitate retention in the presence of  
sleep (Fischer and Born, 2009; Wilhelm et al., 2011).  Nevertheless, my study 
was the first to show that this effect can be selective to specific memories, 
and does not represent a general facilitation of  sleep-dependent memory 
consolidation. This result demonstrates that sleep adaptively contributes to 
consolidation.  This finding also gives us the potential to prioritize the sleep-
dependent processing of  chosen material, which could provide huge benefits 
for education. 
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Before we make this step, however, a better understanding of  the cognitive 
and neural mechanisms behind these effects is necessary. My study did not 
(and could not) investigate the neural mechanisms behind the relevance effect. 
At this point, I can only speculate on the possible neurocognitive processes that 
came into play there. One possibility is that sleep-dependent consolidation is 
driven by the salience of  recent experiences, as has been proposed by Saletin 
and Walker (2012). The salience of  an individual experience can be based 
on its emotionality, reward potential and its encoding context (in which 
features such as motivation and explicit instructions play a role). Together, 
these characteristics might determine how important it is that the memory of  
a specific experience is properly consolidated.  The increased salience of  the 
relevant memory traces following the instruction might also facilitate offline 
reactivation of  these traces and thus contribute to greater stabilization of  the 
relevant associations across subsequent sleep (Rasch and Born, 2007).
 
In addition to reactivation, offline consolidation might be boosted for relevant 
memories through increased functional connectivity following acquisition. 
This might improve the probability that functional and anatomical 
connections are maintained over time, and thus promote long-term retention. 
On the molecular level, it could be that relevant memories are tagged for 
subsequent reactivation during sleep, similar to the processes mediating 
long-term plasticity proposed by the synaptic tagging and capture hypothesis 
(Redondo and Morris, 2011). Such ‘relevance tags’, set at the moment the 
relevance instruction is given, would then temporarily highlight the neuronal 
circuits as targets for sleep-dependent memory consolidation. This process, 
however speculative, could provide a selective benefit to those memories 
deemed relevant, even though all recently acquired memories were initially 
encoded in an identical manner. This could be one way how post-learning 
instruction selectively facilitates memory. A more prosaic explanation would 
be that active rehearsal of  relevant memories is responsible for such effects. 
This is unlikely, considering that wakefulness would allow ample opportunity 
for rehearsal but did actually worsen retention. Nevertheless, I cannot exclude 
the possibility that selective rehearsal just before sleep would improve sleep-
dependent consolidation of  the rehearsed material. More research is needed 
on this topic to address these open questions.
Future directions
Personally, I believe that there are two main directions for future research that 
follow naturally from the current developments in the field. 
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First, there is a need for further specification of  the mnemonic effects of  sleep 
and the physiological mechanisms through which they are realized. Evidence 
is strong that sleep facilitates memory consolidation for declarative memories 
(Diekelmann and Born, 2010). Non-REM sleep seems particularly important 
for this effect, but the functional distinction within non-REM sleep stages 
appears less clear. What is needed now is to step away from the sleep stages 
and towards the study of  specific electrophysiological features of  sleep. 
Using unbiased quantification of  measurable sleep markers, like EEG 
frequencies or specific EEG patterns such as spindles and slow oscillations, 
in relation to behavioral measures will give more insight in the functional 
processes that take place during sleep. Investigating the contributions of  
sleep spindles and slow oscillations to memory processes in humans would 
clarify the function these phenomena serve in the brain. Correlational data 
suggests both are important for memory processes (Diekelmann and Born, 
2010). More direct evidence has come through interventional studies in 
animals (Girardeau et al., 2009; Jadhav et al., 2012) and humans (Marshall et 
al., 2006; Van Der Werf  et al., 2009). Deeper insight could be gained from the 
combination of  multiple neuroimaging techniques. Future studies could for 
instance focus on the link between the EEG features and BOLD responses 
during reactivation. Connections between EEG oscillations and BOLD 
signals have been reported previously (Dang-Vu et al., 2008; Bergmann et al., 
2012) but the functional role of  these connections has not been investigated 
thoroughly. 
Reactivation protocols similar to mine but time-locked to spindles or the 
phase of  the slow oscillations could shed more light on the BOLD activity 
and connectivity patterns associated with these phenomena. My hypothesis 
would be that these electrophysiological phenomena only create a context in 
which memory consolidation is facilitated. The global spatial distribution of  
slow oscillations and, to a lesser degree, sleep spindles suggests that they lack 
the specificity to represent consolidation processes per se. In that sense, they 
might be similar to the functional connectivity changes I observed in Chapter 
2 and 3; important in facilitating communication between neural nodes, 
but not directly responsible for the initiation of  reactivation. The obvious 
question remains where and how reactivation is initiated instead. 
From the results of  Chapter 4, it would follow that medial temporal lobe 
structures such as the hippocampus are critical for the reactivation process. 
The areas in the medial temporal lobe are connected to many cortical and 
subcortical regions through the parahippocampal gyrus, which makes them 
ideally suited to reactivate the diverse components of  a memory trace across 
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the brain.  Since regions such as the hippocampus and parahippocampus 
have been repeatedly implicated in reactivation research (Peigneux et al., 
2004; Rasch et al., 2007; Diekelmann et al., 2011; Bergmann et al., 2012), it 
would be a parsimonious explanation for the origin of  memory reprocessing. 
The mechanisms through which these regions would initiate reactivation and 
through which specific memories are selected for reactivation require more 
study. 
What is clear at the moment is that sleep treats not all memories equally. An 
adaptive mechanism seems to be in place that determines the fate of  our daily 
experiences, but the parameters it uses to make this selection have not been 
fully detailed. Further research could focus on the relative importance of  
emotional impact, utility, reward and intention for sleep-dependent memory 
processes. Additionally, computational and theoretical modeling could 
inform our research and provide ideas on the factors that determine whether 
memories become reactivated and how this is instantiated at the neural level. 
Moreover, little is known about the neural mechanisms that mediate another 
important function of  consolidation: the integration of  novel experiences with 
prior knowledge and memory structures.  It is thought that newly encoded 
information that fits well with existing knowledge is consolidated rapidly, 
possibly through hippocampal-prefrontal interactions (Wang and Morris, 
2010; van Kesteren et al., 2012). Whether sleep and/or offline reactivation is 
essential for such processes is not yet known, but it has been hypothesized that 
the amount of  overlap that novel memories share with existing knowledge 
might also drive sleep-dependent memory consolidation (Lewis and Durrant, 
2011). This is a prediction that can and should be directly tested in future 
experiments.
A second direction for future research will likely be the application of  our 
knowledge in real-life settings. Investigating and validating the neural 
mechanisms of  sleep’s impact on behavior is highly relevant, but the potential 
for applications outside of  fundamental research is huge. Now that we know 
that sleep is important for the consolidation of  various materials, it should 
be possible to harness this power to improve education, stimulate memory 
retention and possibly try to counter the cognitive impairment that comes 
with age and disease. This would require the development and validation of  
protocols that are suitable for general and clinical use. Some obstacles remain 
before this can be realized. For one thing, statistical significance does not 
always indicate practical significance. Sleep-dependent memory effects might 
be reliable, but whether they are sufficiently large for real-life interventions 
can be called into question. Research focusing on maximizing sleep’s impact 
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could therefore be critical for the translation of  fundamental research into 
practical applications. 
Even without direct intervention during sleep, optimizing sleeping habits 
could benefit several populations. Clinical disorders as varied as attention-
deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), depression, post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD) and insomnia are associated with sleep disturbances that 
are believed to exacerbate the (cognitive) symptoms of  these afflictions 
(American Psychiatric Association, 2000; Harvey et al., 2003; Owens, 2009). 
Similarly, the process of  aging is associated with both cognitive as well as 
sleep impairments. Normalizing sleep in aging and clinical populations 
would likely provide significant cognitive benefits (Pace-Schott and Spencer, 
2011; Vance et al., 2011; Kondratova and Kondratov, 2012). Initial evidence 
is promising; for instance, light treatment (in combination with melatonin) 
improved sleep habits and improved cognitive symptoms associated with 
dementia (Riemersma-van der Lek et al., 2008) and daytime naps appear to 
improve the subjective wellbeing of  patients suffering from major depressive 
disorder (Peth et al., 2012).
In addition, experiments should be conducted to see if  the positive effects of  
sleep on memory that are obtained in the laboratory can be replicated in real-
life learning environments. It is as yet unclear whether typical students would 
benefit from the selective promotion of  certain memories over others using 
the methods described so far, and if  these benefits persist long enough to be 
helpful. With regards to targeted reactivation, effects will likely be largest for 
information that can be reactivated using cues that are naturally associated 
with the material. For instance, learning foreign language vocabulary could 
possibly benefit from auditory reactivation using the foreign language words 
as cues. Auditory cues would probably be less effective in boosting memory 
for mathematical equations. Care should therefore be taken to integrate sleep-
based interventions with current learning practices. 
Overall, we currently find ourselves at an exciting point in the study of  sleep 
and memory. New technological developments have given us more and more 
information on the neural and behavioral features of  sleep-dependent memory 
processes. The days that we could regard sleep as an inactive state without 
any relevance to cognition are long past. My studies and those of  many others 
have demonstrated that sleep is actively, selectively and adaptively shaping 
our long-term memory. We can now move forward, extending our insight 
ever further, and begin applying this knowledge for the benefit of  many.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting
Waarom slapen we? Het lijkt niet meer dan logisch dat een ‘activiteit’ die 
zo veel van onze tijd in beslag neemt een duidelijke functie heeft. Het is 
niettemin grotendeels onduidelijk hoe slaap bijdraagt aan onze geestelijke 
en lichamelijke gezondheid. Dát onze nachtrust hieraan bijdraagt is vrijwel 
zeker, zo blijkt uit jaren van onderzoek in dieren en mensen. 
Één van de meest onomstreden bevindingen van dergelijk onderzoek is dat 
slaap een gunstige uitwerking heeft op het geheugen. Vergeleken met een 
periode waarin mensen wakker zijn, is slaap beter voor het onthouden van 
allerlei informatie. Het is echter nog onbekend wat er precies in de hersenen 
gebeurt tijdens onze nachtrust dat hiervoor zorgt. 
Gedacht wordt dat tijdens de slaap herinneringen van de dag ervoor weer 
naar boven gehaald worden. Dit proces zou helpen bij de verwerking van 
onze ervaringen, en ervoor zorgen dat we ook op de lange termijn dingen 
blijven onthouden. Mijn proefschrift heeft deze hypothese onderzocht door te 
kijken naar gedrag, hersenactiviteit en de communicatie tussen verschillende 
hersengebieden bij gezonde vrijwilligers. Deze karakteristieken werden 
gemeten tijdens het leren en herinneren van informatie en tijdens de slaap. 
Vooral de overeenkomsten in hersensignalen tussen het actieve opslaan 
en terughalen van herinneringen enerzijds en de geheugenprocessen in de 
slaap anderzijds waren belangrijk. Immers, als de hersenen tijdens de slaap 
herinneringen opnieuw oprakelen, dan valt te verwachten dat dit in dezelfde 
gebieden plaatsvindt waar de herinneringen oorspronkelijk zijn opgeslagen. 
Met deze theorie als achtergrond heb ik in een aantal experimenten bestudeerd 
wat er in de hersenen gebeurt tijdens (en als gevolg van) slaap. 
In mijn proefschrift heb ik gebruik gemaakt van de combinatie van twee 
belangrijke meettechnieken binnen de neurowetenschappen: Elektro-
encephalografie (EEG) en Functionele Magnetische Resonantie Imaging 
(fMRI). EEG wordt gebruikt om de elektrische signalen te meten die de 
zenuwcellen in de hersenen uitsturen. De techniek is erg gevoelig voor snelle 
veranderingen in deze signalen, en kan dus goed weergeven wanneer bepaalde 
hersenprocessen plaatsvinden. Deze techniek is daarnaast bij uitstek geschikt 
voor slaapstudies, omdat de verschillende slaapfases (bijvoorbeeld diepe 
versus lichte slaap) gekenmerkt worden door karakteristieke verschillen in 
het bijbehorende EEG signaal. Ik heb EEG dan ook gebruikt om te bepalen 
wanneer mijn proefpersonen wakker dan wel in lichte of  diepe slaap waren. 
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fMRI gebruikte ik om verschillen in hersenactiviteit en communicatie tussen 
hersengebieden in kaart te brengen. Deze techniek geeft een precieze, maar 
indirecte maat van hersenactiviteit. Als een hersenregio actief  wordt, dan 
verandert het zuurstofgehalte in de nabije bloedvaten. De bijbehorende 
magnetische verstoring kan worden gemeten met de MRI scanner. Zo kunnen 
we heel precies bepalen waar veranderingen in hersenactiviteit plaatsvinden. 
Daartegen zijn de biologische veranderingen in het zuurstofgehalte relatief  
traag, en is fMRI dus minder geschikt om te meten wanneer hersenactiviteit 
verandert.
De resultaten van mijn onderzoek laten zien dat er tijdens onze slaap actieve 
processen plaatsvinden, die efficiënt ons geheugen op orde houden. Ze geven 
daarnaast aan dat onze hersenen ‘s nachts niet alle herinneringen hetzelfde 
behandelen. Ons brein selecteert dan namelijk ook welke herinneringen van 
onze dagelijkse ervaringen bewaard blijven en welke vergeten worden. Het 
interessante van mijn onderzoek is daarbij dat ik bewijs heb gevonden dat 
deze slaapprocessen door ons beïnvloed kunnen worden. Dit maakt het in de 
toekomst wellicht mogelijk om ons geheugen te verbeteren voor informatie 
die wij belangrijk vinden. Ik zal nu kort mijn bevindingen uit de verschillende 
hoofdstukken samenvatten.
In hoofdstuk 2 heb ik onderzocht hoe de communicatie tussen verschillende 
hersengebieden (de zogenaamde functionele connectiviteit) verandert tijdens 
de slaap. Na het leren van associaties tussen gezichten en bepaalde locaties 
op een computerscherm sliepen proefpersonen ’s middags enige tijd in de 
fMRI scanner. Dit maakte het mogelijk om te kijken hoe de functionele 
connectiviteit in mijn (in eerste instantie) wakkere proefpersonen veranderde 
als ze gingen slapen. Ik focuste hierbij op de communicatie van de fusiforme 
gyrus, een hersengebied betrokken bij het herkennen van gezichten. 
Resultaten van deze eerste studie lieten zien dat de communicatie van deze 
fusiforme gyrus in slaap toenam met o.a. gebieden die betrokken zijn bij 
de visuele waarneming. Deze verhoogde connectiviteit was ook gekoppeld 
aan de geheugenprestaties van de proefpersonen. Hoe meer communicatie 
er was tussen de fusiforme gyrus en de mediaal prefrontale hersenschors 
(een geheugengebied) tijdens de slaap, hoe beter de proefpersonen de 
associaties tussen de gezichten en locaties onthielden. Ook het leren van 
nieuwe associaties was gekoppeld aan connectiviteit tijdens de slaap. Hoe 
meer communicatie er tijdens de slaap was tussen de fusiforme gyrus en de 
hippocampus (een ander geheugengebied), hoe meer nieuwe associaties de 
proefpersonen konden leren na het slapen. Kortom, deze studie liet zien dat 
in bepaalde hersencircuits de communicatie tijdens de slaap toeneemt. 
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Deze verandering is gunstig voor zowel het onthouden van eerder geleerde 
dingen als het aanleren van nieuwe informatie. In dit experiment kon 
ik daarnaast aantonen dat de hersengebieden die sterker met elkaar 
communiceerden tijdens de slaap, ook actief  waren tijdens het leren en 
herinneren van de associaties. Dit ondersteunde onze voorspelling dat de 
hersenprocessen tijdens de slaap overlappen met de processen die bij het leren 
en herinneren betrokken zijn.
In hoofdstuk 3 heb ik onderzocht of  de effecten uit het vorige hoofdstuk 
specifiek waren voor de hersengebieden die bij mijn leertaak betrokken 
waren. Niet alle ervaringen die je dagelijks meemaakt zijn namelijk 
gerelateerd aan gezichten, en ook deze andere ervaringen worden wellicht 
verwerkt tijdens onze slaap. Ik maakte in dit hoofdstuk gebruik van een 
analysetechniek (Independent Component Analysis) die alle communicatie 
in de hersenen bestudeert om vervolgens het brein in te delen in verschillende 
onafhankelijke groepen van hersengebieden; zogenaamde hersennetwerken. 
Binnen een dergelijk netwerk communiceren de gebieden onderling veel 
met elkaar, maar met gebieden buiten het netwerk is zulke communicatie 
veel zeldzamer. Vervolgens keek ik hoe de communicatie binnen deze 
hersennetwerken verschilde op momenten dat vrijwilligers sliepen dan wel 
wakker waren. De resultaten van dit experiment lieten zien dat de versterkte 
communicatie binnen netwerken niet alleen zichtbaar was in de netwerken 
betrokken bij de gezichtentaak, maar ook in andere netwerken. Deze studie 
toonde daarmee aan dat de communicatie in de hersenen tijdens de slaap in 
algemenere zin versterkt wordt dan eerder werd aangenomen. Slaap biedt 
daardoor een uitgelezen gelegenheid om onze herinneringen te verwerken; 
de communicatie in het brein verloopt makkelijker, en de hersenen krijgen 
weinig tot geen input van de buitenwereld die de verwerking kan verstoren.
In hoofdstuk 4 nam ik de logische vervolgstap en keek ik of  het mogelijk is 
om de geheugenprocessen tijdens de slaap te beïnvloeden. Als herinneringen 
toch al ’s nachts naar boven worden gehaald om verder verwerkt te worden, 
dan kunnen de hersenen wellicht gestimuleerd worden om bepaald materiaal 
hierbij voorrang te geven. Met hulp van de juiste input kunnen de gewenste 
herinneringen dan ’s nachts misschien worden “gereactiveerd”. Om dit uit 
te testen leerden proefpersonen associaties tussen plaatjes van alledaagse 
voorwerpen en locaties op een computerscherm, te vergelijken met het 
bekende spel “Memory”. Als extra toevoeging hoorden de proefpersonen 
elke keer als ze een plaatje zagen een bijbehorend geluid; zo werd een plaatje 
van een kat steeds vergezeld door het geluid “miauw”. Na het leren sliepen 
de proefpersonen enige uren in de hersenscanner. Tijdens de diepe fases van 
slaap in deze rustperiode speelde ik voor de helft van de plaatjes weer de 
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bijbehorende geluiden af. Ook werden onbekende geluiden afgespeeld die 
niets te maken hadden met de leertaak. 
Als gevolg hiervan liet de parahippocampus, een hersengebied betrokken bij 
het ruimtelijk geheugen, meer activiteit zien voor bekende vergeleken met 
onbekende geluiden. Ik kon eerder al laten zien dat dit gebied ook belangrijk 
was tijdens het leren van de “Memory” taak. Daarnaast leidde presentatie 
van de geluiden uit de taak ertoe dat er meer communicatie was tussen de 
parahippocampus en verschillende andere hersengebieden. 
Uit eerder onderzoek is bekend dat deze andere gebieden betrokken zijn 
bij de visuele waarneming, het geheugen en de verwerking van ruimtelijke 
informatie. Dit suggereert dat de presentatie van de geluiden die gekoppeld 
waren aan de plaatjes een “reactivatie” veroorzaakte van de bijbehorende 
plaatjes en hun plek op het scherm. Deze conclusie wordt ondersteund door 
verdere analyses. Deze toonden namelijk aan dat een sterkere hersenreactie op 
de geleerde geluiden samenging met betere prestaties op de geheugentest die 
werd afgenomen ná het slapen. In andere woorden: proefpersonen die tijdens 
de slaap sterker reageerden op de geluiden waren beter in het onthouden van 
de locaties van de “gereactiveerde” plaatjes. 
Samengevat liet dit experiment zien dat de hersenen beïnvloedbaar zijn tijdens 
de diepe slaap, en dat er mogelijkheden liggen om het geheugen ’s nachts 
te sturen. Een belangrijke bevinding was daarnaast dat de geheugeneffecten 
van onze geluidspresentatie voor rekening kwamen van gebieden die overdag 
betrokken waren bij het herinneren van de locaties. Dit levert extra bewijs 
voor onze voorspelling dat deze gebieden ook tijdens slaap belangrijk zijn 
voor ons geheugen.
In hoofdstuk 5 heb ik opnieuw geprobeerd het geheugen voor bepaalde 
informatie te beïnvloeden. Dit keer deed ik dit niet tijdens de slaap, maar 
direct na het leren. Proefpersonen leerden in deze studie de locatie van twee 
categorieën plaatjes. De ene helft van de proefpersonen leerde dit ’s avonds, 
de andere helft leerde dit ’s ochtends. Meteen na afloop van het leren kregen 
alle proefpersonen te horen dat slechts één plaatjescategorie zou worden 
behandeld in een latere test. Voor de proefpersonen was het echter relevant 
om deze categorie goed te onthouden, want voor elk goed antwoord op de 
latere test konden ze extra geld verdienen. Met dit in het achterhoofd gingen 
de proefpersonen die ’s avonds hadden geleerd thuis slapen, om 14 uur later 
terug te keren voor de test. De andere helft, die ’s ochtends was gekomen, had 
een normale werkdag. Toen de proefpersonen terugkwamen, kregen ze een 
verrassende boodschap: de toets ging toch over beide categorieën, en de extra 
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beloning gold voor alle plaatjes, of  het nu de oorspronkelijk relevante categorie 
was of  niet. Proefpersonen die hadden geslapen bleken beter te scoren in de 
categorie die ze tot voor kort als enige relevante achtten. Proefpersonen die 
een gewone werkdag hadden meegemaakt hadden in tegenstelling juist meer 
problemen met deze plaatjescategorie. Deze resultaten lijken aan te geven 
dat slaap voorrang geeft aan het verwerken van herinneringen die persoonlijk 
relevant zijn, vergeleken met irrelevante ervaringen. Daarnaast lijkt het 
erop dat de geheugenverwerking overdag geen baat heeft bij een dergelijk 
verschil. Mogelijk komt dit doordat het overdag in gedachten houden van de 
“relevante” herinneringen ze vatbaarder maakt voor verstoring, bijvoorbeeld 
door het binnenkomen van nieuwe ervaringen.
Bij elkaar genomen hebben de experimenten in mijn proefschrift meer 
duidelijkheid gegeven over de geheugenprocessen die zich afspelen tijdens 
onze slaap. De voornaamste conclusies van mijn onderzoek zijn:
1. Slaap wordt gekenmerkt door verhoogde communicatie tussen 
hersengebieden.
2. Deze verhoogde communicatie kan worden aangetoond in netwerken 
die belangrijk zijn voor specifieke leertaken, maar ook in andere 
hersencircuits.
3. Deze verhoogde communicatie is gunstig voor het geheugen.
4. De verwerking van bepaalde herinneringen in diepe slaap kan worden 
beïnvloed door presentatie van bijbehorende geluiden.
5. Dergelijke “reactivatie” vindt plaats in hersengebieden die ook betrokken 
zijn bij het leren en herinneren van de informatie.
6. Hoe sterker de respons in deze hersengebieden tijdens de geluidspresentatie 
in diepe slaap, hoe beter de prestaties zijn op de geheugentest na het 
slapen.
7. Het is mogelijk ons geheugen voor bepaalde informatie selectief  te 
verbeteren door na het leren een simpele instructie mee te geven; slaap is 
hiervoor essentieel.
Conclusie en vervolgonderzoek
Mijn onderzoek heeft aangetoond dat tijdens de slaap actieve en selectieve 
geheugenprocessen plaatsvinden in de hersenen. Hoewel deze processen 
normaalgesproken natuurlijk verlopen, is het mogelijk om ze te sturen. 
Hierdoor wordt het in de toekomst wellicht mogelijk om toepassingen te 
ontwikkelen op het gebied van onderwijs, wetenschap en geneeskunde. 
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Belangrijk is ook dat deze processen een duidelijke functie hebben: ze 
zorgen ervoor dat ons geheugen op orde wordt gehouden, dat de belangrijke 
herinneringen worden behouden en dat de onbelangrijke herinneringen 
worden vergeten.
Vervolgonderzoek zal waarschijnlijk twee richtingen opgaan. Ik verwacht 
dat nieuw onderzoek nog beter zal gaan kijken naar welke effecten slaap 
nu precies heeft op het geheugen, en hoe deze effecten tot stand komen op 
moleculair, cellulair en orgaanniveau. Daarnaast denk ik dat in de toekomst 
onze bevindingen steeds vaker toegepast zullen worden in de praktijk. Er 
schuilt enorm veel potentieel in het vertalen van het huidige fundamentele 
onderzoek naar daadwerkelijke toepassingen. 
Op dit moment bevinden we ons op een cruciaal punt in het onderzoek 
naar slaap en geheugen. Nieuwe technologische ontwikkelingen geven ons 
steeds meer informatie over de biologische en psychologische kant van de 
geheugenprocessen die met slaap te maken hebben. Mijn onderzoek en dat 
van vele anderen laat zien dat slaap een belangrijke rol speelt in het geheugen. 
Ik ben ervan overtuigd dat we onze kennis de komende jaren nog sterk zullen 
vergroten, en dat het toepassen van onze bevindingen een positieve bijdrage 
kan leveren aan onze maatschappij. 
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Here I get the chance to thank everyone who made this thesis possible. 
Although this book has only my name on the cover, many people have 
supported me in my PhD research over the last five years. 
Guillén, thank you for your excellent supervision these past years. I was 
really lucky to have you as my promoter, with your great scientific insight, 
vast academic experience and your impressive ability to think creatively. 
Even as you became director of  the DCN and obtained more and more 
responsibilities, you were always on top of  things and made time for me 
whenever needed. Your dedication to science sets a great example to all of  us 
and shows that a successful scientific career still has room for family matters, 
pizza meetings, retreats, sailing trips and garden BBQs. As someone with 
similar sensibilities, I also really appreciated your direct and straightforward 
way of  communicating. I am especially grateful for your trust, which allowed 
me to work quite independently and flexibly, and your loyalty, especially after 
my initial PhD contract ended, when you enabled me to finish my PhD at 
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have gone horribly wrong . At the same time, I certainly got to know you 
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That, and the large quantities of  food and tea that kept us going throughout 
the night. It is probably in our own best interest that we don’t share with 
others what we talked about, though . In any case, to have two very involved 
supervisors with such different backgrounds was a big advantage for me 
throughout my PhD project, and I cannot thank you enough for everything 
you contributed.
Markus, you always claimed you did not know enough about cognition to 
contribute to our papers. You were most definitely wrong: I am convinced 
that over the years your unique perspective has helped my project enormously. 
You always kept things practical, light, and down-to-earth.  Your laidback 
but curious attitude (not to mention your great sense of  humor) made you 
a joy to work with and I am still sad I cannot depend on you anymore for 
any of  my current experiments . I hope we can find a way to continue 
collaborating though!
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Christian, thank you for helping me with the ICA analyses from Chapter 3. 
I could never hope to reach your level of  methodological knowledge, but you 
managed to make everything understandable for me (in the end). Thanks for 
your input and your suggestions for follow-up research whenever I got stuck, 
and for patiently guiding me through the dual regression analyses. It was a 
pleasure working with you.
Ken, I greatly enjoyed collaborating with you on the reactivation study 
from Chapter 4. Although the project provided its fair share of  challenges, 
you were always quick to offer your thoughts and feedback from across the 
Atlantic. It was great to have you around in Nijmegen, and meet with you at 
ICOM in York, too. I am really happy that we managed to finish our study 
successfully and top it off  with a quality paper. Thank you for your help, and 
let’s continue to work together on the sleep data!
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Jan-Willem, it was a pleasure doing the experiment in Chapter 5 together 
with you. Your hard work and cheerful personality made the testing for this 
study so much easier; thanks a lot for helping me out. I am happy that you are 
continuing in science with your own PhD project now; with your inquisitive 
and industrious nature I am sure you will do well. Keep in touch!
Dirk Ruiter, Eus van Someren and Sebastiaan Overeem, thanks for being 
part of  my reading committee and thank you for the time you invested in 
evaluating my thesis and its defense. I’d dare say that your level of  knowledge 
and expertise made you ideally suited to judge whether I had something 
worthwhile to say in this book.
I also would also like to thank Albert Postma and Vincent Walsh, who were 
my supervisors during my master internships, for helping me learn many 
experimental and analytical skills during my stay in their labs. You were great 
scientific mentors and got me started on this PhD path five years ago.
The DCCN is a great place to work, and the fact that it keeps running is in 
no small part due to the administrative and technical groups that make sure 
that us scientists have the places and toys to do our experiments. Thanks to 
all admin and TG members for their hard work! 
Sandra and Nicole, thank you for putting through the dozens (hundreds?) 
of  forms for all my participants, and for all other administrative things you 
arranged directly or indirectly for me. 
Marek and all trainees, thanks for keeping all the hard- and software running 
and for your friendly can-do attitude. 
Sander, Erik, Bram, Uriel and René, thanks for all the technical and IT help 
you guys have given me over the years, it was always a pleasure working with 
you.
Tildie, without you, the Donders would probably fall apart. You are so much 
more than just a secretary, and everybody who has ever worked at our institute 
knows you can basically get anything done. So, thank you for all that, and yes, 
I should probably get a proper access card by now.
Arthur, master of  finances and organization. Administrative managers are 
supposed to be overly serious and obnoxious to us working class folk. You 
apparently did not get the memo, as I found out when we worked together 
during my PhD jobs.  Even as the DCCN population becomes harder and 
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harder to fit into the Trigon, you manage to keep everything orderly with 
a sense of  humor  and a smile on your face. Thanks for everything, and I 
am sure you will do the next 7hills within the hour if  you survive this year’s 
Donders Day Out.
 
Paul, master MR manager. You were always so pleased with my company 
whenever I made the trek to your basement. I am happy to say I will be back 
soon to bother you in your lair again. Thanks for making the MRI lab such 
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Finally, within the Donders I had to opportunity to organize the Donders 
Discussions PhD conference twice, with Olga, Esther, Laura, Rick, Tessa 
and Ian in 2008, and with Inge, Marloes, Martine, Lindsey and Marieke in 
2009. Thank you for making organizing these events such a fun experience!
Doing my PhD would have never worked out if  I would not have been able to 
relax and be active in other ways as well. Sports and social activities (and the 
people involved) have been important to me and deserve a mention here too.
FC Donders is now in its 4th year, and so many people have played with us 
that I’ll certainly forget some here. The indoor and outdoor football with all 
you guys has nevertheless been consistently awesome. From the trinity that 
started it all, Cristiano (“Focus!”), Sasha and me, via the early enthusiasts 
Sander, the Peter K.’s (x2), Alex, Inti, Jurrian, Rasim, Jeroen, Minko, 
Andre, Alan, Wessel and Clancy (the “Crazy Australian”), a few brave 
females (Marlene, Mathilde, Hanneke, Jessie, Tari, Verena) through the 
Spanish Armada (Alberto, Vicenc, Andrés, Rodrigo, Roberto, Yvan) to 
the recent Iranese Invasion (Amin, Ehsan, Ali and Yoolla), the two current 
juggernauts (René and Arjen) and everybody else (Paolo, Nicolas, Marcel, 
Matthias, Markus, Maarten, Marek, Sean, Ruud, Egbert, Anil, Giovanni 
and Tom); Thursday evening  has remained one of  the highlights of  my 
week. And if  we conveniently forget about outdoor matches, our competition 
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Running with the Donders running club has likewise been great, whether 
it was during the 7hills/Carréloop/BATA/any other race, or the practice 
runs through the rain in muddy Brakkensteijn forest. Thanks to all of  you 
who shared the joy and exertion of  running with me!
The Donders is not just great as a working environment; socially it stands 
out as well. I really enjoyed all the Friday Afternoon Drinks, Wii/games/
movie nights, pool and karaoke parties, Donders Day Outs, home dinners, 
paintball matches, BATA and sailing weekends, summer BBQs, swimming 
excursions, snowball fights, balls and Billabong dance nights. Roemer (my 
paintball nemesis-general), Jeanette, Andre, Sander, Alex, Pawel, René, 
Lennart, Inge, Hanneke, Peter, Matthias E. and Matthias M., Eelke V. and 
Eelke S., Miriam and Mirjam, Ruud, Verena, Tom, Iske, Flora, Ruben, 
Sean (voted #1 most thoughtful, fashionable and poetic Donders person by 
me), Markus, Atsuko, Laura, Rick, Olga, Pieter, Mark, Ben, Arjen, Loes, 
Egbert, Alina, Sybrine, Frank, Ivar, Loes,  Martine, Marieke, Til, Winke, 
Anke Marit, Loek, Tessa, Stephen, Jim, Michelle, Mathilde, Guillaume 
and everybody else, thanks for making these past years so much fun!
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Thanks too to the poker gang (Peter 1, Peter 2, Mathieu, René, Ali, Guido, 
Sasha, Bram, Floris and the others) for the pub nights of  (good and bad) 
luck, excitement and money loss; it was my pleasure. I’ll be back to hand over 
more money to you soon.
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leven is super. In jouw gezelschap hoef  je je nooit te vervelen. Ik kijk uit naar 
je eigen promotie straks in juni!
Wessel, we kwamen elkaar voor het eerst bij fitness tegen en vonden in 
elkaar al snel dezelfde sportieve discipline. Samen hebben we heel wat metaal 
verzet, en of  het nu in de sportzaal, op het voetbalveld, in de kroeg of  in 
de wetenschap is, we kunnen het overal goed met elkaar vinden. En met 
jouw gedrevenheid in alles wat je doet weet ik gewoon dat jij nog heel ver 
gaat komen. Bedankt voor je vriendschap, voor alle trainingen, en voor je 
steun tijdens de goede en slechte momenten. Het is geweldig dat je uit de VS 
terugkomt om mijn paranimf te zijn; al ben ik bang dat je dit vooral doet om 
me terug te pakken voor je eigen promotiefeest.      
Ook vrienden en familie buiten het Donders zijn de afgelopen jaren belangrijk 
voor me geweest, al was het alleen maar om me de broodnodige afleiding te 
bieden van het werk.
Ik wil allereerst mijn fijne familie bedanken. Hans, Paula, Edwin, Karla, 
Lizzy, Paul-Jan, Christine, Manuel, Sander, Nanda, Roel, Sjors, Oscar, 
Tilly, Yannick, Fabiënne, Walter en David, bedankt voor alle gezelligheid 
tijdens de familiereünies, verjaardagen en feestdagen. En bedankt voor jullie 
aanhoudende interesse in mijn onderzoek, hoe moeilijk dit ook soms te 
begrijpen is voor mensen die niet hun leven hebben gewijd aan MRI scans 
en SPM. 
Daarnaast wil ik hier ook de familie Ly bedanken voor hun warme gastvrijheid 
en vriendelijkheid het afgelopen jaar. Het is altijd fijn om jullie weer te zien!
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Daan, Len en Aafje, bedankt voor de goede sfeer op nr 90, mede dankzij 
jullie is het zo fijn wonen aan de Ooijpolder. Daan, bedankt ook voor alle 
filosofische discussies over evolutie, ethiek en Richard Dawkins die we de 
afgelopen jaren op de gang gevoerd hebben; ze houden me scherp . 
Stan, Sweta, Hendrik, Evan and the others, thanks for all the good times 
back in Utrecht. It’s always great to see you guys, although I don’t meet up 
with you nearly often enough. Let’s change that from now on!
Wiebe, onze vriendschap heeft sinds de basisschool al verschillende 
omstandigheden, opleidingen en woonplaatsen overleefd, en daar ben ik 
ontzettend blij mee. Het is altijd leuk om met je af  te spreken, al is het maar 
om in de zoveelste FPS samen de tegenstanders tot chili te schieten. Dank je 
voor je jarenlange vriendschap, de vakanties, het samenwerken aan verhalen 
en games, de spelletjesavonden, en het doorlopen van tientallen co-op modes. 
We moeten nodig weer eens samen wat creatiefs in elkaar gaan zetten, wat jij?
Pepijn en Sabine, ik mag jullie wel. Misschien komt dat doordat ik door de 
jaren heen milder ben geworden en jullie (duidelijk aanwezige) minpunten 
beter kan hebben. Maar even serieus, ik ben heel bij met je broer en (bijna) 
schoonzus. Jullie betekenen veel voor me. De excursies, spelletjesavonden en 
feestdagen samen zijn altijd heel gezellig, en ik hoop dat jullie als burgerlijk 
getrouwd echtpaar ook net zo leuk gezelschap blijven.
Pap en mam, ik vind het heel fijn dat jullie beiden dit nog kunnen meemaken. 
Jullie hebben me veel bijgebracht in het leven, maar me desondanks altijd vrij 
gelaten om mijn eigen keuzes te maken. Wat jullie eigen situatie ook was, 
jullie hebben me altijd op alle mogelijke manieren gesteund, en ik ben daar 
jullie heel erg dankbaar voor. Dit proefschrift is voor jullie. Ik hoop dat jullie 
weten dat ik heel veel van jullie houd en dat jullie stiekem een beetje trots zijn 
dat ik het tot doctor heb geschopt. Jullie zijn geweldig.
Als laatste kan ik er niet onderuit om ook Verena hier even te noemen . 
Verena, mijn leven is zoveel leuker met jou erbij. Dank je voor je liefde, steun, 
en humor; elke dag weer.  Bij jou kom ik tot rust; met jou ben ik gelukkig. Zelfs 
op mijn mindere momenten maak je me direct weer vrolijk en ontspannen. 
Laten we samen nog heel veel mooie dingen gaan beleven! Verena, je bent 
super; of  eigenlijk beter nog: je bent de allerliefste van de héle wereld. Nee jij!
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Sleep is God. 
Go worship.
       
                    -- Jim Butcher

